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Foreword
I’m so sorry. I just wish I could have told you. I just wish you could have known somehow. I wish you
had listened. I wish you could have cared. I wish you could have known! I’m so, so, so sorry. But we had
to go.
I wish we could have seen you more, have been with you more, given you more. And now you have to
face the most horrible, terrible times that have ever come upon this Earth very soon. You didn’t believe
us…really.
But now it’s happened, and everything else IS coming. Just like the Scriptures say. The Bible IS TRUE.
Never doubt it again. There is one way still to escape the worst. Turn to Jesus NOW. While you can. It
seems to make no sense, but the things of God really do, because His mind is so much higher than yours.
You can’t do this anymore on your own.
Only HE knows everything. Only He can save you. He made you. He made you because He loved you.
He’s the only one that ever can or ever will love you completely and perfectly. He knows everything that
is really good for you, and everything that’s going to hurt you. And He knows what will surely kill you.
All He wants is for you to be happy, to be protected, to be FREE. Truly free, to become so completely
happy and fulfilled. It’s all been prepared for you. He’s been waiting, waiting to help you. To keep you
from being trapped in the most terrifying place of horror and never-ending torture: Hell.
Yes, Hell is REAL. God did not set it up for you. YOU were not made to go there EVER.
You were made for a place where you’ll never be hurting or lonely, tired or hungry, with absolutely no
such thing as pain. Only to be more happy and forever young and free, than even you could ever imagine.
FOREVER.
It’s your choice. It’s all in your hands now. To live – or to die. To suffer forever worse and worse – or to
be guaranteed to be so awesomely happy, loved and protected forever.
This is all we can ask you now: please tell Jesus you’re sorry and ask Him to come and take over your life
now. Give it to Him. He will RUN to save you.
We’ve compiled the following messages from Jesus to give you instruction in how to follow Him – and
LIVE through this next time, the Tribulation. If you turn to Him now – He will keep you safe, guide you
and protect you. He will teach you everything you need to know: where to go, how to live, how to evade
the enemy. He will provide you with food and clothing and medicines or healing if you will only trust
Him with your whole heart now.

Finally, we want to warn you now – whatever you do: DO NOT TAKE A
MARK, OR INJECTION OR ANYTHING IN YOUR BODY IN ORDER TO
BUY FOOD OR PAY FOR ANYTHING. THIS INDWELLING “CHIP”
THAT WILL ENTER YOUR BODY WILL MAKE YOU FOREVER
UNABLE TO TURN TO GOD – AND WILL CONDEMN YOU TO LIVING
IN HELL WITH SATAN ETERNALLY.
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The most common place it will be offered (to be inserted in) will be your hand
or your forehead. However, it may be taken anywhere.
THIS IS NOT “CONSPIRACY THEORY” TALK. IT IS NOT“RELIGIOUS”
TALK – IT IS VERY, VERY REAL. THE CHIP CONTAINS AN ELEMENT
THAT WILL MAKE YOU UNABLE TO THINK ABOUT GOD. YOU WILL
NO LONGER HAVE ANY DESIRE TO ESCAPE WHAT YOU HAVE
RECEIVED.
THIS IS UNREVERSABLE!
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What Just Happened?
If you are reading this little book AFTER Jesus Himself appeared in the skies – NOW is the time that you
must make the decision about what the Truth is. Jesus warned the world through His prophets that this
would happen for centuries. He has been giving us signs in the heavens, the Earth, the weather, the animal
die-offs, the tsunamis and earthquakes for years – all growing in intensity and closeness in occurrence.
Jesus said, “I have told you that all men will see Me coming on the clouds of Heaven. All men means
All men, it will NOT be hidden. No, I intend to see My people weep for having rejected Me. Does it
not say 'All the tribes of earth shall mourn?"'
Then shall appear the sign of the Son of man in heaven: and then shall all the tribes of the earth mourn,
and they shall see the Son of man coming in the clouds of heaven with power and great glory. Matt 24
Rev 1:6-8 He has made us to be a kingdom, priests to His God and Father-- to Him be the glory and the
dominion forever and ever. Amen. BEHOLD, HE IS COMING WITH THE CLOUDS, and every eye
will see Him, even those who pierced Him; and all the tribes of the earth will mourn over Him. So it is to
be. Amen. "I am the Alpha and the Omega," says the Lord God, "who is and who was and who is to
come, the Almighty."
Now, He has finally come, in what has been commonly called the Rapture. The purpose of the Rapture
was to remove all those who truly loved Him and lived for Him, and to keep them safe in Heaven, away
from the coming disasters. Now the wrath of God against the sin that pervades the Earth has started. You
can read about it all in the Bible, in the book of Revelation, about all of the seal and bowl and trumpet
judgments that will come on the Earth over the next 7 years.
The main focus of this time is the Jewish people – God’s people that He chose out from the world many
centuries ago, to be His special ones, dedicated to worshipping and loving God alone, shunning all the
“other” gods that the world had begun to worship – “gods” that were really demons in disguise.
"It is my deliberate intention that My People know Who I AM. Without this knowledge, they will
not be able to repent. When they see Me they shall be struck to the very marrow of their bones in
remorse for their sinful rejection of Me.
“I will be seen during the Rapture. I will not set foot on the Earth but I will be seen. My people will
weep and mourn for having rejected Me. They will be left behind as the gentiles are taken to
Heaven, then all Hell will break loose on the Earth; that will be the beginning of the Tribulation. I
assure you, Satan will waste no time in implementing His evil schemes and bringing the anti-Christ
to power.
“The Earth will reel like a drunkard. Not only will the accelerator upset the magnetic arrangement
of the Earth's poles, it shall inevitably affect the planets along with the close approach of Nibiru
and asteroids. Did I not say ALL Hell will break loose? It is intended that all of these things happen
in close proximity, the judgment of this Earth will happen with great intensity.
“As much as I love them, the Jewish people are by no means innocent of greed and manipulation.
The judgment for them will accomplish a two- fold purpose: their rejection of Me, and their
manipulation in business dealings with careless abandon for the covenant I established with them,
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and that they should be responsible for the blood of the creatures of this world. They are culpable
in this matter, extremely culpable. This is another of the reasons they are here for the judgment,
they must sleep in the bed they have made.”
But this time is not just for the finishing of His work with His people, the Jews. It is to test and try ALL
men on the Earth – to see if they will finally turn from their sin and turn to Him. ALL are in God’s eyes
and hearts during this time, as they have always been since the creation of the world. ANY who ask will
be received by Him, given His Salvation and finally brought to Heaven at death.
But you must come to Him fully, determined that you will depend on Him and Him alone to care for you
now – to provide for you, to hide you when necessary, to keep you safe. Or, if necessary, to be present
with you and strengthen you as you choose to be captured/confined/killed for refusing to take the Mark,
for refusing to bow in obedience to the man (the Lord has pointed out Obama as the man who will rise to
this position) who will set himself up as the Leader, virtually a “god” now on the Earth – the ruler of all
the world joined into one world, one religion and one monetary system.

The choice now is very clear: give your life into God’s hands and live eternally with Him in
Heaven at the death of your body. Or fear for your body and life for these next 7 short
years, obey the government and those who rule the world…and at the end of it all, lose
your soul to Satan and be given a place in Hell upon your death.
If you want to live forever – DO NOT ACCEPT THE MARK THAT WILL BE PRESSED
ON ALL PEOPLE TO BUY, SELL AND SURVIVE.
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What Jesus wants you to know from Him
“I am calling out to you, speaking comfort to your heart. I’ve not left you, nor will I ever leave or
forsake you. I know acutely the terrible loss you feel, at times even a sense of betrayal overtakes
you. All of your questions of “Why, and where, and why am I still here, why was I left behind and
what am I ever to do now?”
“You must resist the temptations to simply dive back into the world and get really busy, and take
advantage now of many so-called new and exciting opportunities and careers due to the mass
vacancies in every aspect of industry, business, and all-around money ventures.
“NO, even in your pain and bewilderment, draw back from these things. Pull back away from your
unstable world and seek Me with all your heart ten times the more. Strongly call out to Me with
true repentance and a sincere change of heart and I will help you. I will calm your fears, and
welcome you back with open arms.
“You’re not lost. In the coming days you will see more and more just how much I still truly love
you. If a mother forsakes her child, I will not abandon you. I am forever here to save you.
“You are still My child, so very, very precious and cherished by Me.
“You are still My treasure, and I am with you even now.”
"I'm here for every soul I create. I never change nor do I sleep or rest. I am constantly looking at
you, waiting for you, yearning and longing to spend time with you, and speak to you, My heart. You
have only to gird up your courage and try. I will most assuredly meet your efforts if they are fully
from the heart, with no preconceived opinions of your own. Give to Me your whole will and
intellect. Ask to be made again as a little child. Peacefully wait for Me and be patient, and I will
visit with you in ways you never imagined. Only make room for Me. I want your whole heart. Your
strong and earnest desire and pursuit of Me and Me alone. I will give you the abundant grace, but
you will you avail yourself to it?"
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Some questions you might have.
The question is burning in your mind, ‘But why?
Oh, my Lord, why? Why, why was I left behind?’
“My child, you were never meant to be excluded from the Rapture. It was My merciful provision
for all of My children, indeed My Church, My Body, My Bride. You were to be part of the
evacuation that took place to keep you from having to live in and witness the most horrible time of
suffering upon the Earth that has ever been or ever will be.
“You began well, however, in time you began to become more and more entrenched in the world.
Though still a Christian in name and affiliation, you began to draw more and more away, often to
many distractions and pastimes.
“The times we used to share became less and less. You knew that you were beginning to
compromise more and more with the world over your faith and so you stopped speaking to Me.
“That, combined with your new relationships and your new liberal ways of thinking caused you to
begin looking at other souls around you, and judging them. You began to look down on them and
the things that they held dear, even going as far as holding in scorn and contempt the joy that they
expressed at the nearness of My coming.
“By the time I arrived, all you could do was stand in fear and shame for the very thing which you
distained to believe had just happened right in front of you.
“Because you did not believe, you did not watch and pray, and I came as a thief in the night and
you were not prepared.
“I could not take you.”

What do I need to do now?
At this point, you are probably asking yourself, "So what do I do now??"
Our Best Advice: Just talk to Jesus the same way you would talk to any other friend; but more than a
friend - a Very Intimate Friend. He is the kind of Friend that You can talk to about anything, and
everything, and He will never back away. So He's here for you. Right now, in this moment. Simply
open your heart to Him, sharing all of your hopes and dreams, your fears and disappointments.
Last, but not Least, give yourself Fully and Unreservedly to Him. He is the one who created you, and He
knows far and beyond that which is for your ultimate good, for your total fulfillment and true lasting
happiness.
But “How,” you may ask, “do I actually DO it?”
The main thing, is that it genuinely and sincerely come from your heart. He is not looking for fancy
words or formal prayers.
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He LOVES You - just the way you are, right now.
So, be yourself, and approach Him comfortably and naturally. Tell Him that you are sorry for your sins,
and ask Him to take your whole life now, and everything in it.
Tell Him that you truly want to receive Him into your heart as your Lord and Savior, and that you give
yourself, fully and unreservedly, into His loving care, now and forever.
You have now become a New Creation in Christ. The Old Life has passed away, and now in this
moment, you have been wonderfully REBORN !! You are as clean, pure, and innocent as a newborn
baby, with absolutely no spot, stain, or wrinkle. You have just been given a brand new soul, a brand new
life, AND the PROMISE of the most beautiful life that will never end, in Heaven, where you will be
young, and free, and happy forever!

You ask of Me (Jesus) ‘What now?’
“Stay close, stay ever so close to Me now. Pray for the grace to always have Me in your heart and
mind, My name ever on your tongue.
“You must hold tightly to the hem of My garment and never for a second let Me go again. Develop
the habit of thanking Me always and everywhere. Have me ever before your mind’s eye. This you
must pray for also and I will give it. I am with you already, as it is, but you need to be able to sense
Me, feel Me, and interact with Me, speaking to Me always as your most trusted friend. I am keenly
interested in your every thought and feeling so long as you strive to stay lowly and humble, being
very little in your own eyes.
“I will forever be your most trusted Friend and confidant. Nothing draws Me more closely than
very small and childlike souls. I stay closer to them than their own skin, and I will be with you.
“I know that you are still in a great state of bewilderment and the rest of the world around you is in
a terrible state of disarray. But I also know that already you’re beginning to feel an inexplicable,
supernatural peace and calm within. I will continue to give you this gift and you will be able to
think and reason with remarkable clarity.
“Do not worry about your needs. As you can and will see, I have provided for you in every way.
People will continue to give to you everything that you will need, seemingly out of the blue, and you
will quickly begin to experience just how truly beautiful a real life of faith is even during these most
extraordinary circumstances.
He instructed Clare to: “Encourage them to have soaking or dwelling prayer and to reach out for My
hand, to grasp. I will lead them skillfully and comfort them lovingly. But they must enter into an
approachable prayer. Yes, praying on your knees in supplication is very effective, but much better
to have a personal, intimate, holding-God's-hand relationship...then all the rest follows naturally.
“I want them to know that I love them, I’m approachable, I'm with them, they have a future.
Whether they die now or live through the Tribulation, they still have a beautiful future. I want
them to know that all is not lost, all is not ended. No, their lives are just beginning. And though it is
a journey fraught with dangers, it will be deeply rewarding as they draw closer to Me, see My
miracles, and experience the depth of My love for them.
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“This is something they've been skating through all their lives and been avoiding. But now is the
time for them to recognize that I am real. That I DO love them, and that I am with them.
“All the things they should have been doing these years, but weren't, will have to be done now, in
this season. Those who lose their lives shall find them, those who grasp theirs tightly will lose them.
It is a paradox that revolves around faith and trust. Hopefully the fulfillment of the signs and
Scriptures from the Bible will turn them 180 degrees around.
“But sadly, some will choose - in full knowledge of impending consequences - to go ahead their own
way. They have lessons to learn and some day you will see the true depths of their rebellion, and
fully understand why consequences had to be so dire.”

I’ve heard that Holy Spirit will no longer be on the Earth…Will He?
The Great Revival After the Rapture
Let Me set your heart at ease. There will be no revival until you are taken in the Rapture. Yes, then
revival as never before will break loose, and I will pour My Spirit out."
“But You just removed Your spirit when you took us?”
"How shall My people be converted without Him? Is it not written that He convicts of sin?”
John 16:8 And when He comes, He will convict the world concerning sin and righteousness and
judgment: 9 concerning sin, because they have not believed in Me; 11 concerning judgment, because the
world is about to be judged.
“Then why does Your Word say that ‘He is taken out of the way,’ which is the interpretation that most
have about that line of Scripture?”
And it was interesting, because just then He quickened Psalm 85 to me:
1 You, Lord, showed favor to your land; you restored the fortunes of Jacob. 2 You forgave the iniquity of
your people and covered all their sins. 3 You set aside all your wrath and turned from your fierce anger. 4
Restore us again, God our Savior, and put away your displeasure toward us. 5 Will you be angry with us
forever? Will you prolong your anger through all generations? 6 Will you not revive us again, that your
people may rejoice in you? 7 Show us your unfailing love, Lord, and grant us your salvation.
And that really stood out to me – their Salvation – which is the point that they will come to when they are
convicted of their sin.
"So you see, He will be present and at work in The Great Revival.”
The Lord is calling this revival after the Rapture upon His people the Great Revival.
"I am making an all out effort, Clare, to reach people with My authentic Love and Intimacy, and
laying the foundation for revival that will break forth after you are Raptured. Many, many are the
authentic lovers and worshippers that I have chosen to bring forth teachings for the left behind.
Even now, they lament the small number they reach, not realizing what is about to break forth in
the near future. At that time, the knowledge of Me will far surpass the boundaries religious leaders
have set out.”
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Oh, Lord I heard a Rabbi say that it was absurd that a woman scantily clad in red could
immediately enter Heaven after she repented. I couldn’t believe my ears.
“Do you know, Beloved, this is why the leaders missed Me? They were so stuck on the laws, with its
external trappings, they could not recognize the heart of the law. They felt they had spent a lifetime
living by the rules and surely they deserved Heaven. And some repenting harlot that slept around
and made a living by immorality could never, ever, conceivably be pardoned in one moment and
enter Heaven the next.
“What they are missing is My atoning sacrifice. It’s not by sheep, nor goats, nor their good works.
It is by My Blood, an atrocious and unspeakably foul thing to them. But this is what atones for and
allows access to the Holy of Holies. Yes, the idea of eating My Flesh and drinking My Blood was the
most noxious thing they could imagine. But when the Mercy Seat is shown with My Blood upon it,
their confusion will be turned to incredulity. Some will renounce it as a prank. Others will be
deeply smitten, falling on their faces in utter brokenness for having slandered all these years. For
their blindness and persecution, some will not rise up from that place for days and even weeks, so
troubling will this discovery be to them. And so deeply repentant.
“Yes, My people are stubborn, but once they know the truth they will be stubborn for Truth – and
thousands will be martyred, dying happily for My Name’s sake. I have sent them confirmations
because I love them, because some of them have been very diligent. Yes, in the young man. Yes, in
the highly respected Rabbi, who is now with Me. Yes, in the Ark of the Covenant... yes, yes! Endless
confirmations will I shower upon them. Their minds will be opened and I will drop My
understanding in the place of their blindness and confusion.
“Oh, how wonderful it will be to see My People repenting and turning around 180 degrees, back to
Me. Oh, how comforting... glorious indeed will be their genuine contrition when they return to Me!
And then they will rise up into the teachings I have left behind for them, plus the new many new
revelations and understandings as they make connections between the old and the new covenants.
“What a glorious time this will be, the fulfillment of all their dreams. Finally they will have their
Meshiack!”

What happened to all the Children and Animals?
Jesus told us, “Children and pets will also be taken. I will not leave the dear ones down here to suffer
– they shall be taken with you.
“Yes, you may tell all that I am taking their animals as well: horses, cats, dogs, birds, loved ones –
family – to all of you. May I say that I would never abandon these poor, innocent creatures at the
very worst time of history, when they’ve brought you so much comfort.”
When He said ‘loved ones and family to all of you’ He was referring to the fact that the animals are all
like family to us.
“Over and over again, I have used them to minister to you. A look in their eye, a touch, a nudge.
Such joy they have experienced in your sweet embrace. They love you – and I shall not abandon
them to neglect and suffering.
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“Your grandchildren, as well. Some of you have suffered such alienation from your children that
they’ve deprived you of your right to see your grand-children. This will be the time of restoration
for you as these little ones are removed and taken to Heaven.
“Many of My ministers have no knowledge of the extent of My Mercy to creatures. They do not
understand the true role that animals on this Earth have played. Adam had fellowship with the
creatures as well. But, despite his closeness to the animals, none proved to be a suitable companion
until I created Woman.
“Nonetheless, do not underestimate your relationship with animals and pets. I love them dearly.
Not one sparrow falls to the ground that I do not embrace it and bring it back to Heaven.
“In Heaven, you will communicate freely with them, and most of your interactions will be times of
love and play. You will swim with dolphins, tumble with lions, glide with otters, float with polar
bears and tuck into the giant paws of grizzlies. They will welcome you with Love. All things in
Heaven are saturated with Love. Even the bees will express their appreciation of you.”

So-and-So just told me that he CHOSE to stay here??
Some of you have been left behind, because you haven't pressed into the Lord and given Him your life.
You haven't believed. You haven't lived for Him.
But others of you have been called and chosen. And though it is fraught with many, many dangers, trials
and tribulations - for those of you who are new Christians, or recommitted to the Lord, it will be the most
exciting time of your life. And the most challenging. This is but the beginning for you. And for those of
you who are called as the Remnant, this will be what you've been waiting for your entire life - to live
totally on fire for Jesus. You are the Remnant Church, which is spoken of in the Scriptures.
And the dragon was furious with the woman, and went to make war with the remnant of her seed, which
keep the Commandments of God, and have the testimony of Jesus Christ. Revelation 12:17
You have been chosen to lead, to guide and to fight against evil. You are not among the left behind
because you did not give yourselves to Him. No. You are among the called and chosen Remnant.
Some of you are warriors and have been created for such a time as this. For those of you who have been
called to engage in the battle to restore our nation, the Lord wants you to know He is with you. You are
not fighting alone. His arm is mighty and powerful, not only to make you invisible but to confuse and
defeat the enemy. Begin all your battles with prayer and end them with thanksgiving. Through you He is
going to raise this nation from the ashes and restore her to righteousness.
Don't let anyone belittle you. You were not negligent, you were chosen by Him to be warriors for
righteousness and even to give witness to Jesus through martyrdom. Be courageous. Let no one demean
you. Don't believe the enemy's lies, for he surely will torment you with lies to try and discourage you.
Stand tall in the Lord; He is with you.
One other short point I need to make is that the Baptism of the Holy Spirit, with the evidence of speaking
in tongues, is THE weapon of choice for prayer. When you pray in the Spirit, you speak the language of
the Spirit of God and the very exact prayer that is needed in the situations you find yourself in. Do not
allow the enemy to lie about this gift anymore; it is powerful and that's why he hates it and slanders it.
Holy Spirit is praying the perfect prayer through you.
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If you have not yet received the Baptism of the Holy Spirit, all you need to do is ask. A good way to
begin is to sing and allow Him to take over your speech while you are in worship. Many, many gifts come
with this grace: discerning of spirits, healing, miracles, words of knowledge, prophecy - so many
wonderful gifts accompany this sign. I would ask you not to disdain it, and not to allow anyone to prevent
you from using your heavenly language.
God bless all of you. Dwell in His heart. Dwell in His heart, you that have stayed behind and you that
have been left behind. Make your home in His heart. He is with you and Mighty to save! You will be part
of the greatest revival the Earth has ever known, greater things than Jesus did you will also do, miracle
after miracle.
Remember to confess, "Jesus, I know you are here with me. Jesus, I trust in You."
No matter what you encounter remember these words of St. Paul who was martyred:
Who will separate us from the love of Christ? Will tribulation, or distress, or persecution, or famine, or
nakedness, or peril, or sword? Just as it is written, "FOR YOUR SAKE WE ARE BEING PUT TO
DEATH ALL DAY LONG; WE WERE CONSIDERED AS SHEEP TO BE SLAUGHTERED."
But in all these things we overwhelmingly conquer through Him who loved us. For I am convinced that
neither death, nor life, nor angels, nor principalities, nor things present, nor things to come, nor
powers, nor height, nor depth, nor any other created thing, will be able to separate us from the love of
God, which is in Christ Jesus our Lord who dwells in us. Romans 8:35-39
Persevere. This is but a short while - 7 years. And at the end of that time, we'll all be gathered together in
Heaven rejoicing over what the Lord has done with our lives and what He's done in the world. Remember
- He loves you. Dwell in His heart as He dwells in yours.
The Blessing of Almighty God, the Father, the Son and the Holy Spirit be with you now and forever.
Amen.

More About the Remnant
“So, now is the time of the death blow. Yes, I shall be a part of this. This will bring this people to
their senses to wake up and respond as if their nation truly mattered. But, where is the support for
this awakening of the people? Out-numbered and out-gunned. It is a tenuous battle; surely the
losses will be tremendous. Nonetheless, I shall turn the tide when it seems that the light has totally
gone out in this country. Just a glimmer of hope and I shall fan it back into a flame. And many will
arise to take back the ground that was lost. They will be Gideon's 300 against a plague of Godless,
animalistic forces - some resembling men in form, but totally bankrupt in character. This will be a
historic battle that will prove that I am with this country and it shall be reestablished, 'In God We
Trust.'
"Until then, the losses will be horrific: starvation, annihilation and genocide will depopulate this
country for men of another race to take over. Were I not on her side, America would be no more.
Just as I punished Israel, so shall I punish this people. Exile will not be the choice, ratherexecution.
Yet, there shall remain a remnant, and from that remnant will be a valiant people who will
reestablish this country according to My principles. The wickedness of the former government shall
be completely ruined. Not one brick shall remain as I will swallow up in blackness the very
foundations of this evil and double-minded people.
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"Satan will have accomplished his ends for this nation, but out of the ashes will arise a people
fearlessly devoted to Me, and from them I shall repopulate America. What is there left to say?"
Rev 13:10 If anyone is to go into captivity, into captivity they will go. If anyone is to be killed with the
sword, with the sword they will be killed. This calls for patient endurance and faithfulness on the part of
God's people.
"Nonetheless, I will not abandon My faithful ones, but will deliver them from the scourge that is to
be released in this nation. They will worship Me in Heaven and return with Me to reestablish
righteousness among the nations. Cry out for mercy, and with mercy I will comfort the remnant
and the fallen of this nation."
I think it's important for us to remember that the Lord is merciful, and He will not abandon this nation there's just a Correction that needs to go on. And it's going to be for the whole world, as well. So, let's
pray for His mercy.
And the Lord just gave Ezekiel a word about this word, that the Lord had given:
He who walks with God, and his words are good and honest. He who will not take money received from
wrongdoing and will not receive money given in secret for wrongdoing. He who stops his ears from
hearing about killing and shuts his eyes from looking at what is sinful...He will have a place on high. His
safe place will be a Rock that cannot be taken over, and he will be given food and have fresh water for
sure. Isaiah 33:15-16
And, what really stands out is that moral character, that group of people, the remnant will have a place on
high, and their safe place will be a Rock that cannot be taken over. They will cling to that. Those who will
hear this message, this is tremendous encouragement! Those who are good and righteous in the sight of
God will be given a place on high and a rock that cannot be taken over.
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Explanations and Instructions from the Lord.
Nibiru, Remnants of Technology, Beasts in the Earth, Yellowstone
"The Destroyer – the planet Nibiru - will not come until the end. The things you have been shown
are to happen after you are taken. This will be a record for some that they not lose hope but see
clearly that I am in control, they can take Me at My word, and it is not hopeless.
"I want mankind to have confidence in Me and My Mercy. That is why I have foretold these
events...at least in part. To have some kind of roadmap that will give them security, they can see
things unfolding and will know I foretold and am in control.
"…it is so important that men not fall into despair. The temptation to fall into despair will be very
powerful and by this the Devil will snatch many away in his grip.
"You must know, Remnant of Earth, there will be an end to the tragedy and the day will come
when all is restored in pristine purity and evil is harnessed. In those times, whatever evil emerges
will be from the hearts of men, not demons. And there will be a baptism by fire to cleanse the Earth
and the hearts of men. It will never be forgotten by those remaining alive.
“And yet as time goes by, men will forget as they did at the waters of Meribah and again I shall be
forced to purify the evil from Earth - this time for good.
The Waters of Meribah Numbers 20:2-13
2
Now there was no water for the congregation. And they assembled themselves together against Moses
and against Aaron. 3 And the people quarreled with Moses and said, “Would that we had perished when
our brothers perished before the LORD! 4 Why have you brought the assembly of the LORD into this
wilderness, that we should die here, both we and our cattle? 5 And why have you made us come up out of
Egypt to bring us to this evil place? It is no place for grain or figs or vines or pomegranates, and there is
no water to drink.” 6 Then Moses and Aaron went from the presence of the assembly to the entrance of the
tent of meeting and fell on their faces. And the glory of the LORD appeared to them, 7 and the LORD spoke
to Moses, saying, 8 “Take the staff, and assemble the congregation, you and Aaron your brother, and tell
the rock before their eyes to yield its water. So you shall bring water out of the rock for them and give
drink to the congregation and their cattle.” 9 And Moses took the staff from before the LORD, as he
commanded him. 10 Then Moses and Aaron gathered the assembly together before the rock, and he said to
them, “Hear now, you rebels: shall we bring water for you out of this rock?”11 And Moses lifted up his
hand and struck the rock with his staff twice, and water came out abundantly, and the congregation drank,
and their livestock. 12 And the LORD said to Moses and Aaron, “Because you did not believe in me, to
uphold me as holy in the eyes of the people of Israel, therefore you shall not bring this assembly into the
land that I have given them.” 13 These are the waters of Meribah,[a] where the people of Israel
quarreled with the LORD, and through them he showed himself holy.
"The Destroyer (The planet Nibiru) will not come until you are removed, My Brides. There will be
a season of chaos directly after you leave in which nations will conquer nations and Marshall Law
will be installed under Sharia principals. All that do not renounce Me will be slain. All that take the
Mark of the Beast, they will perish. Know that My Mercy shall know no boundaries for those who
call to Me in these times.”
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I want to say something just aside here. There is a technology now, that if you take that Mark, they can
actually affect your thinking. They can deprive you of thoughts about God and cause you to think more
logically, and to have scorn and contempt to reject Him, simply by stimulating parts of the brain
electronically. They can also instruct you electronically to go into a mad frenzy and to kill whatever’s in
front of you – to fight and to kill.
There’re so many things that can be done now, the technology is way, way, way advanced. And anyone
who takes that Mark is going to lose their mind, literally. Their mind is going to be in the hands of the
government, and whatever the government wants…well. That’s what you’ll be doing, because you’ll be
stimulated in that way.
The other thing is, that it is written in Revelation (in the Bible) that those who take the Mark are going to
suffer terribly – pain, like the sting of the scorpion for many months. And they’ll want to be dead, they’ll
look for many ways to die, but they won’t be able to. This is written in Revelation.
And for those of you who didn’t believe the Rapture was real…well, it WAS real. And the next thing is
the Mark – that’s real. And that suffering from having the Mark is real, plus you’ll never be able to repent
and receive the Lord – it’ll be the end.
DON’T TAKE THE MARK!!
"Rise up, My People and call unto Me, and I will save you. Trust Me, trust Me, even with your
heads. What you suffer on Earth will be nothing compared to those with the Mark.
"The beasts you questioned Me about are being bred inside the Earth. They, too, will come forth to
wreak havoc at the appropriate time."
"The living will envy the dead. This goes for every species, not just man. Do I not love each and
every creature with tenderness and devotion? Do I not provide for them every day: water to swim
in, food to eat, sun to warm... My providence for them abounds. But, they will come to Me during
the worst part, as many already have and are happily with Me in Heaven.
"Things are going to gradually deteriorate as the planet gets closer and Satan will be in a hurry to
impose his agenda on mankind. There will be desperate attempts to force the Mark and the
suffering of those with families will be devastating. But, I will be with them to give them strength only just endure to the end, for the Crown of Victory awaits you.
"When people have gotten to the point where they believe there is no more hope, that is when I will
come and restore all things. Right then, at the very darkest hour, I will come. As in Ezekiel's dream,
there will remain remnants of technology that functions.”
“There will remain remnants of technology that will function. I have protected this because there
will be a need for communication. I will continue to use the Internet, radio and other media to
reach My People with a message of hope. All will not disintegrate, as you suppose. And I have not
allowed for the E-bomb that fries all technology."
"The Rapture will be the beginning of the End. All are waiting for that. Not only Christians, but the
evil ones as well. They will take advantage to install their system because of the disappearance of
many. Yet it will take time. There will be intervals of peace.
"Your country will not be completely destroyed - land masses, earthquakes, the separation of the
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continent will not happen until the end. In the meantime, there will be war on your soil. I have told
you about Miami. Do not listen to other voices. What I told you is accurate.”
What He said about Miami is that, when a nuclear weapon is used on the city of Miami – He will be
rapturing us within that day. Or week, possibly – but I’m pretty sure it’s within that day, the same day.
And this really fits with the other dreams that He’s given us.
And just at that moment I went from looking at my computer screen to looking at Him. He was right
behind it, sitting right behind it looking at me. And His face became SO visible I could almost touch it.
And His eyes were SO tender, I said, “ Lord, you are so beautiful.”
"Even now Russia is planning to strike your country. Even now they are seriously stalking the
American continent. They have many in place here in America. Weapons are hidden in the forests.
Underground entrances will be opened up on American soil and artillery and other weapons will
emerge. It will be for the most part a conventional war."
Well, what He is talking about is after the initial nuclear things that we see happening - Miami especially
was the nuclear event. And it seemed like there were other nuclear events, too, in several of the visions I
had. What He is saying is, they’re going to move in on our soil, and there’s going to be conventional war
here on our soil.
“Yes, I have been so confused about NYC – is it going to be nuked or flooded by tsunamis?”
“It’s going to be nuked.”
“But what about all these ideas of tsunamis and quakes, that other people are having?
"What will be left will go down underwater, it will actually happen simultaneously with the bombs.
It will be both."
“Oh, Jesus. I feel so badly for all the innocents!”
"Yes, My Love. All the innocents. But, remember, Clare - I love them more than you can possibly
imagine. I will take them quickly and mercifully. It will be for those who remain a hell-on-earth
scenario.”
When I talk about “innocents” I’m talking about the children that are born after the Rapture, the animals.
People in wheelchairs or mentally handicapped - you know. These people are innocent.
"You saw the Koreans and Russians. They will be in many areas, as well as American Muslim
recruits - that will be treacherous. People will lose faith in humanity because of the betrayals of
their own kind.
"These recruits have been convinced they are doing a good thing by killing every man woman and
child in the name of Allah. They will find a vent for their anger at mankind and the hard lives they
lived because of the selfishness of many - the inequality, being rejected and looked down upon.
They will be dazed with blood lust. And there will be no stopping them without lethal force.
"Yet, I will have My pockets of survivors, those who have not bent the knee to Baal. I will protect
them, but they will suffer much. They will be tried by fire and when I come - be found worthy. This
will be a very small percentage of mankind. Your family will be among those survivors. Much of
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what you taught them growing up was preparation for this time. There will be much brokenness
and repentance among them.
"What you left behind for them will be a goldmine of instruction, but My Spirit will be with them
and much that they do will be because they learned it from you growing up. They will be healed of
their bitterness and judgments as the realization dawns on them that you were both right."
“Lord, what about Yellowstone? It has the capacity to destroy America.”
"There is a pattern in Yellowstone. The main caldera will erupt, but it will be on a much smaller
scale than is anticipated. This will be My doing. My Mercy. However, there will be many new
outlets for the magma, much like Kilauea. The magma will bubble up from underground for many
miles, just as you have seen in the vision."
What He’s talking about here with “the vision” - I kept seeing an eruption in Wyoming but on a much
smaller scale than what has been shown as the 'super volcano'. After the eruption – kind of like Mount
Saint Helens, but in the surroundings it was miles and miles of streams of lava, just like what's been
happening in Kilauea for decades. That’s a far more tame response than what we’re expecting from that
volcano.
"I still have plans for America. I will break and humble her, but I will also restore. I wound and I
bind up. Yes, this land is corrupt and has led many into heinous crimes, but still there is a remnant
of goodness, which I shall increase. I will not totally destroy her, only severely break and reorder
her thinking.
"Yes, there are groups of militants that will fight for liberty. They will be much like My people
when they conquered enemy territory in the Promised Land. I will be with them. I will fight with
them and protect them supernaturally, because of what they stand for. They will be the backbone
of this country when she is restored. There will be many heroes and saints among them."
“But, Lord, I thought You viewed this whole thing like the Mission movie, where you just allow yourself
to die rather than take up arms?”
"Not so. I will empower these men and be with them. Again, for what they stand for. There will be
skirmishes and wars round about. I have some very talented warriors planted among them. They
will rise up at the appropriate time. They will be endowed with supernatural wisdom because they
will rely on Me, not on their own devices.
"The cities will not be safe. The wilderness will be much safer. Yet, there have been prepared
creatures that will seek out humans and hunt them down in the forests and ravines. This is where
great wisdom is called for. Many will use My Name to defend themselves from these creatures and I
will work on their behalf. Monstrosities of nature, bred and tailored to seek out and destroy."
So, I want to break away from the message for a moment, and tell you about a real life episode of two
young men that were in a young adult group in Montana, when I was there with my children. The one
man had just been saved the day before. He and his brother were going for a walk in Glacier National
Park. It was Springtime, early, early Spring.
They just rounded a bend when they heard the unmistakable sound of a grizzly sow, who they assumed
was protecting her cubs. As they looked, she was at a full charge only about 40 feet away.
They said, "All we knew to do was call on the Name of Jesus, so in that moment we both simultaneously
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said, ‘In the Name of Jesus, STOP.’ And in that moment, she halted immediately, throwing up a cloud of
dust. Then she grunted and lumbered off in the direction she had come from.
So use the Name of Jesus. I have seen so many miracles using the Name of Jesus – things that you cannot
control in any other way. Use the Name of Jesus – it’s POWERFUL.

Nibiru, “Aliens” (demons)
“Lets talk about Nibiru. Yes, what you’ve heard about the headquarters of demonic powers is
correct. Yes, that is another reason for the Vatican telescope. So when they say it is to discover life
on other planets, that is reasonable and not a lie. However, they know well the nature of this “life”
and what it will do to Earth.
“In anticipation, they have dug their hidden cities and provided them with all they think they will
need to survive. This, in My eyes, is utterly ridiculous! As if I will allow them to escape the
conflagration! In no way will they escape – they will die in the graves they have dug for themselves,
while I will preserve many of the righteous still on the surface of the Earth.
“There’s still much debate among the ruling class that these so-called “helpers” (meaning demons
posing as ET’s - ‘benign ET’s’) are only using them to gain access to the planet – and that they will
be traitors and harbingers of destruction. Which is quite correct, I might add. But in their lust for
power and technology – the “ruling elite” of the Earth – they press on into a scheme that is to be
their undoing.”
I replied to Him, “Kinda messed up, like – if you DO, you’re messed up. And if you DON’T, you’re
messed up?”
“Exactly. They are caught in a trap because of their lust for power.”
Here I want to say that, I believe in my own mind anyway, that these demons are capable of destroying
the Earth easily. But I believe the Lord has held their hand back. You know, demons are on a leash.
They’re like rabid dogs – they’re chained and can’t go any further than God will allow them to go, and He
won’t allow them to destroy the Earth.
Although…the demons have used mankind to destroy the Earth, and to destroy many things. So, it’s our
own undoing, in a sense.
“Yet, what is missing in their thinking is ME. They are so educated and so informed that they can’t
relate to God being in control.”
Kind of like the joke: the most intelligent man in the world who bailed out of a plane with a Hippie’s
back-pack (I don’t know if you guys have heard that?)
“It’s laughable, really. The Scriptures declare that ‘The One enthroned in Heaven laughs; the Lord
scoffs at them.’”
I’m going to read this to you, because it’s really beautiful:
Why do the nations conspire and the peoples plot in vain? The kings of the earth rise up and the rulers
band together against the LORD and against his anointed, saying, “Let us break their chains and throw off
their shackles.” The One enthroned in heaven laughs; the Lord scoffs at them. He rebukes them in his
anger and terrifies them in his wrath, saying, “I have installed my king on Zion, my holy mountain.”
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That’s Psalm 2:1-6 And also Revelation 6:15 Then the kings of the earth, the princes, the generals, the
rich, the mighty, and everyone else, both slave and free, hid in caves and among the rocks of the
mountains.
“So, Satan being cast down to Earth will happen with Nibiru?”
“It’s all part of the same event,” the Lord continued. “So much unfolds in layers, but this is the final
and definitive layer to descend on Earth. The most destructive one. I know this is a lot for you to
comprehend, My Love.”
“Jesus, would you please give me a vision – please?”
“I will.” He said. And I beheld a red planet that came into proximity to Earth, something like fire
descended into Jerusalem, and Satan – who took over the body of antichrist – stood boldly in the Holy of
Holies and struck the ground with his staff. Rings of fire radiated out from that point that covered the
whole Earth, much like you would see if a droplet of water fell into a pool of still water.
The Lord continued: “This is the final scene of destruction – the End is come.
“There is Hope. These instructions I’m giving you are meant to bring people out of a nosedive of
despair. They are important to Me. There will come a time when they are invaluable. Don’t
discount My motives – I do know what I am doing, My Love.
“People are expecting the worst and given the circumstances, I can say that is logical. What they
are not counting on is My Love for America and the Mercy I will show her. Yes, among all the
nations, She is one I love and still have great plans for, after she has been humbled completely and
restored. Then, again I will use her.
“She is very much like My Bride and even as I exiled My people to Babylon, never did I plan on
completely abandoning them. And so it is with America. Never were My plans to reduce her to
nothing, without the hope of future glory. She will be used by Me again.
“One thing that truly has not dawned on the people of this country is her beginnings. Many of the
founding fathers were Masons and spiritually corrupted. The entire estate of Washington (District
of Columbia) was laid out on pagan principals and now these principles have come to fruition - she
is reaping what she has sown. I will destroy what has been and is corrupted about her and restore
to her the true heritage of her God, and she will once again be a force for the good in the world.

How to stay under God, Provision and Relying on God, Warning of Traitors
“I have been listening to your heart and you are dealing with many forms of demons posing as
E.Ts. And Clare, I must tell you to stand convinced, not one of them is good. They are all fallen
angels working against Me and humanity. Some put up the facade of being good, but
don't be fooled - their agendas are just as wicked. They just manage to get more deeply entrenched
because they are disarming.
“They are far more dangerous than the grays. Oh, how I hate this subject. Nonetheless, I do not
want you to remain ignorant.”
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He really does hate this subject, guys. When I start poking around on the Internet, wanting to learn more
about these despicable creatures, He is so grieved. I have to stop what I’m doing because it’s just
disgusting to Him.
“Every single one of them are extremely evil. There is not one good thing about them except that I
can use them to make My people more holy and stronger. They actually are My vassals. Thinking
they are doing things independently, they are carrying out what has been planned from the
beginning of time.”
I had to look up Vassal, guys: a person or country in a subordinate position to another "a much stronger
nation can also turn a weaker one into a vassal state." In other words, the Lord is using them for His own
purposes.
“They come in different shapes and sizes as well as ships that are different from one another. You
were thinking the ship that was sighted over Phoenix and Arizona came from Nibiru to look around
on Earth. That's not so. That was a government exercise, that's why the military didn't get involved
even though there was so much time in which for them to act.
"The people are still misinformed about what they are dealing with. They (demons disguised as
ET's) are very crafty and able to take advantage of people's weaknesses. They blithely invite them
in not realizing that they are a force to be reckoned with. And putting a few ‘grays’ down to
impress them is nothing, except the opportunity to pull the wool over their eyes and convince them
that they are benign."
"Much of the mass confusion that is going to fall on the Earth will be the newness of all these
different breeds of clones."
"The confusion they sow, by being many and varied, they will take advantage of. And yes, they do
have the capability of destroying planet Earth. But remember, they are dogs on a chain and
permission will not be granted. I love the Earth, Clare. She is beautiful, a masterpiece - and I will
not allow her to be destroyed."
"Alright, so Yellowstone is just one instance of My Mercy at work. The prayers of the Christian
people have mitigated much that Satan wanted to do to completely annihilate the Earth. Not only
that, but they have had an effect on those who are going to be taken and saved. Silence is deadly
right now, it is time to shout out from the rooftops, ‘Your King is coming, your King is coming!!!’
“By the time planet X becomes visible, it will be too late for mankind to do anything about it. They
will be at the complete mercy of happenstance (something that happens by chance) and of course
My Mercy, which most will not engage.
“Those who shall survive in the rocks, crevices and ravines, I will supernaturally protect and
provide for. Their spiritual growth will blossom exponentially because all that they do will be
reliant on My Provision.
“There will be multiplication of food, healings, water and all manner of protection for those who
turn completely to Me. By the time I come and it is over with, they will truly be purified like gold
and silver shining in My kingdom as saints. I have chosen them for this hour and most have a
premonition that something much bigger than their lives have been is coming for them.
“Some have prepared, others are just awaiting circumstances. Most are not as yet Christians; they
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do not know Me, although they have heard My voice in their hearts. The legalisms of churches have
kept them from Me, along with their fondness for freedom from laws and rules.
“But all that will change when I come for you. There will be searing conviction amongst the
relatives and especially the children and spouses of those I take. It will go deep, deep into the depths
of their hearts and divide bone and marrow. Then, as the purification of Earth advances, more and
more will have a passionate love for Me and righteousness - it will blossom and overtake them on
the way.
“Many will cease to care about living and be ready to die to be with Me. They will be envious of
those who have been raptured. But not for the common motive of escaping suffering, rather for the
burning fire of love they feel for Me. Yet, they will persevere in what is laid out before them.
“The more My children rely on Me during this time, the more miracles they will see. The more they
rely on their own flesh, the more in danger they will be. I operate best with total faith. It causes a
vacuum that only I can fill, whereas providing for themselves will weaken My ability to intervene.
More and more they are going to rely only on Me. More and more things will become more
desperate and they will have little choice. The sooner they come to terms with that, the better it will
go for them.
“I will not give them over to defeat, rather I will be with them as I was with David when he fought
Goliath. As they pour over the Old Testament, they will find example after example of battles
where My people were outnumbered 10 to 1 and yet My right arm won them the victory. And as
they confide their trust in Me, I will bring it to pass.
“There will be traitors among them. They must learn to know one another by the Spirit. Many will
attempt to join their ranks. But I warn them now, do not accept anyone I do not approve, no matter
how dire or urgently they present their request.
“You see, they will use good will against them, to pry open the group. Then, because they are not of
like mind, they will undermine everything that they do. Do not allow anyone into your ranks that I
have not approved of. Use the system of lots and pray Holy Spirit to choose, put your confidence in
your flesh completely to death. Put your confidence in Me totally. I alone know the hearts and
motives of men and women and even children.
“The Devil is underhanded, he will use your goodness against you. Rely on Me and not your own
human reasoning.
“There will be times when you will look at each other and say, ‘We're going to die.’ And yet,
because you put your hope and trust in Me, I will move on your behalf and rescue you. I will make
you invisible to the enemy, and fearful to the beasts that will be bent on destroying you.
“Remember always to use My Name. There will be times when the enemy is combing the forest
looking for you and they will walk right over you and not even know it. I will make you invisible to
them. There will be times when I will cause panic in the ranks of the enemy and completely turn
them off your trail.
“I have many ways, My children, of saving you. Many, many ways. There will even be times when
the ground will open up to hide you.
“Never give up, trust in Me and My love for you, for I will be with you. The power of the
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Blood...plead My Blood, ‘The Blood of Jesus cover and protect us, make us invisible to the enemy.’”
I sense here He is talking about heat sensitive drones seeking you out – calling upon the Blood to cover
you and protect you so that you aren’t seen.
I remember when my oldest son had to have emergency surgery at six months old. His small intestine
telescoped into the large intestine and he wasn’t able to eat or drink anything without violent vomiting.
While he was in surgery, I was praying and I saw a red demon hovering over his little body. I heard,
"Raging infection" and so I pleaded the Blood of Jesus over his little body, and try as he might, that
demon could not enter the body - it kept hitting a clear polymer-type shield and bouncing off. Thank the
Lord, the operation was a success with no complications of infection. The Blood is powerful! Use it.
“Those who are well equipped and prepared will have no advantage over those who have put their
total trust in Me. This is one reason why I have not allowed you, Clare, to lay up for the future. I
will provide everything necessary. Only listen very carefully for My voice.
“There will be times when I will prompt you to do something that seems out of order, but it will be
your salvation. Prayer will be your weapon, a weapon that no one and nothing can defeat. Pray in
tongues. Much wisdom will infuse your minds and bypass your intellects, which have been trained
in the thoughts of the world. My ways are not your ways, My ways are not the world's ways.
“Prayer will be your greatest weapon. Pray and listen very carefully. Expect Me to instruct you,
give you visions, answers, understanding. Expect it and learn to discern it early. The sooner you
embrace this wisdom, the safer you will be. I will lead you and teach you the way you should go.
“Use the Bible for Rhemas – that’s the anointed Word of God. Listen for Scriptures that float into
your mind. I will be speaking to you in so many ways – even songs will come into your mind to
warn or advise you. Only be alert and pay attention. Do not allow anything to escape your notice. I
will send you signs and images to alert you of danger ahead.
“My children, I love you dearly and if I could have taken you with your loved ones, I would have.
But for your own reasons you resisted Me. Now you must learn to open your hearts and minds to
receive Me without resistance, without doubt, in total trust.
“When it seems that nothing is going to work say, ‘Jesus, I trust in You.’ Say it over and over again,
visualize Me as you say it to Me, so it fills your inner man with confidence that I will act and spurs
Me on to act because of your faith in Me.
“Remember, when you have no other recourse, you have ME. Remember, also, that you with the
Father, Myself, and Holy Spirit are greater than any force on Earth. You and I are a majority.
There will be times when you see angels protecting you. I will open your eyes.

“Believe.”
Who I Can Protect and Who I Cannot Protect
“Lord, I feel responsible to talk about who You will protect and who You cannot protect.”
“Humility, self-control, honesty, and charity are absolutely essential if you want Me to walk with
you. If you are used to leading and getting your own way, you won't do very well as a leader. If you
are unsure of yourself and know that you need Me more than ever, you will excel as a leader.
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“My children, the ways of the world that you have learned are totally inappropriate here. I protect
those who humble themselves before Me. If you are prancing around proudly with all the answers,
you are bound for destruction.
“I am counting on your breaking when you realize all you've been taught by friends and family has
just come to pass before your very eyes. I am counting on you face flat on the floor begging
forgiveness for your pride and arrogance. I am laying the groundwork for you to survive the trials
that are now at your door, both body and soul.
“If you humble yourself before Me, I will most certainly be with you. Even if you are in a longstanding habit of pride and arrogance, and are aware of your sin and want to be delivered, I will
work with you. But if you insist on your own wisdom, I can do little for you.
“It is of the utmost importance that you put others before yourself. When I came into the world, I
did not lord it over others. No, I bent the knee and humbled Myself, washing the feet of My
disciples. The lowliest job in the house – left for the lowliest servant. That is what a leader does – he,
or she, looks after the interests of others.
“Some of you have come from very humble families and have seen what I am talking about. Others
will have a struggle because they have not have good examples. Don't let that discourage you. I am
dedicated to you and your make-over. I will not abandon you to your arrogance; rather I will
instruct and lead you as you come to Me sincerely, wanting to change.
“Much, even in your survival and the survival of your loved ones, will depend on your total reliance
on Me and My ways. I will always, always provide a way out for those who have humbled
themselves and relied totally on Me.
“Though the mountains shake and the seas roar, I will be with you and never abandon you. You
will know them by their love and humility. You will recognize those who are sincere by whether or
not they are authentically humble. Anger, back biting, strife, insisting on your ways, those are the
ticket to defeat. That is NOT humble behavior.
“Above all, preserve your souls by giving your life to Me. The very first step in the ladder of
humility that leads to Heaven is recognizing you have failed with your life. You have sinned, you
have hurt others, made foolish and immature decisions, and neglected those you owed respect and
support to. And those who you should have listened to, you discounted, especially your elders.
“So, having made a mess out of your life, you need to give it to Me, unconditionally. ‘Lord I have
sinned, and sinned, and sinned. I am not worthy of You, but I beg your forgiveness. I repent of the
selfish and arrogant life I have led, forgive me. Wash me clean with Your Blood, deliver me from
the evil within. I want to be born again: fresh, new, and in Your Image. I give You my life,
unconditionally. Receive me, lead me, save me.’
“Along with that pray the Our Father I have taught and expect Me to make immediate adjustments
to your character.”
Our Father, Who is in Heaven,
Holy is Your Name;
Your Kingdom come,
Your will be done,
on Earth as it is in Heaven.
Give us this day our daily bread,
and forgive us our sins,
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as we forgive those who sin against us;
and lead us not into temptation,
but deliver us from evil. Amen.
“Learn of Me, for I am meek and humble of heart. I have left you innumerable love letters - read
them, believe them, allow them to take root in your heart. There is no joy that is compared to
knowing and loving Me. This knowledge of Me and My love for you, unworthy as you are, will
sustain you through every trial. No matter what you go through, I will be there on your right,
holding your hand, speaking to you, comforting you. Nothing can separate you from My Love.
“NOTHING.
“Not anything on the Earth or above the Earth, not aliens, not death, not even when you fall - still I
am by your side to pick you back up. Nothing can separate you from My Love.
‘So, don't be afraid when you fail. Expect that you are going to make mistakes along the way,
expect that you will fail, and know that I will lift you back up again. Do not run when you fail, turn
to Me. Do not run away, rather run to Me. I will take you into My arms in a full embrace and wipe
away your tears. I do not condemn you, I am not a man that I should judge you. No, I love you. I
know before you even fail that you will fail and I already have a provision to raise you back up.
“Know, understand in full knowledge, that I never, ever will forsake you. Even when you cannot
feel Me, I am there supporting you, ready to come to your aid, to forgive and restore. With this
knowledge, I want you to go forward now in total reliance on Me. From this day forth, your life is
not your own - it is Mine to cherish, guide and bring to glory with Me in Heaven.
“Fear nothing, for I am with you always. And where I am, you too shall be, for I have gone ahead of
you to prepare a place for you. A place uniquely your own, where we will be together forever. I am
not a man that I should love you as a man.
“I am your God, and never will you find the limit to My Love for you, because there is none. I am
eternally yours and you are now eternally Mine.”

Demons, Aliens, Volcanoes and Hell Expanded
“Let's talk about volcanoes.”
“Recently Yellowstone has become more active and what is anticipated is the destruction of much
of America. And yet I have told you I will moderate this outpouring so that it is not catastrophic.
Not many believe or will believe this, for much of the world still relies on what is sensational and
the worst possible scenario, simply because they don't believe in God or what I can do to save your
country, which is also Mine... for it is My country, too, you know.”
"I have given ample opportunity for turn-arounds in this country - ample opportunity. I will not
have My revivals met with scorn and contempt again. Something must soften the hardened hearts
in this country, those who have made materialism their God. That is why I am waiting (for another
Revival AFER the Rapture)"
“What about the economic collapse?”
"That will be coming after the Rapture as well."
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“A time of unparalleled suffering. But this will break the backs of those who have nothing but scorn
and contempt for the Bible. For Prophecy. For the little ones, the simple ones, those who’s God
means everything to them. And they do not live for what they can get - they live for Me, because
getting Me means everything to them.
"And so I am not about to make life more miserable for them. I will wait until they are up and
gone, then the hammer will fall."
“Hammer?”
"Yes, the hammer of judgment on this nation. It will come all at once. Which, by the way, fits in
with the agendas of the ruling elite. They will have more control when there is no recourse for
people to get food, other than the government. You have noticed, slowly the squeeze is being put on
the little food banks, those not in step with the government. The alternative groups, the ones that
are more independent."
“Yes, I've wondered about that.”
"I do fill you in, you know."
“I'm beginning to see just how much!”
"Getting back to volcanoes. I have targeted the areas of the world that deal in human trafficking,
drug running, and gross injustices against mankind. Earthquakes and volcanoes will take many
lives and destroy much. It is not My wish to see any suffering in humanity, but you have no idea the
atrocities against mankind these areas are involved in. The blood of their slain cries out to Me from
the Earth. I will not delay; I will bring justice.
"Also these volcanoes are entrances to the underworld, direct channels to the bowels of Hell, and as
Hell fills up, the Earth expands. This is no private thought of yours; I know you’ve had this thought
before. I have given you this understanding, it came from Me."
“Oh, Lord that is horrible!”
"There is also an increase in activity before demon aliens make their public entrance on the Earth.
Everything is orchestrated to bring forward the last kingdom that will rule the entire world,
synchronistically.
“Demon aliens will be enlisted by that government to search out and destroy communities of
resisters, along with clones that will come forth from every corner of the Earth. Even now, small
pods of such creatures inhabit even the most remote areas of the world, waiting for the word to
come forth to search and destroy resisters. This new government would not be possible were it not
for the help of these clones.”
I want to take a break here for a minute. The Lord permitted us to watch the X-files for a while. I don’t
think I’ve ever watched anything darker and more morose in my life than those X-files.
But I remember one particular episode, where the star of the program was looking for his sister. It was up
in Montana, I think – on the flats of Montana. He saw a little girl who was raising bees with a bunch of
other girls and boys. And she looked exactly like his sister, the last time that he saw her.
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They were in a very remote area – I remember the scene where they were with these bees that they kept.
There was a man working on the telephone lines, and the bees killed the man, and they just stood there
and watched. No emotions, no nothing. That was pretty grotesque, that was really bad.
“The skies will be so full of demon aliens that people will be beside themselves with shock and awe.
In the very beginning, they will be led to believe they are benign. Then without warning, the
supposed evil ones will 'invade' and a war in the heavens will break out. This is only a staged even
to galvanize all the countries into one government.”
“Lord, may I have a vision of this?”
I was expecting a multicolored scene, but the skies, somewhat polluted, were filled as far as the eye could
see with discs and other vehicles of strange proportions and shapes, all very monotone and metallic.
Although the sun didn't gleam off of any of them, it seemed to be a rather hazy day. Maybe that’s why.
"It is no coincidence that volcanoes and sin are in proximity to one another. There are connections
to demonic activity, increased in an area where the portals are open. This is also a fact in Hawaii.
“ So, there is a correlation between the volcanoes and demonic activity, that is 'sin.'
“Also superstition and strange rituals, almost always involving human sacrifice are in these areas.
Those movies you saw as a child were not just movies - they were based on fact. And you can be
sure that where human sacrifice is involved, Satan is right there with them, under the guise of their
local deity.”
“Yes, I remember the Incas, and the Polynesians in those movies.”
“Every culture has their own brand of Satanism. All, however, lead back to him.”
“Oh, Lord, that is so gross, what I am thinking.” I was trying to figure out how they managed to get life or
get a body. And He began explaining that to me, and I said, “That is so gross…what I am thinking.”
What I was thinking was, the life in the sperm is taken when it is not discharged properly, and implanted
in the egg of an abducted woman or in an incubator.
“This is SO sci-fi!”
“But you are right on target. You've seen just enough on the Internet to know how they create life.”
“But what about a soul?”
“They are soul-less, occupied by demon entities. They only take the seed. Demons have a similar
pattern to angels and humans.”
And what we are talking about here is the Uncreated Light. And there’s someone on the Internet who has
done some research about this. The Uncreated Light is something that the Russian and Greek Orthodox
church have found – it’s a phenomena, where there’ll be an orb of light with kind of a hazy pattern to it.
It’s not a demon, it’s actually an angel or one of those saints in Heaven.
“The uncreated light is a characteristic of life being present. Whether it is demonic or angelic or
human, it is a life form.”
“But doesn't the soul come from You when the egg and sperm are united?”
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“Indeed they do. But I have not given them a soul. I prevent it. Rather, they have hundreds of
thousands of demons waiting for a body.”
At that I was picturing what the process was like.
"Yes, Yes..."
“So the demons take form when they are given a vacant body?”
“That's correct.”
“But what about the inter-dimensionality of these creatures. Is it like a glorified body? God forbid...”
“It is inter-dimensional, that is, it can take form in different dimensions without losing its
substance.”
“Wow! That's over my poor little head, Lord.”
"I know, and you are blessed because you are following Me without editing anything to suit your
human understanding. You see this is how inventors work, as well. I put ideas in their heads, they
work them out and a new discovery of science comes forth. All has been done and allowed to bring
humanity to this climax you are approaching now. This is the critical hour.”
“Whew!!!”
“Yes, I know. You see, that is why demons cannot be destroyed, only bound. And in the end, all will
be fed into the Lake of Fire for eternity - that is, forever, and ever, and ever. Do you see? Life
cannot be destroyed, but it can be confined. The bodies they inhabit can be destroyed, but not the
demon within. At least I have not provided for that option.
“There will be so many lessons to learn. You've heard of tough love in the penitentiary, right?”
“Yes.”
“Well, there will be visitations to behold the lake of fire for the sake of understanding the destiny of
those who choose evil.”
And the smoke of their torment will rise forever and ever. There will be no rest day or night for those who
worship the beast and its image, or for anyone who receives the mark of its name." Revelation 14:11.
“I guess with that comes another question. After the millennium, there will no longer exist evil. So, why
would tough love be necessary?”
“All things spoken by Me shall be fulfilled. The Earth will be full of the Glory of the Lord. No
longer shall evil have any place to inhabit; all will be regenerated according to My eternal design.
“That's enough for tonight, My Love. I know there are some that will scoff at this, but don't trouble
yourself about them and I won't either.”
I laughed.
"In their own time, their eyes shall be opened. What I am giving you is for those who can receive it
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with understanding, that in the end they will see that Good shall triumph and there is much to look
forward to.
“These records are being given to you that others not fall into despair. Had the church been doing
her job, this would not be necessary. But due to political pressures, much has been suppressed - but
now is the time for them to be revealed."
I heard this Scripture in my spirit: “Go your way, Daniel, for these words are concealed and sealed up
until the end time. 10 Many will be purged, purified and refined, but the wicked will act wickedly; and
none of the wicked will understand, but those who have insight will understand.” Daniel 12:9

The Raptured Allowed to Pray and Briefly Visit those Left Behind
“So, the world will mourn but we will have one eye in Heaven and one on Earth?”
"That's right."
“Lord, how can I be happy knowing what mankind is suffering on this Earth and how You suffer with
them? I really question this, as well as...”
"…Coming back to help?"
“YES! I mean, there’s so many rumors about us being trained and coming back to help during the
Tribulation.”
"You are going to enter into My Rest - you have labored and now you are going to rest. I have not
called My Bride to be any part of this judgment that is coming. I am not removing you so you can
watch from Heaven and suffer. Is that clear?"
“Oh.”
"Well, I'm not. Your job is done here until I return. I will come to you for comfort, but I will not
expose you to the horrors of Earth. I cannot and I will not."
"In My Divine plan, I have limits to what each one must undergo. I have purposes and I have
limits. My love, do not question. Just accept. Just receive the gift of freedom from the alienation
and troubles of this world."
"My Love, many think it's heroic virtue to come back and be present for the chastisement. They
don't know what they are talking about. My angels have been prepared for what is to come, they
alone will be a part of what is to happen."
“But what about our prayers from Heaven when we see You praying...surely we will pray too? Our
children! How can we not respond to that?”
"There will be times when you will pray for them, but your knowledge will be so far above what it
is now, that even then, what you pray will be for their best. No longer will you be dramatically tied
into them, rather you will see them as I see them - as a part of humanity that must be purified from
sin. It will not lessen your affection but it will change your perspective to one of seeing from
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Heaven."
“So, I won't be pulled into an emotional whirlwind, like I am when they go through dramas now?”
"Exactly. You will love them...from a distance and yet, as their mother. It will all make sense to you
then, My Love. It truly will."
“So, we will not be returning during the Tribulation or get to see all the things going on here on the
Earth?”
"No. You will not. You will touch in from time to time, to give them courage but you will not be a
part of the drama...rather more like an apparition that speaks encouragement, but not engaged in
the painful realities.

The Day the Bombs Fall
"There is going to be a limited nuclear exchange, enough to throw the world into a panic and set
the stage for Obama to take the reins of peace and be declared as the hero.
"Your country will be in pandemonium and communications will be knocked out temporarily. But
in order to enforce Martial Law, communication will be necessary. After all, how can the victor
enjoy his victory without broadcasting it all over the world? Your country will recover from this
devastation more quickly than anyone would expect, because everything is in place with full
knowledge of what is coming.
"Your country will no longer be a world power. She will have massive issues of reconstruction and
contamination to deal with. Make no mistake, those underground cities will contain the important
people, while everyone else struggles on the surface. Law and order will be out of control, criminals
will take full advantage to rape and pillage. Life will be a mess.
"But the VERY DAY that the bombs fall, that's the Day I am coming for you. Lift up your heads
and watch the sky. I am coming for you that same day.” (the Rapture)
“Your country is entering troubled waters, as we speak. Arrangements are already in place for the
actions to take place, after an assault on your land. Appointments have already been made.
Trainees are waiting in the wings to be called upon and what is ahead is going to be a very well
orchestrated set of events to bring this nation down to its knees.
"Many who have not wanted to listen to any 'bad news' are going to be caught completely off guard
and blind-sided. Many have no idea just how corrupt the leadership is and they consider those who
blame the NYC (911) debacle on your own government to be kooks and conspiracy mongers. They
will be among the most confused and blind-sided because their life revolved around comforts and
maintaining the status quo. Never in a million years would they believe what is actually being done
to them, while their attention is totally off what is really moving forward at an alarming pace.
"There will be mass confusion and mass panic as the bombs fall. The disappearance of so many
family members will cause some of them fatal heart attacks and suicides.
“However, there will be a remnant that will finally get off the fence and stand up to defend their
rights. Too late. Their rights have already been taken away. What needs to be done now is to secure
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their future in Heaven: their salvation, their repentance and their total reliance on Me. Those who
take up arms with a mind to do it on their own without My help will fail. Only those men and
women who knew all along and belong to Me, are called by Me to defend what is right in this
country, only they will succeed against all odds.
"So, if you are thinking about going it alone, you are sadly mistaken. Come under authority and
work with those who have been prepared."
“Lord, if those who have been chosen to defend this country You say are Yours, why weren't they
Raptured?”
"That is a very good question. Do you understand the character of My Bride?"
“I think I do.”
"Is she war like?"
“Not at all. She's like the priest in the movie The Mission who walked straight into the mercenaries that
were firing away and killing everyone in sight, and were mowed down.”
"That's correct. Those were My Brides coming to meet Me. And that is the character of My Bride.
She is a lover, not a warrior. The only war she makes is on her own sins."
“But in an earlier message You talked about those who are chosen to fight.”
"My Love, that is the character of their soul. Were that soul that is a fighter to become a lover,
he/she would be Raptured as well. But some souls are very, very strong in the warrior instinct and
they, too, have a part to play and a place in My kingdom. In the end, they will understand the way
of love. My angels understand well the ways of love, but they of necessity have risen up to defend
My honor and My kingdom, and when this is all over, and I do mean ALL over, they shall cease to
fight, for there will no longer be anything to defend. But that time is a long way off."
"Yes, the nefarious plans of the ones skilled in intrigue and selfishness, their conscience seared shut,
and wholly eaten up with corruption and greed. What they fear shall come upon them. In no way
will they escape the conflagration of what is yet to come.
“In their ignorance and self-sufficiency they believe the scenario will play out as planned. They
have no concept of how far off they are from the truth. They have no idea of what awaits them as
plan after plan backfires and brings the dire consequences of their near-sighted greed and
atrocious sins against humanity, against those I created in My very own image. Sad will be the day.
"Mostly My Love, I want to warn those left behind that to act on their own, to take up arms and
strike out on their own will have dire consequences for them and their families. But for now,
I want to say that this will be a time of banding together, praying together, and encouraging one
another in the face of all that is to come.
"It is a time of banding together in hope, love and security and yet there will be traitors. Only by
the Spirit will souls be known to one another - the flesh lies and deceives, but the Spirit bears
witness to the truth. That is why it is of absolute importance for them to pray and have a
relationship with Me.
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“DO NOTHING WITHOUT FIRST CONSULTING ME!
“Accept no one without first consulting with Me, for I will expose what is hidden in the hearts of
men, their evil agendas.
I just want to take a moment here and say Lots work very well for discernment. Lots were used in the
Bible for the choice of who was to replace Judas, they were used in the situation with Jonah to find out
why the storm was so severe, why the ship was sinking. We use a book called Bible Promises and pray
and ask the Holy Spirit to give us a reading. We’ll ask the Lord a question and very often we’ll get
Scriptures like Lying, Lust in the Flesh, Jealousy, Joy, Holy Spirit – and that will tell us about the
character of certain situations or a plan of action. You can also use Lots to discern. You know, pieces of
paper with names on them to discern who should be a part of what you’re doing and who shouldn’t.
Here the Lord returns to what He was saying:
"So, to sum this message up: band together, put prayer in its foremost place, for without it you will
be groping in the dark. Do not rely on human wisdom, lean on Me and My Spirit will instruct you.
Not a mighty wind but a still small voice, gently prodding you on in the right direction.

“Remember: it is not important if you lose your body, that is but a temporary and fleeting
event. But your soul determines your eternity - whether you will see your children or
parents again, your animals, and innocent ones ever again. Whether you will be tortured in
the fires of torment I created, (not for you, but for the rebellious angels), or whether you
will settle in the Land of Milk and Honey, Promise and Joy for all of eternity. Be not
mistaken, what you have lived for on Earth is nothing compared to what you will live for in
for eternity.
“NOTHING, absolutely NOTHING is worth the loss of your soul to eternal damnation.”

Why Revelation Must Be Fulfilled
Well, Youtube family – I have a message from the Lord tonight about why the book of Revelation must
be fulfilled. It’s difficult – it’s really heart-rending.
I really encourage you to press in with the Lord, because He wants that intimacy with every one of you.
That’s what our channel’s all about. If you go back to the very beginning of our channel, I have teachings
on Dwelling Prayer, as I call it, and getting intimate with the Lord is prayer. Because that’s my heart’s
desire, to see you all get connected to Him in the way that it is in Heaven! As it is in Heaven, let it be on
Earth – right now!
"It is painful for Me knowing what I have to. I do not want the book of Revelation to be fulfilled,
but it has to be so that I can come and rule the Earth. It is not My will but My Father's will that
must be done, even though I fully realize the necessity for it all.
“Nonetheless, it is so very deeply painful to Me that these things must come to pass. But they are
not meant for your eyes, My Love, you don't need to be convinced the way the rest of the world
does. My Brides have already gathered to My side awaiting My coming for them. It is the obstinate
ones, full of pride, arrogance and self-reliance and self-satisfaction, blinded by various desires and
lusts - they are the ones for which Revelation must be fulfilled."
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Let me just take a moment here and say, there’s an issue with the world that I have, partially with my
children. I didn’t raise them all the way, my former husband did. And it wasn’t like we had a sacramental
marriage, a marriage where we were both equally yoked. The world was very strong in him. My
children…the world is strong in them too – except for maybe one of them. It’s very difficult to explain to
them why the Lord did so many things that people consider terrible, like, killing whole communities of
men, women and children. And very often that’s used as an excuse by people who sin, “Well God did
this, and God did that. I can’t believe in God because if God is love and God is good, He wouldn’t do
things like that.”
I can’t tell you how many times I’ve had to listen to that. And I’ve answered them, very much like the
Lord answered me tonight on this issue. So, for those of you who think that God is cruel, or that it
couldn’t be God controlling the world, well – you’re right about one thing. He doesn’t “control”
everything. He allows and doesn’t allow – so in a sense that’s true. But Satan is the one who gets things
going, and Man – the will of man. To push the button or not to push the button. It’s man’s will. Even, to
build the bomb or not build the bomb. It’s the will of Man.
So, I know the Lord has intervened many times on the brink of disaster for us. Even overriding men’s will
by circumstance, but it’s getting to the point now where the book of Revelation needs to be fulfilled, so
that the Lord CAN return and come and reign. This is what He’s going to talk about a little bit tonight.
So, those of you who think God is cruel and don’t understand His ways, maybe this will help you to
understand. What the Lord is saying here is that, for His Brides, He doesn’t have to fulfill Revelation to
get their attention, because they’ve already gathered to His side and are ready to be obedient to Him. But
for the rest of the world, the controlling world, the ruling elite and what have you – the obstinate ones full
of pride and self-reliance. They have to see the results of their selfishness and the results of their own
thinking. I’ll continue on now.
“Wow, Lord they must be serious hard cases for all you have to go through to convince them.” (Speaking
of the events of Revelation.)
"Anyone who would use the bowels of the Earth to breed dreadful animals, plagues and pestilences
such as they have done for control of the world, well, yes... they need serious attitude	
  adjustments.	
  
Nothing short of what I have planned will work for them.
"Don't you think that the Father and I have pondered all the different options and come up with
the least damaging? The least hurtful? The least injurious?"
“Yes, I suppose so, because that is Your nature. Although being God, you don't have to ponder...”
"Yes, well... we do have conversations, we truly do. There are so many things to take into
consideration. Looking at just one: I gave them clean technology decades ago - but rather, they
chose something they could fight over.
“Selfish ambition is so strong in them, they are totally blind to even their own good and the good of
their children. So many of the world's problems revolve around the energy source, and they
couldn't accept a gift of free energy. No, they had to suppress that and take that source to make a
weapon of war and destruction with it - but deprive mankind of the benefit of the energy, free
energy that I offered them. Do you see how perverted they are?”
“I do, Lord, but it is a shame that innocent mankind must suffer.”
"But mankind is not so innocent, from the highest to the lowliest. Pornography, slave labor, sex
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trade, stealing from the poor what little they have and the poor stealing from each other. The whole
barrel is rotten from the bottom up. It is the selfish nature of man that must be regulated by God.
Man cannot regulate man because he is so prone to corruption, so weak and easily persuaded to do
what is wrong for his own gain.
"So, you see, it must come down to this. I must return and replenish the whole Earth, destroying
the rot and corruption, pollution and degradation that man has created for himself. It won't be long
now. Please hang in, there My little one, it won't be long."
“Oh Jesus, it seems like forever. And every day I grow older and more disillusioned by the burgeoning
corruption found everywhere.”
"I know. But I have given you stamina and you will hold up under these things as you have been. I
will not let you fall or collapse - I hold you up, My Love."
“So, what do you want to talk about tonight?”
"The necessity of consequences.
"So many attribute to Me what should be attributed to man and Satan."
“It's not fair!”
"I know that, but for some reason they just can't bring themselves to see how responsible every
human on Earth is for the approaching consequences. It is like a drunkard who continually blames
his problems on others, when in fact his problems have been created by him and him alone. So,
rather than point out the culprits, it's just easier to blame it on Me."
“Lord, they always site the way you had the Israelites kill every man woman and child as they took over
the Promised Land.”
"Yes, because they were not present when the demons mated with the women, when the babies
were offered up into the red hot, brass cauldrons for their God, Moloch - or Satan. They were not
present when these little infants screamed the horrors of pain. They were not present when
everything they owned was consecrated to Satan. They did not see that a cancerous, spiritual
disease was implanted in every man, woman and child and animal. At least the innocent children
are in Heaven with Me. Had they grown up, they surely would be in Hell with the rest of their
family for torturing and brutally murdering innocent children. There is so much the world doesn't
know, the world doesn’t see.
"No, it's much easier to just blame 'God' and go on with a sinful lifestyle, having justified their
choices because ‘God’ is not just or worth listening to or obeying.
“Not all have this mind set. Some are living a righteous life but still condemn me for religious wars
and the like. They don't see the real set of fingers pulling the strings.
"But the ones who love Me? They do. They recognize the difference between good and evil. They
know Me well enough to trust that if I lay the sword to a group of people, it is because those people
are hell bent on living for Satan and propagating his way of life.
“And even at that, the Israelites still embraced pagan ways and even incorporated them into My
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Temple, and thus their downfall.”
Just as an aside here, it’s been discovered about Solomon’s temple that there were several secret
chambers. The prophets talk about it, where “detestable things go on.” Where they worshipping detestable
things in these chambers, in Solomon’s Temple.
“You cannot mix good and evil - they cancel one another out. It was bound to happen that the
Pharisees would be crooked, because for the sake of money and influence, Solomon and others
allowed them to build secret chambers that honored their 'god.' It was bound for destruction with
the first pagan woman Solomon took as wife.
“Let that be a lesson to you, how one bad apple can ruin the whole barrel. There is nothing quite
like the beauty and comfort of a woman - it has shaped the course of history and been the downfall
of many a civilization.
"So, when I am blamed for the evil in this world, it is out of ignorance and pride. Man does not
know or understand what he has done to himself. And of course, he does not want to be frustrated
or corrected, so he kicks against the goad. He blames Me, to justify his continuing sinful life. This,
My Love, is why I must fulfill the prophecies in Revelation. Man must see what he has done to
himself and where it has finally led him.
"Nothing I do is out of wrath, in the sense that man experiences wrath. For Man it is retaliation.
For Me it is education, painful education - but the bed they made they must sleep in. Even at that
there are so many things I have prevented that would have been horrendous, but for My mercy
they were negated. So much will become clear to you in Heaven, you will come to understand so
much.
"So, just be aware what is coming. It was not My choice, it was theirs. It was not My retaliation, it
was their consequences. It was not done out of hatred for man, but out of love - to bring them to
their senses. Everything I do has LOVE for its motive; not one thing is done for any other reason.
"Even conscripting souls to Hell; this is what they wanted, this was their choice to make. Who am I
to override their free will? They wouldn’t have been happy in Heaven anyway. I gave it to man so
he could be free to choose. He could choose good or he could choose evil. What more could I do?"
“Nothing. Absolutely nothing. It's a pity people are so blind that they can't see You are not the author of
their problems. They are - along with Satan’s help.”
"So now we have come to that decisive point in history where all things must be made right again.
Pride and arrogance must be exposed, corruption must be purged, men must be given again a new
chance to choose right from wrong.

Surviving the Coming Tribulation
The Lord began tonight by saying, “I want to talk to you about the coming Tribulation.
“In all of history there will never again, nor has there been before, a time such as this. Men will be
at their wit’s end trying to figure out what to do next. Nothing will make sense to them and
everything will be topsy-turvy. I am trying to prepare now, those who will be left behind.
“There is no sense to accumulating wealth, position or power because everything will be scrambled
and reorganized based on loyalty to the New World Order. Any Christian right now that is
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posturing for higher positions is going to hit a brick wall after the Rapture. There is no need to be
alarmed, just informed. Those who are left behind will have to switch their priorities from making
money - to surviving. And I don't mean surviving physically, alone. Yes, survival must also be
spiritual, understanding and being sensitive to the movement of My Spirit.
“It is by My Spirit alone that protection will be rendered to those left behind. Nothing of man's
design will bring peace for families, only My ability to save and protect will be found effective witness Ruby Ridge. My dear ones left behind, you cannot count on guns to protect you. You must
turn wholeheartedly to Me and ask for My protection. I will protect you supernaturally if I am
your only recourse. Those who live by the sword will die by the sword.”
“But I have prepared an army of men and women to recover this country from the enemy. They
will swing into action and have an active part in taking ground away from the Order. Never since
the history of man has there been a time such as what is coming, and never since the history of man
has My protection been as strong as it will be.
“But there are certain rules you must live by. Honesty is first and foremost. Vigilance over your
own sins and bad example. The devils are clever and they know how to provoke a soul to cause a
breach in their covering. Charity, humility and patience also score high on the list of things
targeted and necessary to maintain My Protection.
“Come to Me immediately when you fall. Don't waste a moment. Make a sincere confession and
renounce that sin. I will then restore your covering and add to it protection, and the grace to not
repeat those sins. I have already taught you about judging others. The quickest way to lose your
covering is to slander, calumniate, or gossip about another. Not only will the enemy use this to
divide and conquer, he will use it to make you vulnerable to attack. The more key your position is,
the more careful you will have to be about your heart attitude.
“Never disparage anyone who is sick or weak. Their prayers are essential and extremely
important.”
And we found that to be true in our mission, that the prayers of the elderly and infirm really bring about
some amazing results.
“Your emotions will be your worst enemy. Sleep will be very important because of the stress you
are under, it will quickly deplete your clarity of thinking and energy. This will be a time of survival
techniques…especially spiritual survival techniques. Prayer and charity will increase your chances
of survival and prayer will be your number one most powerful weapon.
“The enemy is very sly, and he will insinuate many things to turn you against each other. Sitting
down and talking it out candidly, honestly, will completely foil his attempts to turn each of you
against another.”
I would like to add repentance to that. You know, once you figure out whose thinking was right or
wrong, whoever has made a bad choice in their thinking or falsely accused, repentance is super important
there and to ask the forgiveness of the other person.
“There will be much need for patience and deferring anger. There is always a reason behind a
failure and it is always a test of virtue for you to bear it with charity and brotherly love.
Remember: you will be judged as you judge one another. If you want mercy, you must first mete
out mercy. You may see yourself as superior in the mix, but I guarantee - that will be your
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downfall.
“Somehow, Beloved, you must cultivate extreme respect for one another. It may look to you that
another is inferior to you, but I look upon the heart. And he who loves more is superior, in My
viewpoint. You may excel at many things, but if you have not charity, well… that will only buy you
pride and vainglory. There are souls that are so interiorly kindly and well disposed that even the
most brilliant and accomplished person is far inferior to them.
“This is no longer the world or worldly affairs you are dealing with. It is strictly spiritual and Our
standards in Heaven are so far removed from yours - they are unrecognizable. Rick Joyner’s books
bring to the forefront the importance of charity and true spiritual vision. And remember, none of
you have absolutely perfect spiritual or Scriptural understanding. Each person has a gift to add to
the mix. Your task will be to find out and cultivate that gift and incorporate it. This will be a real
trial of teamwork and deferential yielding to one another, and how well you take care of the
weakest link will determine your success or failure.
“Whenever you feel threatened, your first recourse is PRAYER. This should be your very first
response. There will be many misinformation campaigns, as there always are in war, to turn
attention away from what is really important. If you rely on Me alone for your information, you
will not fall for these side tracks.
“There will also be attempts to flush out believers. Be very careful of those who say that they’re
going to make an alliance with you, but underneath it all they really want to find out what your
agendas are, so they can report you.
“Each person among you has a unique purpose. Try to discover that and nurture and honor it. Do
not, under any circumstances, hinder a soul who is wanting to step forward and serve. Give them
something to do, but do not deny them a job - that will seriously backfire on you. To feel needed,
wanted and important is key to keeping the peace. When all work together synchronistically, all
will feel satisfied. When things seem to be falling apart, pray against a spirit of Division.
“This will constantly be the enemy's course of action.”
I want to say there, also, Lying spirits are responsible for division. Lying spirits, Beguiling spirits, spirits
of Division, Miscommunication, Twisting Communication – all of that is involved in that dynamic of
division.
“This will constantly be the enemy's course of action: divide and conquer, or set someone up for
failure and conquer. Be ever so supportive when one of you fails. Come to their rescue with
warmth, security and forgiveness. Reacting in anger will only empower the demons to cause dissent
and dissatisfaction, which will gnaw away at the hearts of some until there is a strong current of
mutiny and division.
“Never assume that something is good or a good opportunity. Always pray first and find out from
Me if it is something you should do. Remember the story of the Trojan horse: everyone thought it
was amazing booty from their enemy, but once they pulled it inside the citadel, its true intention
became clear as armed soldiers piled out and took the city by surprise.
“All in all, success can be had through this most difficult of times. But understand, I do not
measure success by survival or prowess. My standard is Love, and to die for Me is gain.”
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"Do not fear those who kill the body but are unable to kill the soul; but rather fear Him who is able to
destroy both soul and body in hell. 29"Are not two sparrows sold for a cent? And yet not one of them will
fall to the ground apart from your Father.…Matthew 10:28-29

Seek LIFE In Jesus
“Would You speak to me (Carol) this morning, my Jesus?”
“Yes, Love – I would.
“I leave you now with these words: Have Courage. Have Faith. Be strong in My strength today. I
am walking always just by your side. Do not fear what comes on the Earth today, or any day yet to
come, as I know you do not. I write these things for the sake of the readers to come.
“This, My servant Carol, has fought the fight long, hard and with Victory in Me. She wishes with
all her heart that you will do the same. Listen to the words I speak now for you each day until she
has gone – they will be a source of strength, courage and wisdom for you. She is very little in her
own mind...yet My power through her has the power to turn hearts to the Kingdom.
“Seek Me, you who read this journal. (These words have been lifted out of my private journal to be
included in this book.) SEEK ME, and I WILL be found by you. Read the words of the letters I have
given to Clare that are with these words – they are Life, Instructions and the Path of Righteousness
for you. Follow these words. Follow these commands I give you in order to LIVE!
“For I call YOU now to My Kingdom, and through you I will call many, many others. You have
been chosen by Me from the very beginning – to live at THIS time, to be found by Me at THIS time
for the sake of many around you.
“Come, My friends – be faithful to Me and I will give to you the keys to the Kingdom.
The Alpha and Omega, the Beginning and the End.
Jesus – the King

It’s Time to Let Go (Carol)
“In the days to come, timing will be of utmost importance to you: timing of when you eat, where
you walk, how you live. Events will happen so quickly that there will often BE no time to be
‘normal’, and so many things will be left behind you in a swift move, many things that you will
think are very important to you to have or keep.
“Now is the Time though, to let go – of everything. All things and possessions will mean little or
nothing to you when the choice must be made between them and your lives or the lives of your
families. So, I am warning you now: be prepared at any moment to move. Move from one house to
another. From one place to another. From the city to the country, from one town to the next. For
this reason, be astute in your thinking, prepare for yourselves and those with you the essentials to
life: a Bible, a few clothes, water, dried or canned food and a blanket or two. Keep these things
handy in a backpack that you can grab to take with you at a moment’s notice.
“Keep other, less important yet still-of-value things in a box nearby: these instructions, a computer
if possible, flashlights, batteries, a few flash drives. It will be important for you to be free to travel
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lightly – yet these things will make your lives more bearable.
“The events that will soon come on the Earth are more horrific than any have even conceived. It
will take great faith in Me to live through them, to avoid being captured and killed by the enemy.
“It is My wish that as many as will follow Me, listen to Me and obey Me - will live. For you will
then walk into the Millennium and populate the Earth as I renew it and bring pristine cleanliness
back to it. Yes, many will die in the next 7 years...but if you are faithful to Me and swiftly obedient
– you will not be among them. I will protect and guide you where and when I wish. I WILL help
you – but you MUST be willing to listen and obey Me at all times. I will be there always, My angels
will be gathered around you, also. Call out to Me at any time, in any circumstance where you are in
question, afraid, confused and I will answer.
“It will be important for you to be able to listen to My Holy Spirit with clear ears during this time.
Ask Me, after you have called unto Me for Salvation, for the Gifts of My Spirit: the Baptism of
Fire, tongues for strong spiritual prayer, healing, knowledge, and prophecy.
“Do not worry about the Internet at this point – I will preserve what I will preserve. Lacking this –
I will Myself be there to teach you and impart these gifts to you.
“Take heart, Dear Ones! Have Faith! Soon the Father is plunging this world into untold chaos and
judgment...but I have My perfect plans for you already laid in place.
“I leave you tonight with My Love and My blessings of Faith and Belief.”
Your Jesus – the Christ.

Follow Jesus – Do NOT Take the Mark of the Beast!
“I (Carol) love You so, Lord – I feel light-headed and giddy at the thought that we are so very, very close
now.... It’s been a very long time of waiting, you know. My whole life! And yet when I look back over
the years – they are as just a few short minutes...”
“This is the point, these are the thoughts I have placed in Your head tonight, Love. Life IS just a
few short minutes – and eternity is very, very, very long. This is the idea that MUST be clear to
those who are left behind you: Life is the ONLY time that you have to make this most important
decision of all– the decision to follow ME, Jesus the Christ, in the days to come.
“There are only two choices, no matter what the government, your friends, bosses, families, or any
other may try to convince you. Choose Me. Or Satan.
“With Me you will have Life Everlasting – from eternity to eternity in Glory and Life and Love
more pure than you can ever try to imagine.
“With Satan...it will be nothing but pain, death, misery, endless torment and fire. The first death –
of your body – will end with the second death: eternal separation from Me, the God Who formed
you in your mother’s womb, who breathed life into your very soul, who Loves you more than you
can ever understand.
“So, tonight I appeal to you. Which do you want? The Enemy of your soul has filled this world with
every device he could conceive of to lie, steal, kill and destroy you and all of mankind; to convince
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you that pleasure for the moment was worth trading away life Eternal.
“It is the same story as Jacob and Esau: blessings and riches traded in a moment of bodily pleasure,
never to be exchanged again once the decision was made.
“I tell you tonight: BEWARE OF THE MARK.
“Man laughs at it, the government lies about it. But I tell you the truth: if you accept it, your very
DNA will be changed into a son of Satan himself...and there IS no more redemption for you.
Be wise, My children – be very wise now. Listen for Me. Listen for MY voice to help you through
the days that come upon you, for they alone will give you life. They alone will guide you through the
maze of death that Satan has designed for you. And even though the times will be torturous and
hard – it is but for a short while. I will rescue you. I will be there, near to you. Call out to Me for
Salvation first – and then for salvation of Life. (That you live and not be killed.)
Your Loving Father, Abba (Jesus)

There is Very Little Time...Come to Me (Carol)
“I speak now to ‘our Friends’ as we shall call you. There is another issue that must be explained to
you this morning.
“Time. Yes, we spoke of this before a little while ago – but time is an issue that has many and many
facets. This part of Time is concerning your souls.
“You must treat the Time that you have now as a fleeting, precious commodity, given directly to
you by Me. Not to be used as you would, or to be given over to pleasure, gain or anticipation of
spoils for many selling products, marketplace or business. These must become things of your past. I
call all of you now to what I called My Brides to before I brought them Home: holiness. Increased
sanctification.
“Yieldedness and obedience to Me and the Truths I have preserved for you in My Scriptures. I
have brought a Great Revival upon the Earth one last time, and you have seen evidence of it. Do not
reject the teachings that were spread abroad from it. Do not take lightly the words of Truth and
Salvation that you have heard about. These Words and Truths are your very lifeline.
“The times you now live in will last a mere 7 years from beginning to end. Depending on the time
you find yourself in when you have found these words is a mightily important thing to you. Perhaps
you have been fortunate to be among the first to hear of Me, just after the Rapture. Perhaps you
have been one of those who have received My Spirit during the sweep of Renewal that I brought
upon the Earth in one, final move to gather in all souls who belong to Me. If this is you – then you
have indeed been blessed.
“But I tell you the truth: if you are only finding these admonitions one, or two or even three years
past that point – NOW is the time to accept these words that you have heard. NOW is the time that
you MUST seek Me and be found by Me...for you are running out of time to make this decision.
“At the midpoint of the 7 years, there will again be a massive shaking, a major upheaval in not only
the physical world but the unseen spiritual one. After this point – the forces of evil will be so
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strongly arrayed that it will be nigh unto impossible to live ANY sort of “normal” life in any way –
if you have not yet bowed your knee to the ruler Obama and the evil ones that rule below him.
“Yes, I am pinpointing who the Anti-Christ is to you. Surely you know by now that he has become
the very symbol of evil on the Earth to all who try to oppose him. Much death, much destruction,
much disease, much harm has come to millions of souls who have tried to oppose him, and have
died for their stand against him.
“You have found My words to My servants Carol & Clare, who were among many, many others
scattered throughout the world spreading these messages to the world before I came and took them
Home to be with Me in Heaven. You have yet a little time to make your final decision. You have
been standing to the side, letting the enemy convince you that all is well, and ‘they are better off
rounded up and gotten out of the way of the REAL people’.
“I tell you now: these are but lies of the destroyer of your soul. You must heed them no more. Time
for you is rapidly running out. I have preserved pockets of My people all around the globe – safe
places where those who I have gathered in live, and prosper in health and food and the supply of
their needs. Take My hand now, and let me lead you to them. Turn your heart fully to Me, and I
will lead you there, where you may finish out this time in Peace, Truth and real Love – Love like
you have never experienced, or have by now long forgotten.
“Time is your enemy now, My Child. You do not understand this fully now – but you will. Heed My
words that are written here – you will not receive many more warnings with this much clarity. I
work even now in your soul, your spirit to convince you that these words are True and Faithful, for
they are spoken by the One Who is Faithful and True.
“Let Me in. Let Me find you, save you, and carry you into the wilderness of safety and salvation, for
My heart longs for you to join with Me in My Kingdom.
“Come, My Dear Friend. Come! I wait for you. Come!”
Jesus – the Christ. The One Who died on the cross for YOUR soul, and now waits with neverending Love for you to come to Me.

How Great is My Love for You
“Yes, Dearest One...it is Love that I wish to speak of this morning.
“My Love.
“Oh, Dear Friends of Ours, you have read this far in Carol’s journal, and have surely seen the love
she has for Me written everywhere in it. Have you thought this love peculiar? Do you catch even a
glimmer of how deep is her love, how strong? Do you understand WHY this love is in her heart for
a God she cannot see but dimly, in snatches, even at the advanced stage of her walk with Him?
“She has lived 61 years on this Earth, and 58 of them have been aware of Me and My Love for her.
How is it, you wonder? How to love an unseen, and what you have thought, cold and far-off God?
“Oh, My dear, dear Friends. Know this: before you were ever born, before I created the world as
you see it, you were a spark, a Creation in the very heart of God. The Father conceived of YOU –
you, your mind, your heart, your soul...every part of your being, your body, your ways...and
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destined you to be born at such a time as this. It was no accident of mere human sex that brought
you into being - no.
“The Father deigned that you would be born in the country you were, the family you were, the time
you were. He ordered and ordained the school you would attend, the children you played with –
and fought with. Every facet of your life, whether (from this time in history) you view that as well,
or not.
“Sin brought trials, temptations and hard things into your life – many of them perhaps. You have
been tempted by your enemy – Satan - to think badly of Me since the day you were born. But I have
been there. My angels have watched over you since that very moment.
“During the times where you thought you were all alone, during the hardest parts of your life,
during the times when you thought life could not go on, could not grow worse...I have been there –
drawing you, willing you to look up and see Me there, pouring into your soul My love, My ways, My
heart for you.
“Every time you saw a beautiful butterfly, or a sweet kitten and it touched a brief spark of joy in
your life...it was I who sent it. Every time you heard a word of true love from a parent, a sibling, a
teacher, a friend – I was calling out to you through them (whether they knew it or not) to take My
hand and follow Me. You see? I have been with you through all things – good and bad.
“You may be thinking now, ‘Well, if He loved me so much, why did such and such happen? Why
did this and that occur? What does He mean Love, when...look at the world around us? Look at
where I am right now???’ These things are hard to comprehend, but set aside self for a moment, set
aside anger and bitterness and reason with Me for just a while.
“Does an apple grow on a tree just like all the others around it? Are there not perfections and
imperfections on each one? Do they not hang side by side next to each other - yet this one has a
beautiful blush of color, that one stands duller and less appealing? Does not one get stung by an
insect, and begin to spoil while it is even yet on the tree? Does one get picked and eaten and enjoyed
– bringing joy to the one who has taken it - while another hangs there until the limb lets go, it falls
to the ground and gets smashed underfoot?
“I tell you the Truth: these are still a part of My creation, still a part of the Glory and Majesty of
Who I am, and What I have given to the Earth in My creative power. And I care for these thing as I
care for ALL of My creation.
“Consider: a litter of puppies is born. One goes this way, with a family that will cherish and train
and keep it in their home, giving it a life of joy and happiness. That one is given to a man with a
dark and cruel heart, who beats it, abuses it and finally kills it. Do I not love both? Are they not
both My Creation, cherished by Me? Will I not send My angels to gather it into their arms at last
and bring it here to Joy in My world?
“Ah...you see, men do not believe Me in My Word when I tell them that My eye is even on the
sparrow, and knows when every one falls. Nor does man understand how EACH THING in My
creation is a part of My heart.
“You scoff at Me now, perhaps. Even Carol has gotten up to stop and think, and ask Me if this is
truly ME giving her these ideas and words! But listen closely to what I am trying to make you
understand here...”
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“May I, Lord?”
“Yes – you may.”
I didn’t understand at all what He was trying to explain here with the apples – and I was beginning to
wonder if it was really Jesus telling me these things. After I confirmed that it was – He opened my
understanding a little more. I am an artist – and with each painting, each creation I make, a great deal of
“me” goes into it. I feel almost Motherly about the things I create, and secretly wish that all could feel as I
do about them. So, I understood here that ALL of what we see is His “masterpiece”, and He, in this way,
is a part of everything – literally EVERY THING that you see in the world. Even apples!
To further understand, look at a quote from what Jesus told Clare last night, as He was telling her about
our Home in Heaven: "You will see the transformations that Love permeating everything has made.
The lion and the fawn will lie down next to one another and he will tenderly embrace the fawn as
they nap. The otters will surface in the water with beautiful shells and drop them at your feet,
begging to be petted. The bees will ascend in the shape of a heart and invite you to partake of their
honey.
“The sand beneath you will gently accommodate your shape wanting to make you comfortable. The
canyon walls will have footholds and handles making climbing effortless, and on your way up there
will be surprises like little caves lined with gem quality indigo azurite crystals. Eagles will invite you
to sit on their nests and fondle their chicks. The leaves on the trees will rustle joyfully as you pass
by and the grass will tinkle like chimes, greeting you in love with sparkling prisms of light glinting
off of them and dancing off the canyon
walls.
“Oh, the wonders of Heaven NEVER cease and all shall be yours because on Earth you lived for
Me. So now I will spend Our eternity delighting you with things you never thought of, but are
extensions of what enthralled you on Earth.”
Here He has told us that even the SAND, the TREES and the GRASS respond to His Love – as hard as
that all is for us to comprehend and take in!!
“Thank you, My Love. You did well explaining that.
“My Friends. If I can consider an apple, a ‘thing’ that I conceived of, designed and by its very being
declares My Glory – a thing most would not give a second thought to... Or care about a puppy that
is a living thing in your eyes.... How much greater do you think I care about you? How much
greater do you think my Love for you is?
“Ah, My Dear, Dear Friends! The love I hold in My heart for each one of you is far beyond
measure, far beyond the understanding of man. You are My Creation, the highest order of My
Creation. You were conceived in My Mind’s Eye even before I formed Adam’s body out of the
earth of the ground, and then breathed into him My Life.
“Do you see? Do you understand even a little how I long for your soul to come to Me, to be brought
into My Kingdom to live with Me for all eternity?
“I beseech you – think. Look around you at what is left of beauty in the world as it is right now.
There is still a glimpse and a glimmer if you look for it. And think now, from this day on: every tiny
bug, every tiny butterfly, every animal...yes even the plant Life that is still growing around you is
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given as a part of Who I am, of My Provision for what I have created.
“And I – the Creator of all of these things – Love YOU.
“Come to Me, My Friend! The world is ugly and harsh and dangerous for you right now, but do not
run to the enemy’s arms for your comfort, your solace, your provision. For I tell you the Truth: you
will find there only death, disease, hate and destruction.
“Come to Me, My Friends. I offer you Life in all its glorious, original, pristine wonder.
“Come to Me, Friends. Come!”
The Source of All that has Ever Been,
Jesus

Money, Self-Reliance...or ME. You Must Decide (Carol)
“Do You have words for our Friends tonight, Lord?”
“Yes, I do. Begin to write.
“Our topic tonight is MONEY.
“Whether you have little or much, money will become a thing of the past swiftly in the days of
Tribulation. You WILL be forced at some point to make the decision: will I take the Mark touted
by the Anti-Christ – Obama and his new administration - in order to live/eat/survive?
“Or will I take the better way?
“Let’s look at what each of these decisions will involve. It will seem logical. Cool. Intelligent.
Prudent. ‘No big deal’ once all the various money systems, coins, currencies are in chaos around the
world as the world economies collapse. The idea is already in the works: take a simple computer
chip in the hand or forehead, and Viola! Open a door, turn on a device, pay for a purchase with the
wave of your hand. Once the demons disguised as aliens show up, there will be an issue of
allegiance, too. So people will be brainwashed into believing that ‘they’ are right, but ‘they’ are
wrong...and be driven to follow one course or the other.
“But the bottom line will be – follow Me... or follow Satan – no matter how convoluted the package
appears.
“I have said before that taking the chip into your body will forever seal your fate. This is the
reason: the chip will contain demon ‘seed’ that, once it is implanted into your body, will release
another DNA into your bloodstream, and this will begin to permanently change and transform your
DNA into what was once called a Nephilim. This process cannot be reversed, and will not be
forgiven.
“This is why I cry out to you NOW to turn to Me, to give your life over to Me before it is too late.
Better to be beheaded and join Me in Heaven and eternity, than to be able to purchase a few
crumbs to keep you alive one more day. Rest assured, the powers in charge care not one whit
whether you live or die, one way or the other.
“Their only goal, their only motivation in everything they are doing is to steal, rob, kill and destroy
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all of humanity, and convert them permanently into citizens of hell. Your life is worth nothing to
them, no matter how strong you declare your allegiance to them might be.
“On the other hand, your life is worth everything to Me. I came to the Earth for your sake – I gave
My life on the Cross so that you could make the simple step towards Me and be saved.
“Use Wisdom, My Friend. Be prudent. Think clearly about these things, and come shelter under
My wings. Seek Me and I will be found. Knock and I shall open the door to Eternity to you. Ask,
and you will find Salvation, Love, Joy, Peace and Eternal Happiness once your life is Mine.
“My love for you is never-ending. All powerful and persuasive. Given freely and without cost. Run
now into My open arms. Do not be an Esau, exchanging your life for a bowl of pottage.
“Come, My Friends. Come.”
The King Who conquers. The Rescuer of souls, Jesus.

Surviving the Coming Tribulation
The Lord began tonight by saying, “I want to talk to you about the coming Tribulation.
“In all of history there will never again, nor has there been before, a time such as this. Men will be
at their wit’s end trying to figure out what to do next. Nothing will make sense to them and
everything will be topsy-turvy. I am trying to prepare now those who will be left behind.
“There is no sense to accumulating wealth, position or power because everything will be scrambled
and reorganized based on loyalty to the New World Order. Any Christian right now that is
posturing for higher positions is going to hit a brick wall after the Rapture. There is no need to be
alarmed, just informed. Those who are left behind will have to switch their priorities from making
money - to surviving. And I don't mean surviving physically, alone. Yes, survival must also be
spiritual, understanding and being sensitive to the movement of My Spirit.
“It is by My Spirit alone that protection will be rendered to those left behind. Nothing of man's
design will bring peace for families, only My ability to save and protect will be found effective witness Ruby Ridge. My dear ones left behind, you cannot count on guns to protect you. You must
turn wholeheartedly to Me and ask for My protection. I will protect you supernaturally if I am
your only recourse. Those who live by the sword will die by the sword.”
“But I have prepared an army of men and women to recover this country from the enemy. They
will swing into action and have an active part in taking ground away from the Order. Never since
the history of man has there been a time such as what is coming, and never since the history of man
has My protection been as strong as it will be.
“But there are certain rules you must live by. Honesty is first and foremost. Vigilance over your
own sins and bad example. The devils are clever and they know how to provoke a soul to cause a
breach in their covering. Charity, humility and patience also score high on the list of things
targeted and necessary to maintain My Protection.
“Come to Me immediately when you fall. Don't waste a moment. Make a sincere confession and
renounce that sin. I will then restore your covering and add to it protection, and the grace to not
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repeat those sins. I have already taught you about judging others. The quickest way to lose your
covering is to slander, calumniate, or gossip about another. Not only will the enemy use this to
divide and conquer, he will use it to make you vulnerable to attack. The more key your position is,
the more careful you will have to be about your heart attitude.
“Never disparage anyone who is sick or weak. Their prayers are essential and extremely
important.”
And we found that to be true in our mission, that the prayers of the elderly and infirm really bring about
some amazing results.
“Your emotions will be your worst enemy. Sleep will be very important because of the stress you
are under, it will quickly deplete your clarity of thinking and energy. This will be a time of survival
techniques…especially spiritual survival techniques. Prayer and charity will increase your chances
of survival and prayer will be your number one most powerful weapon.
“The enemy is very sly, and he will insinuate many things to turn you against each other. Sitting
down and talking it out candidly, honestly, will completely foil his attempts to turn each of you
against another.”
I would like to add repentance to that. You know, once you figure out whose thinking was right or
wrong, whoever has made a bad choice in their thinking or falsely accused, repentance is super important
there and to ask the forgiveness of the other person.
“There will be much need for patience and deferring anger. There is always a reason behind a
failure and it is always a test of virtue for you to bear it with charity and brotherly love.
Remember: you will be judged as you judge one another. If you want mercy, you must first mete
out mercy. You may see yourself as superior in the mix, but I guarantee - that will be your
downfall.
“Somehow, Beloved, you must cultivate extreme respect for one another. It may look to you that
another is inferior to you, but I look upon the heart. And he who loves more is superior, in My
viewpoint. You may excel at many things, but if you have not charity, well… that will only buy you
pride and vainglory. There are souls that are so interiorly kindly and well disposed that even the
most brilliant and accomplished person is far inferior to them.
“This is no longer the world or worldly affairs you are dealing with. It is strictly spiritual and Our
standards in Heaven are so far removed from yours - they are unrecognizable. Rick Joyner’s books
bring to the forefront the importance of charity and true spiritual vision. And remember, none of
you have absolutely perfect spiritual or Scriptural understanding. Each person has a gift to add to
the mix. Your task will be to find out and cultivate that gift and incorporate it. This will be a real
trial of teamwork and deferential yielding to one another, and how well you take care of the
weakest link will determine your success or failure.
“Whenever you feel threatened, your first recourse is PRAYER. This should be your very first
response. There will be many misinformation campaigns, as there always are in war, to turn
attention away from what is really important. If you rely on Me alone for your information, you
will not fall for these side tracks.
“There will also be attempts to flush out believers. Be very careful of those who say that they’re
going to make an alliance with you, but underneath it all they really want to find out what your
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agendas are, so they can report you.
“Each person among you has a unique purpose. Try to discover that and nurture and honor it. Do
not, under any circumstances, hinder a soul who is wanting to step forward and serve. Give them
something to do, but do not deny them a job - that will seriously backfire on you. To feel needed,
wanted and important is key to keeping the peace. When all work together synchronistically, all
will feel satisfied. When things seem to be falling apart, pray against a spirit of Division.
“This will constantly be the enemy's course of action.”
I want to say there, also, Lying spirits are responsible for division. Lying spirits, Beguiling spirits, spirits
of Division, Miscommunication, Twisting Communication – all of that is involved in that dynamic of
division.
“This will constantly be the enemy's course of action: divide and conquer, or set someone up for
failure and conquer. Be ever so supportive when one of you fails. Come to their rescue with
warmth, security and forgiveness. Reacting in anger will only empower the demons to cause dissent
and dissatisfaction, which will gnaw away at the hearts of some until there is a strong current of
mutiny and division.
“Never assume that something is good or a good opportunity. Always pray first and find out from
Me if it is something you should do. Remember the story of the Trojan horse: everyone thought it
was amazing booty from their enemy, but once they pulled it inside the citadel, its true intention
became clear as armed soldiers piled out and took the city by surprise.
“All in all, success can be had through this most difficult of times. But understand, I do not
measure success by survival or prowess. My standard is Love, and to die for Me is gain.”
"Do not fear those who kill the body but are unable to kill the soul; but rather fear Him who is able to
destroy both soul and body in hell. 29"Are not two sparrows sold for a cent? And yet not one of them will
fall to the ground apart from your Father.…Matthew 10:28-29

Put No Confidence In The Flesh
The Lord be with you, and bless you with His wisdom. The Lord came to me with a message for those
basically who are left behind, and have work to do here. For some reason are not taken in the Rapture.
"Place no confidence in the flesh. Do not imagine for one moment that you can provide or take care
of yourself without My intervention...or more properly without My complete control. When you
place confidence in your own flesh: your ability to defend yourself, your ability to provide for
yourself - you set yourself up for failure. There are those who are going to walk into the Tribulation
with empty pockets and not a place to go, no food, no preparation at all. And yet they will be fully
provided for every step of the way.
"When a soul puts all their confidence in Me, I am free to provide everything they need. Rather
than providing and surviving, be about My business and all these things will be added unto you.
Your insecurity and panic do nothing but give the devils permission to sift you, wear you out and
cause you to move prematurely right into the enemies’ waiting arms. But with your focus on
bringing souls to Me, I am free to provide all you need. My faithfulness is your rear guard and
covering.
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"It is a lack of knowledge of Me that causes others to dive in and apply themselves to providing for
their own needs. When you know Me, you know I have already provided a way out, complete with
food, medicine and cover that will make you invisible to the enemy.
"This is for the benefit of those left behind, Clare. For the most part now, I am going to be
preparing them through our times together"...my mind drifted onto the seismic charts for Yellowstone
I saw today. Unbelievable – they were just these huge, solid bars of color rather than the usual squiggly
lines that reflect and earthquake – really amazing. And I was thinking, ‘Nibiru is bringing these Earth
changes on and they knew all the time, they knew this was going to happen.’
"Yes, they knew all along. But rather than provide for the masses, they are counting on the
catastrophic conditions to wipe out portions of humanity that do not fit into their genetic code.
"But let's get back to what is important here, My Love. The focus must be on charity and virtue,
trust and faith in My ability to provide. Without these pivotal attitudes, they will not succeed. My
protection can make you invisible. My protection can turn wild beasts away. My protection can
save you from the ground giving way beneath you. My protection can provide water and food when
there is none. I can do all things, and I will, for those whose agenda is to gather in souls to the
Kingdom. Those who give and lead unselfishly, those who are honest and caring for others, these
are the ones I will supernaturally protect and provide for.
"Many I will add to your numbers that need salvation. Their eternity is hanging in the balance and
if you make their eternity your priority, I will cover you. Souls are going to be racked with
confusion and fear, not knowing up from down, so severe will the trials be on the Earth. They will
be so thoroughly disoriented that nothing can calm them down but a supernatural grace. A healing
grace, laying hands on them and praying for My Peace to descend upon them.
"And for you who are called to heal, I live inside of you. Place your hand on the injured or
suffering and imagine My hand moving from your heart out through your hand and onto the soul. I
will do the rest. All you have to believe is that I AM and I LIVE IN YOU. This is all that is required
for a complete healing of even the most dramatic sicknesses.
"Do be baptized in the Holy Spirit, do pray in tongues, do sing over people in tongues - you are
speaking MY language and I am praying through you, the perfect prayer. Do not allow anyone to
discourage you from speaking in tongues - the devils will use self- conscious, insecure and poorly
informed souls to try and stop you from using this powerful gift. Don't let them. Now more than
ever you need to pray in tongues. I will, for some
of you, give the interpretation while you are praying which will inform you of what your true
opposition is, be it man, beast or even your own self.
"There will be a great need for supernatural wisdom, so many different opponents will be coming
against you. I will warn you of them if you make prayer your absolute priority. More than life itself,
you need quality prayer time with Me. No one in your group can go without prayer. The ones who
will not pray will be the weak links in your chain. They will betray you and make poor choices
under pressure. Better that everyone stay in prayer and allow those who will not pray to go
elsewhere - that is once you have done everything in your power to bring them to Me and still they
will not acknowledge or choose to live by My standards. Let them go, they will only bring trouble
upon the other members of your group.
"Towards the end, when things get the most chaotic, you will need to cleave to Me with all your
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heart and lean not on your own understanding or devices. I will inspire you with the proper steps to
take, even in your dreams I will come to you and instruct you. Understand that the closer you draw
to the end of events, the more chaotic it will become and the shorter the time before your
deliverance. Pray for strength, courage, wisdom, compassion and peace. It is by your faith that you
will be saved - the flesh avails nothing. Everything depends upon faith and trust in Me alone.
"You will witness people breaking down completely and unable to cope any longer. They will retire
inside of themselves where they feel safe. All you can do for these is pray and be compassionate. My
grace will carry them. They will be among you as the sick and disabled. Do all in your power to
tend to them, do not grow impatient with them or cast them away - they may be your saving grace;
because you took care of them, I will take care of you.
"However, if you must leave someone behind, give them a portion of food and water, pray for them
that I will take over their care and commend them into My Merciful hands. Do not walk about in
guilt - you did all you could and now it's My turn. You will be tried to your uttermost limits and
when you reach those limits turn to Me and say, ‘Lord, take over for me, I am at my end.’ And I
will give you the strength to carry on.
“Remember that My power is made perfect in your weakness. This is My chance to show you just
how much you mean to Me and who I truly am in you.
“I bless you now with the peace that passes all understanding, courage and endurance. Run the
race to the finish line. And remember that in all situations I am with you, and I will not desert you.
Not matter what you face – I will be there with you.

The Hordes of Hell Have Been Released
"The hordes of Hell have been released.
“They have gone out into the world to stir up rebellion. Man against God, and yes, CERN does have
something to do with it. These men are so blind, they have no idea what chaos it is going to mean
for them and by the time they find out, it will be too late to stop it. It will already have a foothold
and have destroyed half the Earth.
Now, as an aside here, at the CERN facility they have a statue of Yeshiva that is lit up at night, right
outside the building. Yeshiva is representative of the destruction aspect of life, and of chaos. So, the Lord
is saying basically, these scientists are so blind that they don’t see the kind of chaos they’re going to
create and what it is going to do to them.
“Lord, I thought CERN was affecting more outer space and these creatures were coming from some
demonic planet or something.”
"Hell is in the bowels of the Earth and a particular dynamic of gravity has moved aside the
protective shield I put in place to keep these demon-infested creatures from ruining the Earth."
As He was talking I kept seeing something like a huge, translucent, fish scale plate over an area of the
Earth that had been moved by the doings of the accelerator.
"Clare, in fact it is very, very sad. I see these children messing with things they do not understand,
thinking they will outsmart Me in some way, or be able to duplicate what I have created, thereby
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attaining equality with Me. Much of this is simply academic pride and a group of men and women
climbing the professional ladder, wanting to perch on top and declare their brilliance to the world that they are in fact equal to Me.
"There is one glaring fact they are still missing: and who created Me? You see, you can play with
the building blocks I've given you, but they are still held together by My Love and My Power. Yes,
they have rules that can be manipulated to produce various results, but they are all created by Me.
“Were I to remove the blocks, the universe would cease to exist and them in it. They would be
nothing more than globs of energy floating around in a void. This, by the way, is Satan’s goal: using
their ambition to destroy them. Right now they can't see that. As I said, when they do it will be too
late. But I will step in so the universe will not go belly up like a balloon who’s naval has been untied.
"How I long to fellowship with some of these great minds that I created and breathed life into. But
no, that would ruin their career. So, even though some of them know deep down that they are being
called into the true realms of science, like Pontius Pilate they will not risk their careers by following
that call. Pontius Pilate knew better than to crucify Me, but he did it out of fear that Caesar would
ruin his career, because of the uprising if he didn’t - and now look at his unenviable future in Hell.
He was warned. They've been warned. But, lust for position and fame have overtaken them.
Nothing short of a miracle can stop them.
"So, here we are on the brink of disaster. The hordes of hell have been released into the atmosphere
of Earth and all they know is destruction and hatred for mankind and all I've created. So, they will
manifest now in ways no one could imagine - to set to work, through mankind, the destruction of
Earth. They will have their way, Clare. I have given it into their hands."
“But, Lord, what about the prayer ‘world without end?’’
"Oh, the Earth will be devastated, but it will not end. I will bring with Me a new Springtime. The
beauty of a freshly created Earth - I will restore everything. The greater portion of those involved
in the accelerator project are not evil, just very ambitious and without basic intelligence. They
overlook the very foundations of life to pursue a way-out-there academic goal that will bring them
fame and glory. That is why I say they are lacking in basic intelligence. A smart little toddler could
easily prove to them that they are playing with a fire they cannot control.
"So, in essence, these hordes of Hell will begin to inspire men and women on every level to do things
that will end in ultimate disaster. They will sit on the shoulders of people and suggest things that
look innocent enough but will set a wave of destruction over the whole Earth, through the whole
ecosystem, through the mass mind of man, controlling more and more the thought patterns and
physics of psychology for their own irrelevant ends. Again, these are lacking in basic wisdom and
intelligence.
"Not understanding God and morality, not being taught that as the basis for a healthy life, they
have no fear of God, no understanding of how things are perpetuated. They have totally tossed out
the idea of faith and religion and the significance of moral conduct and living Godly lives. Had they
pursued the truth, and only the truth, they would have found how very foundational that is and
would have had a holy fear of messing with things I created in a certain order.
"Well, I wanted you to understand, dear one. You are going to see an acceleration of evil from
today onwards. Yes, evil is about to bite mankind, infect and destroy it. It will begin slowly but gain
momentum over the days to come.
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CERN “I AM God and There Is None Other”
“I am not some great and terrible king in whose presence you could be executed. No, to the meek, I
am meek; to the fragile, every so gentle; to the fearful, embracing with open arms. But to those who
are angry and cruel, I am fierce and protective; to those who deceive, I catch in their own rouses; to
those who are wicked, I brandish the iron rod.
"In this way I protect My Bride and give to each one their just deserts. I have labored hard and
long with this generation to bring them to repentance. Even in this hour I have presented to them
the science of My Creation to bring them to their senses. And yet they persist in their obstinate
unbelief to satisfy careers in the scientific community and avoid the inevitable ridicule that comes
with proclaiming My Name.
"And so here we are at a critical juncture in history and I must contend with those who would
pretend to be God. Even as Satan longed to ascend the throne, they have longed to outdo Me or at
the very least set themselves on equal terms with Me.
"What shall I say to this wicked generation who toys with the very building blocks of creation?
‘Carry on! Run your tests until you destroy all that I've created?’ No, I shall let it backfire on them,
for to them I say, ‘I Am God and there is none other. Can I not withdraw the breath from your
very bodies and to dust you will return?’ But no, this does not occur to them, for they're blinded by
their ambition to prove to the world they are gods.
"I will not tolerate this insidious behavior inspired by none other than Satan himself. I will punish
and rebuke such as these lest they destroy the very ground they stand on. I am not a man that I
should be mocked, nor am I deaf, blind and speechless like the idols they adore. No, I am their
Creator, like it or not, accept it or not. What they are attempting to do will result in one of the
greatest disasters the Earth has ever known. Each shall run to their own deep dwelling, but in vain.
The waters will seek them out and they shall not escape.

They Must Forget Now Their Love Affair with the World
"Nothing will be remembered of the fatness of the land when it collapses. Only bitter memories of
what was lost. Then from the rubble they will seek Me. They will realize their love affair with the
world left them naked and destitute. And when they find Me, I will embrace them, poor oil upon
their wounds and raise them up in holiness.
"What I want to say is that you mustn't grieve over those who are left behind. No, this is their
destiny because they chose to live in that layer of isolation where everything was provided by their
own hand, where success was the entire focus of their lives. Yes, they chose this, and the world
being such as it is, left them blind and naked before Me. And this I allowed to save their souls; for
without it, well, Hell is filling up. They are not all bad people, just Godless, with no need for God. It
is My act of mercy that their world comes crashing to an end. It is My love for them that allows
such catastrophe. Only nakedness will bring them to Me, hungry for the comfort of truth.
"You see, once a man builds his house on the sand and the rains come and the floods wash it all
away, well, then that man will consider the importance of building upon Rock, and I will be there to
teach him. So, you see what is pending and inevitable is merely My provision to bring My children
back to Me, in spirit and in Truth.
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"Yes, it is harsh. Yes, it is brutal. Yes, it is seemingly unfair. But none of this occurs to man when
he is busy exploiting the very poor of third world countries to buy his teenage son a car, or build a
luxury home. All that matters to those of this mindset is the bottom line. And so they will
experience the reality of the real bottom line of other nations, nations that looked to you for
example in lifestyle and yet were hopelessly captive in a subservient culture and economy, while you
continued to prosper.
"It is very, very sad, Clare. What you don't see is how these people are exploited and did I not
create seed for the sower at a cost? But now greedy and wicked men scheme to find ways to force
the poor to buy their seed. How much worse should I allow it to get? The cries of the poor reach My
ears every day. They suffer the lack of even medical necessities, while in your country the medical
establishment runs the lives of even the middle class and finds newer and better ways to get more
control for more profit and flourish at the expense of the innocent.
"Oh it is so corrupt beyond all reason. Why should My Father allow it to go on for even one more
minute? We have tried to turn the hearts of men, but their lust for primacy and luxury in the world
has completely blinded them to their unjust lifestyles.
“Normally, I do not bring these things up to you, but I want you to understand - the facets of
corruption I must look upon everyday are overwhelming and cry out for justice. And what is worse
is the architects of these cultural crimes do not see they are destroying the very basis of their own
lives by continuing to squeeze out every penny from the poor.
"Yes, this is only one facet, but it gives rise to unrest, hatred, despair. There is a reason Muslims
rejoice in martyrdom: it's their one chance for happiness in a hopelessly corrupted and convoluted
world. Living for a cause overshadows the pain of want and restores a man's sense of dignity when
nothing is left to him but to die honorably. So, Satan has offered a chance for man to redeem
himself and live in ‘heaven’ with all the things he could never have on Earth because of injustice.
Should they not hate those bankers and world leaders that prey on the poor - many of them Jews?
“There is another sense of accomplishment: destroy the Whore. This, too, is honorable. So, you see?
This problem is hopelessly complex. But when I come back to rule and reign, the iron rod will
break the backs of those who would steal and denigrate even the lowliest human.
"Justice and honor shall be available to all who seek it. Opportunity to live honorably with a true
vocation and necessary education will be available to all and yet no one will prosper without God.
No one will, in the beginning, even conceive of life without God, without a serious devotion and
desire to serve Me. Everyone will see the necessity of living in God, except those who are without a
conscience.

The Death of America
He began, "The death of America, spiritually and physically."
"You know well what is being played on the surface: saber rattling, exercises near the North Pole,
all of that is just for show.
"The man people call your president, the man of stealth and intrigue who gains office by deceit is
merely playing to the masses, so that when destruction comes it will look authentic - when in reality
it is no more than a superficial show to cover the destruction of all sovereignties, that only one may
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dominate the world. He has done a stellar job of destroying you, America. And this I have allowed,
because you have played the harlot and slept with every passerby. While I, your Husband, stood by
as each had their turn in our bed.
"And now what shall I say? ... ‘the ten horns which you saw, and the beast, will hate the harlot and will
make her desolate and naked, and will eat her flesh and will burn her up with fire. For I have put it in their
hearts to execute My purpose by having a common purpose, and by giving their kingdom to the beast,
until My words will be fulfilled....’ Rev. 17:16
“That indeed is what I say.
"Nonetheless, I am still with you, even as Hosea waited on Gomer to finish her whoring and grow
weary of her paramours. (secret lovers) Yes, indeed, I am still here America, and when you seek Me
with your whole heart you will indeed find Me, ready to reconcile you to Myself, says the Lord your
God.
"So, in the heat of your injuries, turn to Me and I will give you comfort. I will wash and medicate
your burns, I will dress them with clean linens. I will lead you by the right way and restore the
ruined homesteads to you. Yes, you will recover, you will again be faithful to Me.
"I speak not to the detestable worshipers of Baal whom your capitol city was built for, no - I speak
not to you, for you shall be utterly destroyed even in your underground country, you who feel so
secure in your coffins. You I consider no more, for you shall be no more in My way.
"I speak to the hearts of America that continue to hold the vision I inspired. Those who refused to
sleep with foreigners, those who could not overcome the greedy ones who held dominance and sway
over a shallow and gullible people bent on living for their comforts. I am with you.
"Go forward with courage. I, Myself, will be with you and in the end, what has been planned for
you will come to naught and again you will rise from the ashes to succor the world and be in accord
with My Kingdom as it comes to free all men from the Oppressor.
"My peace be with you, sons and daughters of America, who hold to the vision of righteousness.
Crippling blows shall you receive, but I will restore and find My pleasure in you once again as your
country returns to Me. One Nation Under the God Who suffers with you, the God who loves you
and bestowed great beauty on your land, and the God who surely will restore you.
“Hold fast to these words for they are faithful and true."

Provision and Instruction For Those Left Behind
He began:
"I want to talk to you tonight about spiritual growth. Much of what I've been doing with you all is
about spiritual growth: growing taller, filled out, more stable, well-grounded ready for anything
because your reality is in the spiritual dimension with Me, not the earthly dimension soon to be
further emerged in chaos.
"Not realizing what is coming, people are still planning as if this life will go on forever just the way
it is now. That is why they will be blind-sided by what is about to take place. What I want for you,
Clare, is to leave
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behind as much as you can to elevate people out of that dimension of chaos, which is something only
I can do with souls.
"You see CERN, clones and the ruling elite will make many very serious mistakes that will impact
their hiding places among the rocks of the Earth. Vaults of water and magma will open up on them
with tragic consequences. They will cry out to those who engineered these spaces, ‘I thought you
said this could never happen!!!’ But all in vain, only to be swallowed up into the abyss. This indeed
will be their just desserts, and so I counsel all to have nothing to do with these underground bases,
they are not safe.
"And yet I will provide safe havens in the deserted areas, places with abundant water, natural
caverns and sufficient food. Just as the angels provided manna in the desert, so will I release to all
sufficient sustenance.”
I’ll take a break here – that was a surprise to me! That the angels were helping to spread the manna in the
desert. That was an interesting point.
“Many stores of food will never run out. Medical supplies and healing will also be sustained
supernaturally by Me. Many will come into a full time healing ministry, tending to the sick and
infirm, strengthening and giving comfort to those who have collapsed in fear, those on the edge of
death, even some to be brought into the Kingdom in the last moments of their lives.
"I have some wonderful things planned for this horrendous time. Many a wall will come crashing
down upon the enemy because of prayer. I will supernaturally and literally move Heaven and Earth
to protect the holy ones. Some will be martyred, some will survive but all will be provided for. I will
not abandon them to the will of their enemies. Yes, unsurpassed suffering will be witnessed but also
unsurpassed glory and the triumph of faith. There will be many sent from Heaven as visitations to
encourage and provide. My angels will be most solicitous for the welfare of the remnant I am
shielding from the full force of My wrath.
"Listen carefully to the instructions I am imparting to you. Prayer will be your greatest weapon
and I will teach you how to pray. It will flow from within you without any effort, so strong will My
grace be among you. Prayer will well up from inside and overtake you in moments of fear and
danger, and you will be kept safely hidden as well as have My Peace.
"Many will betray each other and only discernment by My Holy Spirit will alert you to who cannot
be trusted. If you judge by outward standards: what is said, what they look like, how they act – if
you judge by normal human standards you will be fooled. You must rely on Me to detect weak souls
or souls sent to find you out.
"Again I want to say, this is for the left behind ones, this is not for those who will be raptured. It is
important to have these things printed and easy to find."
"Just as in days gone by, when I supernaturally protected My people, so shall I protect those who
must stay behind. There will be one among them who will be the designated the leader, and to him
or her, I will give supernatural knowledge and wisdom. Protect this one who is critical to your
mission. Let not the devils cause division, misunderstanding, murmuring and jealousy. Be on your
guard against these poisons they will use to divide and scatter you all. Together you will survive.
Separated, you will face many dangers without anyone to back you up. Do not let them divide and
conquer. Be smarter than the enemy - walk in charity and humility and you will have no problems.
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Walk in self-will, selfishness, suspicion, and rancor - it will be your demise.
“There will be many testings among the groups, many testings. Painful decisions to make, life or
death decisions to make. I will give you peace when the decisions are the hardest. Use Lots to help
you determine a plan of action.”
Taking an aside here, Lots are what they used – drew straws or sticks or something. With Jonah, when he
was in the ship to find out why God was against them in the storm, and of course picking the apostle to
replace Judas they used Lots.
“I will be with you as I was with Israel in the desert. I will give you signs of My love, signs of
danger, signs when you are going the wrong way, Signs when you are going the RIGHT way.. Be
attentive, pay close attention to the signs I send you.
You know, when I think of signs, I think of heart-shaped rocks, the face of Jesus in the bark of the tree…
I don’t know – it’ll be different things. But if everyone’s on the watch for signs, then they’re going to see
them.
"If you suspect you have made a wrong decision, stop and pray it through. Better to wait on me
than to move forward into a trap. There will be times to act and times to wait. It is in the times of
waiting that trials will be the most difficult. Pray always, worship and thank Me for every safe
moment of your journey, for every provision, for every time you evade the enemy. Use My Name as
a weapon of war.
For you fight not against flesh and blood but principalities in high places and against evil rulers and
authorities of the unseen world, against mighty powers in this dark world, and against evil spirits in the
heavenly places. Ephesians 6:12
"Now, I want you all to remember how easy it is to fall into unbelief, to mistrust, to suspect, to be
fearful. These are the weapons the enemy will use against you - forewarned is forearmed.
“Now, My Precious Ones, cling to My instructions, for in them lies life and death. Be not afraid of
what man does to your body, only your eternal soul. Do not compromise for the sake of your body,
your children, your wife, or for any reason at all. I will be with you to deliver you from evil. Pray
often, ‘Deliver us from evil.’ Pray this frequently - it is a powerful prayer.

Put No Confidence In The Flesh
The Lord came to me with a message for those basically who are left behind, and have work to do here.
For some reason are not taken in the Rapture.
"Place no confidence in the flesh. Do not imagine for one moment that you can provide or take care
of yourself without My intervention...or more properly without My complete control. When you
place confidence in your own flesh: your ability to defend yourself, your ability to provide for
yourself - you set yourself up for failure. There are those who are going to walk into the Tribulation
with empty pockets and not a place to go, no food, no preparation at all. And yet they will be fully
provided for every step of the way.
"When a soul puts all their confidence in Me, I am free to provide everything they need. Rather
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than providing and surviving, be about My business and all these things will be added unto you.
Your insecurity and panic do nothing but give the devils permission to sift you, wear you out and
cause you to move prematurely right into the enemies’ waiting arms. But with your focus on
bringing souls to Me, I am free to provide all you need. My faithfulness is your rear guard and
covering.
"It is a lack of knowledge of Me that causes others to dive in and apply themselves to providing for
their own needs. When you know Me, you know I have already provided a way out, complete with
food, medicine and cover that will make you invisible to the enemy.
"This is for the benefit of those left behind, Clare. For the most part now, I am going to be
preparing them through our times together"...my mind drifted onto the seismic charts for Yellowstone
I saw today. Unbelievable – they were just these huge, solid bars of color rather than the usual squiggly
lines that reflect and earthquake – really amazing. And I was thinking, ‘Nibiru is bringing these Earth
changes on and they knew all the time, they knew this was going to happen.’
"Yes, they knew all along. But rather than provide for the masses, they are counting on the
catastrophic conditions to wipe out portions of humanity that do not fit into their genetic code.
"But let's get back to what is important here, My Love. The focus must be on charity and virtue,
trust and faith in My ability to provide. Without these pivotal attitudes, they will not succeed. My
protection can make you invisible. My protection can turn wild beasts away. My protection can
save you from the ground giving way beneath you. My protection can provide water and food when
there is none. I can do all things, and I will, for those whose agenda is to gather in souls to the
Kingdom. Those who give and lead unselfishly, those who are honest and caring for others, these
are the ones I will supernaturally protect and provide for.
"Many I will add to your numbers that need salvation. Their eternity is hanging in the balance and
if you make their eternity your priority, I will cover you. Souls are going to be racked with
confusion and fear, not knowing up from down, so severe will the trials be on the Earth. They will
be so thoroughly disoriented that nothing can calm them down but a supernatural grace. A healing
grace, laying hands on them and praying for My Peace to descend upon them.
"And for you who are called to heal, I live inside of you. Place your hand on the injured or
suffering and imagine My hand moving from your heart out through your hand and onto the soul. I
will do the rest. All you have to believe is that I AM and I LIVE IN YOU. This is all that is required
for a complete healing of even the most dramatic sicknesses.
"Do be baptized in the Holy Spirit, do pray in tongues, do sing over people in tongues - you are
speaking MY language and I am praying through you, the perfect prayer. Do not allow anyone to
discourage you from speaking in tongues - the devils will use self- conscious, insecure and poorly
informed souls to try and stop you from using this powerful gift. Don't let them. Now more than
ever you need to pray in tongues. I will, for some
of you, give the interpretation while you are praying which will inform you of what your true
opposition is, be it man, beast or even your own self.
"There will be a great need for supernatural wisdom, so many different opponents will be coming
against you. I will warn you of them if you make prayer your absolute priority. More than life itself,
you need quality prayer time with Me. No one in your group can go without prayer. The ones who
will not pray will be the weak links in your chain. They will betray you and make poor choices
under pressure. Better that everyone stay in prayer and allow those who will not pray to go
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elsewhere - that is once you have done everything in your power to bring them to Me and still they
will not acknowledge or choose to live by My standards. Let them go, they will only bring trouble
upon the other members of your group.
"Towards the end, when things get the most chaotic, you will need to cleave to Me with all your
heart and lean not on your own understanding or devices. I will inspire you with the proper steps to
take, even in your dreams I will come to you and instruct you. Understand that the closer you draw
to the end of events, the more chaotic it will become and the shorter the time before your
deliverance. Pray for strength, courage, wisdom, compassion and peace. It is by your faith that you
will be saved - the flesh avails nothing. Everything depends upon faith and trust in Me alone.
"You will witness people breaking down completely and unable to cope any longer. They will retire
inside of themselves where they feel safe. All you can do for these is pray and be compassionate. My
grace will carry them. They will be among you as the sick and disabled. Do all in your power to
tend to them, do not grow impatient with them or cast them away - they may be your saving grace;
because you took care of them, I will take care of you.
"However, if you must leave someone behind, give them a portion of food and water, pray for them
that I will take over their care and commend them into My Merciful hands. Do not walk about in
guilt - you did all you could and now it's My turn. You will be tried to your uttermost limits and
when you reach those limits turn to Me and say, ‘Lord, take over for me, I am at my end.’ And I
will give you the strength to carry on.
“Remember that My power is made perfect in your weakness. This is My chance to show you just
how much you mean to Me and who I truly am in you.
“I bless you now with the peace that passes all understanding, courage and endurance. Run the
race to the finish line. And remember that in all situations I am with you, and I will not desert you.
Not matter what you face – I will be there with you.

Accept the Forgiveness of God
“Why is it, My people, that you cannot accept My forgiveness? Why is it that you believe
condemning lies from the lying mouths of your enemies? How many times must I plead with you to
BELIEVE, just believe and you shall receive? How many times must I die on the cross again to
convince you that your sins have been washed away?
“Many of you are lying in beds of condemnation, from the time you awake and become conscious to
the very moment you drop off to sleep. Your sins weight you down. You've asked for forgiveness
but you do not believe you have received it. Rather, you believe the lies of the evil ones who
continually bombard you with falsehood.
“Take every thought captive, My Dearly Loved Ones. Every thought. Don't let it pass on into your
heart or your inner places, do not feed on these deprecating lies. I will tell you how you must act.
Consider the little toddler. He waits until his mother is out of the kitchen, then slides a chair over to
the counter, leans way into the counter and takes the top off the cookie jar…all the time keeping an
eye on the door.
“He knows he isn't supposed to be taking cookies…somehow he has that much sense. So, he waits
until she isn't watching before he attempts to raid the cookie jar. Carefully he sets a handful of
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cookies in his pocket, puts the lid back on the cookie jar, climbs off the chair and moves it back to
the table, and quickly runs outside with the cookies before she catches him. Then as he eats them,
one by one, he begins to consider that he just did something wrong. They taste good, but he feels
badly. I am working in the conscience of that child, until he is ready to repent. I'll make it easy for
him. He left crumbs on the counter, his mother sees the crumbs and finds the little guy in the corner
of the yard facing the other way putting something in his mouth. She walks over to him and says,
‘Child, did you take some cookies?’ He wipes the melted chocolate off his little hands, looks up at
her with mixed emotions, guilt from stealing cookies and satisfaction from having finished them.
Caught in the act he has no other response, ‘Mmm hmm, I sorry Mamma, I sorry.’ Then in that
moment of confession, true contrition rises from within him and tears well up in his little eyes. He
really is sorry. He did what was wrong, he knows it, he repents and asks forgiveness.
“What kind of God am I, My children? Shall I grab you by the arm jerk you up, drag you into the
house and beat you black and blue? Or shall I sit you in time out so you can think about it for a
few moments and have another discussion with you, ‘Do you know what you did?’ It was wrong,
Momma. ‘What do you say?’ I'm sorry. (a little tear drips from his eye.) What shall I say at this
point? ‘I forgive you. Go and sin no more.’
“Later on you're playing and you start to feel badly. If you could see, a demon is on your shoulder,
telling you, ‘You're bad - you took those cookies.’ You lay down for a nap, more demonic voices,
‘You're a nasty little boy. You stole from your mother.’ Later, when everyone's coming to the
dinner table, ‘You should be in time out, you don't deserve to sit at the table.’ This repeats itself
day in and day out and before long you feel so badly about yourself there is no hope left, why even
try to be good, you're doomed.
“This is how the enemy demoralizes you. Some of you have lived through this kind of childhood
where your parents were the voice of the demons. They continually beat you down and told you
how bad you were. They never let you forget one thing you did wrong. Every time they got upset,
they brought up the past and beat you with it.
“Do you think I am like them? Well, I am not. When I see the contrition in your heart, I wipe
away your sin and whisper, ‘Let's try again. We'll do better next time.’ I wait patiently for you to
realize what you have done, what the consequences are, then I embrace you, working with you until
you can overcome that temptation.
“On the other hand, the demons beat you day and night mercilessly. My Children, when will you
learn the difference between My voice and the Lying demons? When will you take Me at My word,
‘I forgive you.’ When will you take my hand and try again rather than running the other way?
Don't you know that condemnation begets condemnation? The demons rail on you because they
want you to rail on each other. They want you to become so discouraged you will never come forth
with your gifts, you will never believe I can use you, you will never believe you are of any
consequence in My Kingdom. Or that you’re saved and you’re going to Heaven.
“But you are! Each and every one of you are equipped with precious gifts I need in operation to
fight against the enemy at this time. Each one of you is endowed with power when you pray. But
you will not ever come into the Throne Room boldly, if you feel badly about yourself. You will
never venture forth to touch another soul if you feel unclean and guilty. And if you dare, to the
enemy will say, ‘Look at your sins you have no business helping them, God can't use you.’
“Guilt and condemnation are the number one tools used by the enemy to disable a Christian. This
is what the demons are taught, ‘If you want to bring a Christian down and make them stop, bring
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up their sins.’ And sadly, it works! But forewarned is forearmed. If you know this is the area of
attack, you can come before Me repentant and go into battle fully equipped. What better way to
demoralize a man that to make him feel badly about himself? Do you see? You are victims of
psychological warfare if you give into the lie that your sins are not forgiven.
“My people, it is time to grow up. You have got to go into battle confident of My Love and
forgiveness. There is no more time for wishy-washy faith. You have communed with Me. You know
My nature is love and forgiveness, along with a helping hand up. You have been with Me, and to be
with Me you know Me and you should now have the confidence to act on My word, to fight the good
fight and take every thought captive.
“That is another reason intimacy with Me is so opposed by the devils. They know that if you draw
nigh unto Me in tenderness and love, you will be washed clean in My forgiveness. You will walk
away encouraged, strengthened and ready to love even as I have loved you.
“But if you never attain to that intimacy with Me, you are still prone to think of Me as harsh and
condemnatory, calling on the experiences from childhood and school when unjust punishments
were leveled against you. You are judged guilty and imprisoned mentally when the demons rail on
you day after day and you've not had any authentic and intimate time with Me, where I hold you,
forgive you and equip you to try again. You carry over your head a permanent cloud that says,
‘Guilty.’
“And finally, you must BELIEVE in My forgiveness. BELIEVE I suffered and died for you on the
cross. BELIEVE that though your sins are blood red, I will wash them white as snow. Did I not
forgive David, a murderer and adulterer? Did I not forgive the Pharisees and Roman
soldiers…’Father, forgive them, they know not what they do.’
“So if I have forgiven them, how is it you cannot accept My forgiveness for your sins?
“Very simply, you are listening to demons who are disabling you through condemnation. It should
be clear to you by now: condemnation belongs to demons, conviction belongs to My Spirit. When I
convict you, there is a sweet, sweet sense of being sorry for having offended Me, and with it comes a
real desire not to repeat the act, and I am with you in that moment, encouraging you to call on Me
for strength in the future.
“When the enemy condemns you, it is to convince you how bad and worthless you are, that you are
doomed and can never be used by God, you are utterly lost and useless. Along with that comes
overwhelming shame and a desire to run from Me instead of to Me. Once you are convinced to run
from Me the spiral goes down swiftly into hopelessness.
“Mark My words, when you feel that you are feeling what is being put upon you by Satan’s
servants.
“So, now I have given you a lesson in how to recognize My gentle convicting thoughts and thus
escape the trap Satan has set up to bring you down into disgrace permanently disabled as a
Christian. Take it to heart, My Dear Ones, take it to heart and refuse the guilt that belongs to Satan
and his servants.
“I bless you now with a sweet sense of My never-ending love and compassion for you. Walk in My
forgiveness. Though your sins be as scarlet, we have reasoned together, now they are white as
snow.”
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What you have to look forward to once the Tribulation is over.
What Jesus Has Told Us About Heaven and The Millennium Period
Hope of the Future for You to Look Forward to and Help you Persevere
Instead of including the entire message of when Jesus has spoken of Heaven in this document, we have
pulled out JUST the references of Heaven: what it is, what you will find there, how things work there,
how Jesus sees you – as well as what we may be doing/seeing in the following time, the 1,000 year reign
of Jesus Himself on a renewed Earth AFTER the Tribulation ends (called the Millennium).
Our intent is to help you persevere through the Tribulation because of the Hope that lies before you: your
Eternal Home and all of eternity to be spent with Jesus. There will be a reference to the original teaching
that each quote came from if you should want to read the context of the entire message. The messages
were originally given to His Bride – but the wonders and glories of Heaven are still the same.
May the Lord bless you with Hope, Perseverance to cling to Him tightly throughout this time of
Tribulation and the Strength and Courage to endure what must be endured for the Glory of God. The
closer you draw to Him, the closer you walk with Him now in Faith, Trust and Obedience, the more real
this Home just beyond this time will become. These things you will read of will be stored up for you, too
– to live with for eternity as we dwell in the Home of our Lord and Savior, Jesus Christ and God our
Father.

Your Heart is His Throne Room
God lives inside of us. Inside of us! He’s not out there, He’s in here. It’s another dimension. I’ll let you in
on a little secret: wherever God is, Heaven is. And if you enter your heart, you enter into the Lord’s
heart, because your heart is His throne room - He sits in your heart like a King on His throne. If you go
into your throne room in a quiet state of prayer and adoration, eventually God will reveal His manifest
presence to you. You will see Him in an exterior way. He allows this to happen because we are so used to
seeing things out here.

Jesus is the Entrance to Heaven
No one comes to the Father except he comes through Him. John 14:6
This is Scripture. And in the same way, He is also the entrance into Heaven, into this beautiful place. And
many Christians now all over the world are experiencing what Heaven is like. God is revealing great
mysteries to them. And it’s as though the clouds have parted and that dimension has opened to
Christianity and we’ve walked right into it and seen beautiful things.

Joining Jesus in Heaven – a Chronicle
I began: This is a new season of prayer, of change – and I’m loving it. We’ve been walking in Heaven
again, all afternoon. We were back near His Father’s bungalow (God the Father) tree house, descending a
hill on a white sand path. I love white sand on the ground. Jesus stopped midway down the hill and spread
out a large blanket His mother had made for us. It had a large red heart quilted on it. He reminded me to
get out my wedding cookies and Frappuccino so we could enjoy a meal together. Oh, how happy I was
about that. I had offered Him that for a Lenten fast. So what I mean by this, is, in real life I got out my
cookies and my Frappuccino while He was taking me through Heaven.
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Joyfully we ate together, but I was a bit distracted by my duty to pick up the discarded food from a local
store to distribute to the poor out on the mesa here in Taos. And when I say poor, these kids live in
cardboard boxes, burnt out Volkswagens and trailers and things like that. They are very, very poor. And a
lot of them come from severely damaged drug families, you know, families that have been doing drugs
for a long time,
We collect food from the local stores and send it out there every Thursday, and I had to be there to pick
up the food. There was a certain time I had to be there. Jesus, understanding my concern, said matter-offactly, “I’ll wait for you.” So, I went out and came back with great expectation of picking up right where
we left off.
Oh my joy, He was still sitting there on the forest hillside waiting for me. When we finished eating, He
said, “Come on!” and reached for my hand. We descended the hillside easily, as there’s very little chance
of losing your balance in Heaven. No hard rocks, no “owies” - every bit of Creation is obliging to the
extreme. Flowers fly into your hands when you desire to pick them. They even salute you as you walk by
– truly, they turn their heads and bow their heads. Bees let you dip into their honeycombs and hover in a
heart shape. Sharp black lava rocks are slightly spongy and soft to the touch.
When we reached the bottom of the hill, Jesus made an abrupt right turn, and before my eyes was the
opening to a cave, semicircular at about 12 feet tall. At first I thought it was dark inside, as caves usually
are. But not in Heaven! Here the light shines out from all Creation – it is quite evident that it is His love
that holds matter together.
When we stepped inside, the ceiling of the cave was lined with a power blue, crystalline carpet
resembling thick moss, but rather made up of tiny, baby-blue crystals giving off a gentle, but bright
enough light to see. I recognized them from my early rock colleting days as a child. It was smithsonite.
Once my eyes adjusted, I saw a small stream, no more than 10 feet across and 5 or 6 feet deep. Crystal
clear with a white sandy bottom. The ceiling of the cave must have been 12 feet high or so, and the
shimmering water cast waves of light across the surface, adding to the ethereal quality of the cave.
There was a small canoe waiting there for us. Jesus sat in the back steering and paddling us into the
cavern. Round the first bend, much to my delight and surprise, were giant clear quartz crystals from 3 to 7
feet in length and of all different colors: amethyst, aquamarine, tri-colored tourmalines: red, yellow and
green. And the thought came to my mind, ‘I wonder if they are of the same composition as emeralds?’
Just then a niche in the side of the cave came into view, filled with small emeralds of all kinds of brilliant
green. Such richness in color I’ve never seen on this Earth. And one of my very favorite colors – Azurite
– deep, rich, blue came to mind. NO more had I thought of it than another small cavity in the cave wall
was covered in beautiful, tiny blue crystals. Dark blue, like a midnight blue - like the skies. Oh, how
utterly amazing.
I reached out to touch one of the very tall quartz crystals, laying the palm of my hand on it. It vibrated, in
a way similar to what you would experience if you laid your hand on a speaker cabinet. Then I heard a
hum. I reproduced it with my own voice here on Earth, and turned on my electronic tuner. The hum was
in the key of B. Then, another layer of sound in the key of E. Then C! How very interesting this all was to
me. It was as if I was hearing the rocks cry out!
Jesus had arranged a seat for me directly in front of Him, so that He was able to hold me and support my
back resting against Him, while I was thoroughly enthralled looking up at this magnificent Creation. I
want to call this place the Singing River, but I don’t know if that is His name for it.
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Paradise comes to mind again. A line from the Wedding Song is – “To be with You is Paradise.”
I began to fall into a sublime rest in Him, to the point where I could no longer sit up. I found my way to
our bed here in the house and laid down, still floating in His arms on the Singing River. And now He is
telling me, “Please, tell them about this place. I want them to know I created it for their delight, and
someday very soon I will take them in this same canoe into the depths of this Heavenly crystal
nursery and the waters will sing for joy with them, too.”
After about 2 hours, I came back to myself feeling refreshed and ready for the work we will do together
tonight. We’re still working on the Wedding Song.
Oh Lord, I feel so wonderful. These two days have been SO wonderful. It’s been a long time since I’ve
been able to relax totally in Your sweet presence and allow You to take me where You will. Thank You
for this sublime gift. Please, please help me to guide others to this sweet place.
“That’s the idea,” He answered with a hint of excitement and a twinkle in His eye. “The world is
totally ignorant of Who I am and what Heaven is all about. Man has painted so many distorted
pictures of Me that I don’t even recognize Myself in them all. Yes, some have successfully portrayed
Me, but they are few and far between. And to tell the truth, they haven’t even begun to touch on
My humanness, My playfulness, My love of beauty and the very real joy I feel in sharing it with
them in Heaven. Oh, do tell them, My Beloved. Tell them over and over again. I have gone to
prepare a distinctly different place for each and every one of you. No dwelling I have created
resembles another; just as My beautiful Bride is varied in her individuality and taste, so are the
delightful places I have prepared for Her.”
Oh, Lord, my heart is bubbling over with joy – but who will ever believe me?
“Don’t worry, there will be confirming signs. Just tell her – I am madly in Love with you, who have
given your lives to Me and I’m going to fully convince you of that the very Day you come to Me.
But, for those who will have Me now, you have only to close your eyes and enter into My rest, and I
will carry you tenderly to the delights I have prepared for you.
“Only just Believe.”

Heaven: People Serving, Praying and Praising
“How I long to gather you to Myself. Press on toward the goal to win the prize for which God has
called You Heavenward in Me. For I will bring you to the joy and peace of your eternal home.
“When you arrive, you will see souls going to and fro, all very natural, all very orderly according to
My Purpose. You will see, that just as upon the Earth, My People will be serving, praying, praising,
and working along with the Salvific Plan for all souls, even until the end of the world.
“Though glorified and perfect, you will yet resemble the human state that you previously lived in only purified, reflecting Me and My Own Image authentically and genuinely. You will all be
perfectly humble, with perfect divine charity, wisdom, and grace. You will love Me and one another
with absolute sweetness. Holiness will abound, and permeate everyone and everything, as with the
words to the precious nativity song, “All is calm, all is bright.” I will reach you there, instantly,
without the slightest delay when you call. I will spread My cloak over you, and draw you again and
again to My Heart, that you may drink fully of the consolations of your God.
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“Blessed be the days to come, when I ring you round with songs of joy, with festive tunes and
celebrations. How wondrous a thing it will be when I, your Lord, gird Myself about with a fine
linen sash, and begin to wait upon you at My Father's Banquet. Although you measure your days at
present with hours and minutes, it will not be so there. In Heaven there is no sense of time, for it
does not exist. All things are eternal, and each occurrence, circumstance, and activity simply flows
into and out of another.
“We will work on Earth. We will live for souls, and for the salvation of every one of them. As many
as will be saved, we will accompany as a Great Cloud of Witnesses. We will pray - interceding and
ministering to the Heart of Our God on their behalf, and assisting them with many graces,
intervening in their lives.” This is a selection from Ezekiel’s Chronicles of the Bride

There is FUN in Heaven!
So this was a journal entry from fairly recently and I'll begin here:
We were dancing as we usually do, because I had praise and worship music on. I see Him dancing with
me very often. I said, "Oh Lord, You're such a skilled dancer! Wow, that was fun! And the dress I was
wearing is awesome."
For some reason, He always has me in a different dress and this one was beautiful. It was like layered
chiffon tiers, about 6 inches wide, but so many of them, it went all the way to the floor - it was just ruffled
all the way to the floor. It was really beautiful, tier upon tier. And the color was a beautiful, pale pink with
salmon pink body and a big bow in the back. My hair was swept back and caught in curls behind my
head, and I was wearing a tiara.
We danced ever so majestically, then an upbeat praise and worship song came on, and the Lord amazed
me with the modest yet skilled dancing.
So I said, "Lord - is this YOU?"
And I saw His wonderful, illuminated face smiling, so very clearly. Then He asked me to turn the music
off and we went out on the veranda. It was night-time in the rose garden and I'll explain to you about the
nighttime in a minute, 'cause there is no night in Heaven.
"You know I love to dance," He began.
"Yes, but You're so majestic and graceful...and well, talented, like a professional!"
He answered me, "What do you expect from God? Anything less than perfect?"
I laughed. "Wow, I don't think anyone will believe this dialogue is coming from You, Jesus."
"Well, that's to their loss," He said. "What do YOU think? Do you think I'm a stick-in-the-mud or
just too dignified to have fun with My Bride? Well, I'm not - and she needs to know what to expect,
'cause we'll be dancing. So, get used to it!" He beamed.
"Oh, Lord - You are loads of fun! And I do wish people weren't so religious that they can't accept the
possibility of a dancing God. Even though it's in the Scriptures that ‘He will dance and sing over us.’"
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He continued, "There are many misconceptions about My nature. Playfulness is My middle name. I
love to play with My Bride. I love her innocent laughter and joyful responses. I love to surprise you
and ‘knock your hat in the creek’ as you are fond of saying. Oh, we have so much FUN in Heaven!"
"But there's no night in Heaven, Lord! And here we were dancing tonight."
"I arranged a special setting for us tonight, just to be together in a way familiar to you as extremely
special, like a prom night."
I had thought of that early on in our time together.
"Hmm. Why? Am I graduating from something?"
"Kind of," He said.
"Okay..."
"You're moving on, Clare. You're moving forward. There's so much to celebrate over, I just can't
be still and wait for Heaven. I want to celebrate with you NOW, and tell My Brides how romantic I
am and how I love to dance. So, get ready."

My Nature is Courage – I Give to You My Mercy
~But for those who are here, I will be with them and they may suffer fear for a short time. My
promise is that, in the blink of an eye, they will be with Me in Heaven, greeted with cheering in the
Heavenly courts. So many martyrs suffered no pain because I took it upon Myself on the Cross.
Yes, even the horrors of martyrdom I took upon Myself, to relieve those who were too weak. Mercy
is My nature, and to each I grant the courage they need. They need not face death alone, I will be
with them."

Jesus Promises to Reveal the Secrets of Heaven
“I am taking you into My House to abound with Me. And I will take you through the celestial
landscapes, to learn the secrets of how I have put things together - things that fascinated you from
childhood, I shall answer. To dance between the comets and stars, and to dance beneath the play of
lights in Nebula's, among the stars singing their praises to Me. All this and more is yours, My
Dove."
He took my hand and the ceiling disappeared and we were flying up into space, or should I say just rising
vertically, ever so gently. Soon we were exploring the glories of the lights in space, a blend of colors so
delicate and yet shades blending into shades, iridescent, pastels. As we were just floating along, in an
upright position, Jesus put His hand out and caught a comet and handed it to me - it was only the size of a
softball, but on fire with sparkles emanating from it. When I let go of it, it continued on its way.
Amazing! Playing catch with comets!

What Life in Heaven is Like – Clues About the Millennium
The Lord started talking about Heaven and the 1,000 year reign. So this is going to be a fun subject to
share with you – it will definitely be a welcome break from all the heavy stuff.
"You will be everything you ever wanted to be in Heaven. All the vices and sins you've struggled
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with on Earth, in Heaven will be gone, let's just say it will be a wedding present. You will
immediately be transformed and all sickness of spirit will be washed away. It will just peel off and
wash away to reveal My glory dwelling within you. A total transformation."
“Will there be classes for learning?”
"No, I Myself will teach you. You will feel the desire to know something and I will reveal it to you.
You will feel the desire to play something and it will roll off your fingertips, to sing and perfect
pitch effortlessly sustained will escape your lips. Everything will seem magical to you at first, until
you become accustomed to knowing and doing everything effortlessly.”
“Lord this is hard for me to accept? Won't we all be working together as teams?”
"Yes, teams you will have, learning experiences you will share, more like what you would call a lab.
You will do things together with others and cooperation will be so joyous. Harmony will be
something you have always longed for, but rarely had. It is intoxicating to work together as One
where all of the many come together to bring about good. You will love it. Your deep desire to work
with groups will be fully satisfied in the best possible ways.
"You will seek to see something, and I will escort you. Nothing will be impossible to you, except evil.
This is yet another gift, because in Heaven the door has been closed to evil, it will not enter, it will
not entice. My daughter, you will not feel anything evil, this too is a gift, a grace I will impart to
you.
"Everything in Heaven is effortless."
“Can I have an evil thought?”
"No, My love, you will never have an evil thought again. Not only because the devils cannot buffet
you there, but also because by Divine Grace all wickedness will be washed out of your system. You
will be sparkling clean and glorified. You will be content beyond anything you could ever imagine.
You will see into the future and know whatever is necessary to you. You will never guess at
anything again. You will never fail to understand Me again, or anyone else for that matter. You will
have perfect vision into hearts, that you may help them escape death and decay.
"You will have perfect discretion, timely and sensitive. You will understand the ways of men
without effort and easily be able to guide them back to center. You will appear glorious, because
you will be like Me. Like Me in so many ways. You are going to love how I transform you. You are
going to be unspeakably happy and satisfied.
"I wanted to share with you some of the joys of Heaven because you've had a couple of very rough
days, and I can see it has weakened you and stolen your joy."
“Oh Jesus, it hurts me so the lies and calumny spoken by uninformed souls. Oh, it truly hurts me so
deeply, and I know it is an obtuse spirit, a brick wall I can never penetrate in my own timing.”
"That's right. It is not yet time, but My promise to you, Clare, is that you will be working with me
to open their eyes in cooperation with My Spirit. When we return, so many things will be changed.
First of all, there will be signs and wonders in the sky that will cut many to the quick and instantly
turn their hearts. Then you will be working with soft clay and I will give you wisdom as you have
never had.
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"Oh My Love, how you will rejoice at the elegance of My plan, its depth and breadth, height, and
length. Oh how magnificent it is and your wisdom will be as the waters in the ocean, you will
understand so much. And it will make you so humble that none will be able to resist your
sweetness."
“Will I be with You always, Jesus?”
“You will know Me even as I know you and nothing shall ever separate us, nothing.”
“I don't understand, I thought there would be times apart?”
"Not apart as you understand it in your world. We will be in complete union and you will never
miss Me because I will be dwelling inside you and nothing will interrupt our sweet communion
together because in Heaven there is no sin, no pride. This has its advantages and disadvantages
because we will share sorrows together as well as joys."
“But I thought I wouldn't know about Earth doings.”
"Not until the end of the Tribulation. Yet you know how you grieve when I am rejected. Well yes,
that will still be there, you will feel that. When we return to Earth and as you work with souls, you
will be acutely aware of My feelings for their deeds and you will have instant knowledge of how
each situation is to be handled, even punishments and corrections."
“Will there be many punishments when we return? Will people still be hard headed and rebellious?”
"You will at first see vast improvements in the attitudes of men and women, but corruption goes
deep and some will manifest quickly. Others, it will emerge slowly even over generations. You will
be able to see clearly the consequences of sin carried down through families. You will work to
change that, but some, Clare, will never change. And for this you must have fortitude and deep
understanding to be able to weather disappointments. But I will always be inside of you, bringing
deep inner peace and joy, no matter how sad the outer circumstances."
“Will there be death in the Millennium?”
"Yes, there will be birth and death, though circumstances will allow for a longer life span and
perfect health due to the atmosphere and absence of sin and demons. It is yet a pity that evil will
manifest without provocation by the enemy. This is the weakness of Adam and Eve. It will be a
shock to many that evil can still raise its ugly head without demonic assistance.
"You will have joy in everything you put your hand to. You will see conversions, healings,
restorations and complete transformation of hearts. This will bring you unspeakable joy as it does
for all the angels and saints in Heaven.
"You see My Daughter, so many on Earth in this hour long with all their hearts to minister but the
forces allied against them are tremendous, both of a personal nature and an impersonal nature.
Few there are that break through this wall, for great perseverance is required and great reliance on
Me.
“And there are those who have been chosen and equipped for this, there are others who have not.
And to them I give the grace of prayer. Their desires are manifested in the arenas of evangelism,
and while they are not a direct part of the conversions as man sees it, they are the living prayer
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force behind these evangelists. And were you to see these evangelists without the great mass of
prayer warriors offering prayers and supplications on their behalf, you would see them as just
simple, pitifully weak men.
"The evangelists themselves must have very pure hearts, humility and an anointing from above.
Their integrity must be impeccable. That is why we work so hard on issues of this sort. They cannot
carry out the work and sustain the heat of the battle or hold up under pressures without a profound
commitment to integrity and doing things My way.
"Yet, pull the curtain back and the man becomes very, very little in My plan. The intercessors
behind the man are tremendous, making him look like a giant, when in reality it is the little ones
behind him that are responsible for his perceived stature. In this way, the desires of those who
wanted to minister are satisfied. And yet there is a time and a season for all. They will get their turn
to touch souls with My Love. Everyone gets a turn to do what is on their heart to do, because their
hearts are conformed to Mine."
“And what about worship, Lord?”
“You are now speaking of something out of the realm of understanding. When you are
worshipping, you have ceased all human activity and are in the realm of God Your Creator. You
cease to be apart and are molded into One with Your Creator. Your hearts expand right out of
yourself in worship and when you come back to yourself, so to speak, you are totally renewed,
energized and inspired. Whatever you went into worship with, when you come out, it is totally gone.
There is really nothing more I can say about worship because it is so sublime.
"You will experience it. That's all I can promise. And, you will never, ever, be the same again. You
are going to go from glory, to glory, just as it is written."
“Lord, is there anything else you want to talk to me about tonight?”
"I am asking you to keep watch with Me. Limit your interactions to necessary communications and
return to the place of deep intercommunion with Me. Much is imparted to you through it.” Heaven
and the Millennium After the Rapture April 1, 2015
~EACH OF US is so uniquely a singular creation, formed exclusively by God, that only He can see the
depth of our beauty, the very beauty He created. And for Him, each one is a singular masterpiece and
totally captivating. In eternity, He alone has the skill to facet this rare diamond until all its brilliance is
revealed. We shall surely go from glory to glory.
As I was musing on these things the Lord began to speak to me:
"When I formed you, My Brides, you were merely that chunk of coal. But in My sight, heavily
laden with promises of My glory to be revealed in you. While you were on the Earth, you were in
the depths of the Earth under tremendous pressure so that one day when you ascended to Me I
could facet you most perfectly that not one attribute of exquisite beauty would be missed.
"This is why when people have gone to Heaven they marvel at the beauty of even the lowliest soul.
They shine with a brilliance only I can impart and according to the pressures of your life on Earth,
to that degree you will shine.
"So do not complain at what you are undergoing now for it is written: That the sufferings of this time
are not worthy to be compared with the glory to come, that shall be revealed in us. Romans 8:18
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"So, My Bride, your worth is far beyond rubies and the finest gold. The pressures you suffer under
now are merely creating new brilliance that will at once be revealed in Heaven as you trade your
corruption for incorruption. In that moment it shall be revealed to you why you had to suffer and
what incomparable beauty has been wrought in you.
"Each of you are My precious gems and I know precisely where to apply the chisel and the wheel to
grind away the imperfections and reveal the breath-taking beauty of your Soul.
"I know the times now are very trying. I know you all are experiencing trials that seem like they
will never end. That is because your journey on this Earth is almost at an end and in those last
moments I want to adorn you with even more beauty for My eyes to gaze upon in Eternity.
"And it is not only for your sakes that you are undergoing these testings, it is also for your brothers
and sisters who have not yet given their lives to Me. I wish for no man to perish and someone must
fast and pray to cooperate with Me in the process of conversion. This suffering is your prayer and
your fast. Someone must carry that cross that redemption will come to its fullest as the soul turns to
Me and receives Me."
I just want to say here, so there's no misunderstanding - the redemption has already been done by the Lord
on His Cross. But the soul's heart must accept it. And for THIS we carry these crosses.
"And for this purpose I am allowing these heavy crosses in your lives. Please understand, it is out of
love for you and for your brothers and sisters that I have given you these crosses. Blessed is the
man that endures temptation; for when he hath been proved, he shall receive a crown of life, which
I've has promised to those that love Me.
"You will look back on this time and wish I had granted you even heavier trials, but I understand
your frame and I will not allow more than you are able to handle with My grace strengthening you.
So, when you feel that you are at your absolute limit, turn to Me with great confidence and ask for
more strength. Run this race right up to the finish line and press on toward the goal of the high
calling in Me that the glory that has been revealed in Me may also be in you. For if you die to
yourself in Me, surely you will rise with Me in glory.
"I am telling you now that you may be prepared. Further trials are going to assault you. But no
weapon formed against you will bring you down, you will triumph in Me. Be strong, be courageous
and look beyond this Vail of confusion you must call your temporary home. Cling to Me and to My
promises and do not in any way give ground to the enemy.
"Understand that each facet I am preparing in you was destined from the beginning of the world to
be yours, only now are they being brought to perfection. So do not despair, grab firm hold of the
rope of grace and do not let go. Testings and trials are only temporary and soon you will behold the
magnificent work I accomplished through you in your last days on Earth. There is nothing,
absolutely nothing that you and I cannot accomplish together as you cleave to Me and stand in
faith.

How Do Things Work in Heaven? What is There?
Good morning, dear Family. I have a really sweet, sweet experience in prayer tonight. The Lord did ask
me to tell you about it.
Tonight, when I came into worship, after a few minutes I felt the Lord to my right. So, I looked with the
eyes of my heart and we were sitting in a freestanding loveseat-size swing, swinging back and forth very
casually to the sound of music. As I leaned my head upon His shoulder, I began to relax, worshipping
Him through the music. Then I began to see that we were in an exquisite garden, with colors and textures
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from a Kincaide painting! But even more beautiful, with fragrances that were just intoxicating. I couldn't
actually smell them very acutely, but I sensed them.
Anyway, after a few more moments of worship, I began to make out the faces of some of my favorite
Christians throughout time. Apostles, prophets and the Fathers of the faith. Faithful men and women of
God. And then were all sitting around in the garden, worshipping as well. I really had a longing at that
point to see all of the sweet souls on our Youtube family there as well. I thought, 'If only they could see
and smell this wonderful garden of souls, whom they are a part of in the Lord's heart!
And the Lord spoke to me after that, and He said, "Someday that vision will include them, and we will
all rejoice together. But for now, My sweet Brides, men and women, take comfort that I have gone
to prepare a place for you."
…."Let's move forward - after the Rapture.
"In Heaven I have prepared a wonderful abode for each of My Precious Brides. I have
discriminating taste you know."
Yes, I've noticed, Lord. (By the way, my father was an interior designer, so I can be pretty fussy. But He
has exquisite taste! And He's mastered the use of color and texture beyond anything the human mind can
fathom. Very much a God thing!)
He continued, "Yes, each palace is perfect for each one of you. I have made notes of all your tastes,
colors, textures, animals, architecture, favorite flowers in gardens and natural surroundings. Some
of you prefer apartment type dwellings, and what I have prepared for you, you will love.
"Some of you love the desert. Wait until you see the cactus plants I have grown for you, blooming
continuously with your favorite colored flowers. Waterfalls and canyons, water bluer than the sky,
with shades of green and aqua dancing. You will love your palace.
"Some of you love the beach. For you I have chosen your favorite shells, sizes, colors, iridescence
and even sparkles. Giant ferns and broad leafed jungle plants, stately palm trees and fresh coconut.
You will never get over the lavishness of your dwelling.
"And for those who love the mountain forests, well, you'll have to talk to Clare about that, or read
their book. You will be utterly amazed. Heart shaped lakes, colorful fish that love to be petted,
turtles that will ride you around exploring underwater crystals and caves, forest animals you love
will gingerly walking alongside you, does with their fawns, elk, bear, cougar, all your favorite
animals, waiting for you. Oh, how they are waiting, too. Believe it or not they are filled with
expectation waiting for their human companions.”
And He quickened a Scripture to me at that point: Romans 8:19-20 For the creation waits in eager
expectation for the children of God to be revealed. For the creation was subjected to frustration, not by its
own choice, but by the will of the one who subjected it, in hope that the creation itself will be liberated
from its bondage to decay and brought into the freedom and glory of the children of God.
So, all things in Creation are somehow aware of what's going to be happening soon, when everything is
regenerated and suddenly in Heaven.
He continued, "They know your name, and who you are. They will communicate with you their
feelings and desires to create an atmosphere of pure bliss and oneness with all of Creation, just as it
is written. Everything has been filled to overflowing with love and therefore everything overflows
with love.
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"What I have waiting for you, My Brides, will bowl you over in its entirety - you will indeed be
dazed for days (although time is perceived differently. But you will be bowled over as you discover
every little detail I have created for you. Butterflies of your favorite color, birds with elaborate
plumage, bees that sing, and share their honey generously, even flying about in a heart shape just to
tell you they are filled with My Love.
“Those creatures man has used as symbols of evil will be revealed in their former innocence as I
created them, to console you and be a part of the ecosystem. Such as snowy owls, falcons.
“In Heaven, there is no death or dying, but there is birth.”
How does that happen, Lord?
“It is a mystery I will not unfold to you as yet. I would like to save some surprises for you, after all.”
… “I have created food for you in Heaven that will replace everything you love on Earth, but has its
source outside of animal flesh. There is no killing of animals in Heaven, not fish, bird or mammal.
As you might have guessed, Heaven is ENORMOUS! There are plains within plains within plains.
Dimensions within dimensions, as Ezekiel experienced through the giant Conch Shell.”
We didn't write about this one in the book, but Ezekiel was swimming with the Lord and there was an
enormous conch shell lying on the sandy bottom of a lake. As he swam into it he came to the surface and
found himself in a huge green meadow with children playing and baby animals everywhere. It was such a
happy place! It was created for the children, just to bring them joy, joyful beyond description.
“There are vehicles in Heaven as well as horses and giant birds. Although you will be able to move
about in the air freely, you will not be burdened even when you walk, everything will be totally
without effort or pain. For some of you this will be a revelation, as life is so painful to you now on
Earth.”
OK, Lord I just gotta ask. What about keyboards…you know how I love my keyboard.
…He said, “The instruments you will have in Heaven are light as a feather but do an enormous
amount of work - much like what you have now. But you will also be assigned angels with
instruments and any sound you desire they will be able to reproduce, very spontaneously I might
add. They will hear what is in your mind and execute it flawlessly. Communication will be
supernatural, totally supernatural.”
Wow! That cuts out a good 2/3 of the stress on Earth!
“Truly. Everything in Heaven is effortless.”
Lord, will we grow too accustomed to this and begin to get bored?
“Oh no, there is so much exchange of gifts and communication, songs and movies…”
Wait. There is movie making in Heaven?
“Yes, there is storytelling and creative outlets for sharing that will totally surpass anything on
Earth, and the easiest part is that they will be permanently recorded on the tapes of Heaven.”
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Tapes in Heaven??
“Yes, a vehicle for recording permanence. Just as we have books in the Heavenly library, we have
recordings both audio and visual."
Oh boy...this was really stretching me to hear this!
"However, there will be many live performances by the angels who will serve as characters and
helpers in the whole process. You can't even begin to imagine what I have in store for you, Clare.”
Wow. I've always wanted to make movies. Ezekiel has, too.
“You'll get your chance. But may I say, you will absolutely love the worship and being a part of
that…well, it will be next to impossible to pry you away from worship.”
Oh Lord, that blesses my heart so - you know we have not gotten the opportunities to lead worship on
Earth, that we've wanted. And my skill level…well…it needs improvement.
“That will not even be an issue anymore. You will hear something in your mind and immediately
you will play it to perfection.”
Oh, this is almost too much, Lord.
“I know My Love, but I am wanting to give all My Brides a picture of where they will soon be, just
to strengthen them for the last brief leg of the journey. You will consider that your present
sufferings are not worth comparing with the glory that will be revealed in you. Truly, this Scripture
will be fulfilled.
“Well, hopefully you will all drink in My Words and gaze upon the Heaven that awaits you. Tell
them about our prayer time tonight.”
And that's when I shared with you about the swing and that we were in the swing, and the gardens of
Heaven. With these exquisite colors and textures and fragrances. Really, really beautiful and so peaceful
and so joyful. It's almost as though the flowers were singing, it's such a sweet, sweet environment. The
only thing that was lacking was the presence of my Youtube family! I really, really long to share that with
all of you.
So, the Lord continued, and He said:
"Someday, that vision will include them and we will all rejoice together. But for now, My Sweet
Brides, men and women all, take comfort that I have gone to prepare a place for you so that we
may live the true fullness of life in one another's company. Be strengthened and encouraged, I am
coming soon." I've Gone to Prepare A Place For You, Be Strengthened for The Last Leg of Your Journey April
26, 2015

Heaven: Dimensions of Awareness, Pleasure and Communication
"Getting back to Heaven. There are dimensions of pleasure and awareness in Heaven that you have
yet to experience. One you did experience the night I visited you and translated you out of the
kingdom of darkness and into My glorious light."
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Oh, MY. That was quite an event...an ecstasy of body and soul that lasted for 45 minutes and defies
description.
"Yes, there are states like that in Heaven, where you feel that wonderful all the time!"
Oh, my goodness! That would be pretty distracting.
"Not really, you learn to function in that state and everything you touch receives a portion of that
bliss. Oh, you have no idea what is waiting for you, the oneness of all Creation and how we
communicate the love for each other inter-dimensionally."
What does that mean?
"Well, a plant communicates on one dimension, a cat on another, a rock on still another - but the
love that holds all of Creation together is binding between species. In other words, you can speak to
all of Creation and be understood and they can speak back to you and you will understand - and in
the end all are giving glory to Me."
All praise and honor and glory to You, Almighty God!
"Yes, we will be together in worship, continually in worshipful bliss. All of My Creation is united to
Me in a blissful praise. You've just never experienced anything like it." Troubling Discernment &
Glimpses of Heaven May 8, 2015

Heaven: A Place Beyond Wonderful
All around us were very high, dark, lava rock cliffs surrounding this cove we were walking in. The waves
were coming in rather forcefully, but as soon as we got near the water, they melted down into placid
lapping waves as if to greet us and make our walk more quiet and calm. But not before the waves tossed
up a brilliant pink conch shell right at my feet.
The Lord looked at me smiling, "Pick it up." As I did, pearls began to roll out from inside, then emeralds
and rubies all of a deep color and skillfully faceted, revealing their clarity and deep colors came spilling
out of the conch shell. I gathered them up in my hand, and delighted I tossed them up in the air. Then I
thought to myself, 'I should save these and share them with others.' and as I thought that, they all picked
themselves up off the sand and gathered again into the conch.
Soon, we were sitting beside a stream of crystal clear water that fed into the ocean. Lush ferns lined the
rocks as it descended and wound it's way down into the water. I don't remember what we were eating, but
Jesus said to me, "Uh, Oh...here comes trouble." Just then my huge African male lion, Judah, came
lumbering up the beach, just in time for lunch. We giggled as we fed him a few morsels. I looked behind
me and a large serving platter of meat-looking food appeared, catching Judah's fancy. He forgot about our
picnic and had his own.
Soon Gracie, our beautiful, Siamese-colored momma cat came meowing up to us for her share, then our
other cats. And Judah - our little Judah, an Abyssinian grey cat that has markings identical to a mountain
lion, HE came up to big Judah. In his characteristic greeting, sniffed and sniffed and sniffed. I mean,
Judah's a little sniffer, he comes up to you and he'll sniff nine different places before he'll settle down and
accept you. And far from being antagonistic, big Judah, greeted him with a gentle nudge.
After we finished our lunch, I got up to put my feet in the water, and along came some natives running
towards us down the beach. Oh, they gathered around us so joyfully, as if we were long lost friends. They
were fingering my hair and shirt with great curiosity and affection. They made it obvious they wanted to
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take me in a dugout canoe for a ride, while Jesus sat on the beach. Soon, we were moving swiftly along in
the calm water and just really enjoying one another's company.
Well... that was short. Jesus soon came walking on the water to rescue His Bride, whom He was very
jealous over. He took me away to another place a further inland where the waters were crystal clear and
calm. I stood on the ground and looked down into these pools of water that were teeming with exotic
colorful fish with a background of white sand. Oh, they were amazing in colors, so brilliant! Every color
of the rainbow!
The Lord and I were soon swimming with them and He was showing me around this underwater
Wonderland. I remember a place just like this in the Yucatan in Mexico...it was a tourist destination and
the fish were something to behold. I'd never seen anything like it. It was like an underwater aquarium
with the most colorful fish He ever created all gathered together in looking-glass water.
"Beloveds, on this Earth, you have scars, wounds, broken and empty places and you are truly war
torn - but in Heaven all of you will be restored. You will express creativity in everything you put
your hands to. Parts of you that were suppressed on the Earth will come into full bloom and spread
their fragrance throughout the courts of Heaven. Truly, the God-like nature given you at your
creation will bloom and put out the most fragrant flowers and luscious fruits. Your gifts will heal
others as the anointing flows freely for the first time in your life. It will flow so freely, it will reach
to the furthest corners of Heaven to heal and enhance all who are touched.
"Could there possibly been anything more wonderful? I say to you, 'No.’ Heaven is beyond
wonderful. Heaven is all you've ever dreamt of or wanted in your short life on Earth.
"As you go through life you think to yourself, 'I wish this were this way, and I wish that were that
way.' And do you know, your angel is recording all those things and bringing them to Me? Ah yes,
the angels serve in that capacity. It is My delight to see them involved in bringing you joy, and they,
themselves, live to bring happiness to others - that, too, is their joy. So, when you visit one of the
marvelous places I've created for you, the things you thought about for decades - little fleeting
thoughts of what you liked, all of that will be condensed into where you are at the time.
"For instance, if you saw a purple butterfly and marveled at its beauty but thought for a moment,
'I wish it had eyes on its wings' - that thought has been recorded. And when you see that butterfly,
it will have beautiful eyes on its wings. If you love red rocks and deep canyons with waterfalls and
ferns, everything will be as if you painted it but with all kinds of surprises like clusters of wild
asparagus and watercress, exotic flowers and playful otters frolicking in the water. Doves nesting,
and a stone's throw away a doe and her fawn feeding on vibrant green grass. And above her on a
ledge, a mountain lion lazily licking his paws and rolling over on his back taking in the beauty of
Heaven.
"You will see the transformations that Love permeating everything has made. The lion and the
fawn will lie down next to one another and he will tenderly embrace the fawn as they nap. The
otters will surface in the water with beautiful shells and drop them at your feet, begging to be
petted. The bees will ascend in the shape of a heart and invite you to partake of their honey.
"The sand beneath you will gently accommodate your shape, wanting to make you comfortable.
The canyon walls will have footholds and handles making climbing effortless. And on your way up,
there will be surprises like little caves lined with gem quality, indigo azurite crystals. Eagles will
invite you to sit on their nests and fondle their chicks. The leaves on the trees will rustle joyfully as
you pass by and the grass will tinkle like chimes, greeting you in love with sparkling prisms of light
glinting off of them and dancing off the canyon walls. Oh, the wonders of Heaven NEVER cease
and all shall be yours, because on Earth you lived for Me. So, now I will spend Our eternity
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delighting you with things you never thought of, but are extensions of what enthralled you on
Earth.
"Well, I wanted to share some of the wonders of Heaven with all My Brides. But I should also
mention there will be quaint villages such as the ones you admire so much in Greece. Cafes and
even artwork will abound on the walls of little bistros. People who love to live in apartments will
find such joy in their own specially designed home, with terraces and landscaping of the most
colorful flowers and fountains of living waters. They will live in canyon-like groupings so they can
sit on their terraces and visit with one another. There are meandering canals planted with gardens
and accented with quaint bridges; winding cobblestone streets, hidden gardens with lavender and
white lilies clustered around intimate waterfalls and ornate but comfortable benches and swings.
Oh, what I have planned for the city dwellers will be something out of this world."
Lord, you don't do anything halfway. You are the most extravagant lover, no one could ever love us as
You do.
"My Bride hasn't the faintest idea of the wonders of Heaven. She cannot conceive in her mind the
extent I have gone to in preparing the ideal place, just for her, to bring her endless joy. So, I want
you all to cherish these thoughts, My Brides. I have gone to prepare a place for you. Truly prepare
a place for you, that where I am you shall be as well. And I promise you - it's not just any place. It is
a wonderland and work of art, created just for you.
"Take these dreams with you now, and prepare your hearts, for I am coming for you soon. Hold
fast to these things, treasure them in your heart. They will renew you with joy as you revisit them,
for My Heart has spared no detail to bring wonder and delight to your soul."
"I bless you now with My love and My promise, that soon we will be together for eternity.”

This is How It Will Be in Heaven: Your Relationship With Jesus
~And He began: "Oh... how I wish for each and every man and woman to understand the kind of
relationship I long for with them. Oh, how deeply I ache to share in your lives, to be living inside of
you and share every thought, every feeling, every action of your life. How I long that we should
forever be consciously, by an act of your will, joined as One. That we partake of each other's lives.
And living within you, I fill that place of longing that was made only for your Creator. Thus you are
completed and I am given the greatest gift of all: a mere creature has chosen God as her eternal
dwelling place, above all other things created, returning thanksgiving and recognizing My Divinity
beyond the value of all other things.
"My children, I come to you as a Lover because that is the only way you will truly understand how
intensely I desire to be interwoven in your life as your all-in-all. When I created Eve for Adam, a
suitable partner, I was also demonstrating the union I desire between you and I. I could have given
you the power to reproduce without specifying the need for a life-long commitment, and you would
have been very much like the animals. But instead, I chose to demonstrate the desire I have to be
united to you eternally, sharing in your life the joys and sorrows that life brings, and hoping that
you would cleave to Me beyond all things created - and together we would bring forth offspring.
Spiritual offspring.
"This is another reason I ask you not to be afraid of this relationship. It is so natural and necessary
to complete your understanding of Who I am meant to be in your life.
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"This is the way it will be in Heaven, depending on the degree of your union with Me here on
Earth. If you have forsaken all, that I might be your all, in Heaven you shall have all of Me that you
can contain. If you have held onto Earthly things and loved them more than Me, your place in
Heaven will be pleasant - but the degree of glory will be limited by the choices you made on Earth.
"None can understand this without going beyond the dimension of the human intellect. It is a grace,
a God given gift. As you draw nearer to Me, I release more and more understanding of Myself into
your consciousness. As you cultivate your relationship with Me, you become more and more Mine
and I become more and more Yours. And neither am I diminished by My presence with you, while
being with another. For I am infinite and without limit. So, you can experience the fullness of Me
and simultaneously another can, as well. It is a Mystery. Just receive it and know that I desire to be
your everything. In return, I will give you everything that I am as well, and you will know Me, even
as you are known.
"Come now into My embrace and cease your endless questioning. I am waiting for you. I have an
ocean of peace to bathe you in and you will find rest for your soul." Rest For Your Soul May 14, 2015

Choose Your Maker Over Every Thing that He Made!
He continued, "And in the very same way, I have endowed you with free will and I am letting you go
to explore and discover the world and hopefully, come back home to Me, and live here in My heart
forever. Oh, how I long to see the return of My awesome creation, so endowed with free will that
she can choose anything for herself...and yet, she chooses only Me. And we are reunited in such
bliss that it makes even the angels sing. The very crowning moment of your life is the day you
return to Me and choose your Maker over anything He ever made. So, the fulfillment of life has
come full circle and you have returned to worship and adore Me, for eternity. And I cannot restrain
My eyes from seeing you, My ears from hearing you, My arms from holding you.
"Do you know how many go astray and never return? They get stuck in some dark corner and
slowly fall apart. They lose the light and the joy and the very life they were endowed with, as it
slowly fades away until only darkness is left. Oh, how tragic that is! The most loved particle of life
has lost it's very meaning and essence. And that makes the ones that return to Me even more
precious and beloved. Oh, that is such a very tragic outcome to so precious a beginning in life.
"You see, this divine essence of life imparted to you is so marvelous, so unique, so individual, that
only I can perceive it in its entirety. Only I can appreciate it. Only I can fulfill it. Only I have the
key to its destiny and fulfillment - and that in itself is such a sublime mystery that it sets off oceans
of bliss in My Being. Yes, you My love, My little one, create oceans of bliss, eternally swirling in the
dance of worship and thanksgiving - the very joy of being alive and animated by Your God, that all
you can do is return this joy to Me in worship. And all I can do is marvel at the immensity of your
love that brings Me to tears of joy - for part of My very self: flesh of My flesh and bone of My bone,
has chosen above all else, to return to her Abba and dance the dance of life and thanksgiving, for
the gift of her being.
"Oh, it is so great a mystery that none but I, Myself, can truly fathom and appreciate it. Even as
your poor eyes are closing in fatigue, we are dancing the dance of joy - eternal life that was set on
its wing, only to seek out and return, to swim upstream and return to the place of her birth, the
only place that could ever satisfy her. And I have waited, and waited, and waited... and finally, here
comes one, bounding across the fields of Heaven seeking her birthplace in My bosom.
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"Oh, Clare there are no words to describe the joy I feel at the return of My very Own flesh and
bone! This is part of the great mystery of the family; it is a microcosm of the meaning of life. Here I
am, the Father, giving the seed of life freedom to choose eternity with Me - or damnation. Freedom
to live a lie, or the truth. Oh, what wonderful and sublime things are yet to be understood by
humankind! And in Heaven, that will become reality and you will gain insight. The insight needed
to understand this great Mystery of Creation, and why I have planned that each male should have
his completion in a female, and together they should produce offspring.
"Here I have given you only a seed of understanding, a fleeting look into the cycle of life as I
planned it with its most Glorious outcome. Now I want you to meditate on these profound elements
of life, with the knowledge in mind that, soon, yours will be coming to completion in My arms, for
all of eternity. This is something to be cherished and pondered deeply.
"I bless you now with My endless affection for each and every one. Please, continue in your
abandonment of the world, for very soon you will have arrived at your final destination." The Deeper
Meaning of Our Wedding Day, Jesus Speaks May 17, 2015

The High Value of Obedience
So I asked Him, "Do you have a message for your precious Bride tonight?
He said, "Indeed, I do. She is beautiful beyond description. Every footstep, every intention is
sanctified in holiness because she is Mine. She has given herself over to Me, 100 percent. Her
obedience is not just beautiful, it's exquisite. While the rest of the world is running to and fro in
their own will, her footsteps are divinized by her obedience. She cannot see the beauty of her feet in
each step she takes, but even that leaves a divine fragrance behind her.
"If I were to paint you a picture of the value of her obedience, you would see beautiful and perfect
feet in golden sandals, studded with pearls and jewels and each footstep would give off a sweet
melody of chimes. And when she lifted her foot, lilies would immediately spring up and give off
their fragrance. Luminescence would surround them and give off light.
"And the more difficult her tasks, the more wonderful the sounds given off, the more copious the
flowers and fruits. And as she travels that well-worn path every day, fruit trees would begin to
spring up on either side with delightfully fragrant flowers, and eventually delectable fruit that
sustains even the most weary and war torn of souls.
"This is the meaning her obedience has to Me, and these flowers of love never fade like the ones on
the Earth. No, rather they continue to multiply until there is a forest full of them. They are flowers
that can be picked and last forever, giving off their fragrance throughout time. And I come to her
garden and prune these trees and flowers so they will give off even more fruit...and how beautiful is
this garden with it's trellises and delicately hanging branches that are as pleasing to the eye as they
are to the palate.
"You see, obedience is no small thing. Not only does it bring forth fruit for the moment but in
eternity as well. And I come into the garden and pick this fruit and ship it off to many different
places where healing is needed. You see, there are graces invested in this fruit, because it was done
in love and obedience. So the grace brings forth a fruit that can be eaten and benefit others.
"Oh, the mysteries I would love to share with you all! So many mysteries and things that would
amaze you endlessly! The doings of Heaven and the spiritual life are without end. You see, this
obedience creates an atmosphere of Heaven, of sorts. Truly My kingdom has come, My will has
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been done. And oh, yes, the devils hate these spiritual gardens and are constantly figuring out ways
to destroy them.
"They mainly use selfishness...self-will. Pleasures of the palate can inspire selfishness, worldly
accomplishment can also inspire it. Anything that brings pleasure to self can be used to infest the
garden with hideous worms and bugs that destroy everything in sight. The worms of pleasure
attack the stems of the flowers. The little bugs of self- preoccupation nibble away at the flowers
until they're unsightly and brown. And the mold of Pride begins to grow on the roots until they can
no longer produce and sustain the flowers.
"Yes, you can see all the other pests, but the mold on the roots is invisible in the garden. Fruit and
blossoms begotten in pride never last. Once pride has entered the garden, all finally disappears.
That is always the first avenue attack - pride. It will destroy everything you do, so you reap no
eternal fruit from your paths.
"But back to the beauty of obedience. This past week, many of My Brides were obedient. Yes, truly,
they turned everything useless and worldly off, for Me. Out of obedience and faith. And what fruit
some of them have reaped! Healings in families, a greater depth with Me, peace of mind and joy of
heart. Relationships blossomed in an environment of selfless love. Do you not see the fruit in your
own life? You may have lost contact with the world - but how much more have you gained in Me?
"So, if you have benefited from this time, continue to allow yourself more and more freedom from
the mundane media and constant drone of negativity that is hyped in through the media. This is so
deliberate and intentional of the enemy. It creates an atmosphere of fear, and he reaps so much
destruction from people who are continually afraid and insecure.
"My Brides, if you want to be Holy for Me, you must live Holy. You must cast away the world and
embrace Holiness of life. You have no idea the fruit of these decisions, neither will you until
Heaven. So, I encourage you now.
"I impart the grace of single-mindedness to My Brides, that they will prune out every weed from
the world and continue to walk the path of holiness, where you will produce fruit that is unto
eternity."

Heaven: Jesus Shares About Worship, Food and Recreation
Jesus began: "Oh My sweet, sweet Dove, how eagerly I look forward to your parting with the Earth!
That means that forever more I shall have your attention and be able to keep it, too!"
I can't even imagine having an attention span like that as much as I tend to drift off into Lala Land.
He replied: "You won't be drifting any more - you'll be IN Lala Land."
And I said: "And I won't have to drink Frappuccino's to keep my focus, right?"
"No. But you'll have them anyway, made from the choicest beans from the mountains of Heaven.
And oh, the ice cream is out of this world."
"I don't doubt that," I said.
"No, I'm serious, ice cream like you've never, never had on Earth. I promise you, there's nothing in
your experience like it."
I like that rose flavored ice cream we had once at a Middle Eastern restaurant.
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"Oh, you'll have your fill of that."
How does that work Lord? I mean, that's kind of awkward - stomachs and things?
"Do you really want to know?"
Only if You want to tell me.
"Sure. In Heaven your body is ethereal and real. There is no such thing as human waste...no water
closets, no toilets in Heaven
Wow, that's a relief.
"Well said. Relief is a constant state...you never have to relieve yourself."
You like to play with words, too, don't you?
"May I say, I invented them?"
You may. OK, seriously.
"Because you are in another dimension where there is no decay or growth beyond maturity, there
are no dead cells, no bacteria, nothing of that sort. Food in a manner of speaking is eaten and
enjoyed but travels through your 'body' as if inhaled. It has very little bearing on your body's
composition or state. Good news: you won't get fat from sweets. You will always be as slender and
perfect as I made you to be. There are no hormonal abnormalities, no environmental stress on the
body, mind or senses. It is pure, harmonious bliss."
Oh Jesus, I miss playing my keyboard and the cello. It just about sends me into 7th Heaven, wherever that
is.
"Would you like to change the subject, My Love?"
Oh, You're such a perfectly charming gentleman.
He continued, "Everything in Heaven is run on thought and desire. All desires are pure and Godly.
Even the desire to enjoy food is Godly. No, I'd better put it this way for you gourmets: It is very
Godly to enjoy food. Why? Because My Being derives pleasure from seeing your pleasure, because
My Heart is so in love with those who have given Me their all, that I want to give them My All, and
when they return thanks it is praise and a form of worship.
"Allow Me to explain. You see, when you appreciate, truly appreciate from the heart - knowing the
source is Me - when you appreciate anything, you are in fact worshiping Me. On Earth, I ask you to
abstain many times because your flesh and carnal nature and the environment is so full of demons,
it can very easily get out of hand and contaminate your desires with carnality. But not in Heaven!!
There, I delight to see you petting your lion, sipping your Frappuccino's, and delighting in the trees
that sing to you."
The trees sing to us?
"Oh Yes, they love to sing to you - don't you know all Creation sings? You just haven't tuned into
that frequency. But in Heaven, you will have access to all frequencies. Oh, Glory! What awaits you
is beyond your ability to comprehend...but I delight in giving you glimpses."
Back to food, Lord?
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"What more is there to say? There are those employed in the preparation of food, because they love
to work with the flavors and sanctified senses that are stimulated by food. But in Heaven, food
never becomes the focus. The Glory of the Father is ALWAYS the focus. ALWAYS! And as you
heard from Jesse DuPlantis, We are constantly coming in and going forth from one another and the
love exchanged resounds in Heaven with even the tiniest of creatures. A blade of grass responds in
worshipful sounds.
"And even though eating is worshipful, the soul is so drawn back to the Father that the longing to
be in His presence worshiping, soon overtakes the enjoyment of food. You see, it is circular.
Everything returns to the Father, and to Us. We created the milieu (mee-lou/atmosphere) so that
your desires are instantly realized in appreciation and recognition of the source. Then you return
thanks to US - and so it is a constant atmosphere of worship. But nothing compares to the essence
of pure worship and so everyone wants to be in the Throne Room."
But how does that work? I mean how does everyone fit in the Throne room?
He laughed joyfully, "This goes beyond your understanding of dimensions. There are dimensions,
among dimensions, among dimensions and there's always room for one more. But remember, that
in Heaven everyone is serving in different capacities, so worship and its timing for each individual
is very orderly, although never does a soul have to wait for comfort. Comfort is ALWAYS there
when it is needed."
But I thought that in Heaven no one ever suffered?
"There is continuous joy, but there is also the awareness that things are not completed. There's
work to be done. And on the way to completion there's empathy, and in empathy there's pain... and
pain needs comfort."
Lord, does this happen a lot?
"Unfortunately, until the end of the Millennium it will occur far more than We would like it to, but
it's part of what keeps everyone serving. But it's not the kind of pain on Earth where things are
dark, foreboding and depressing -oppressive. No, in Heaven there is hope and remedy on the way.
"There are needs, and all are constantly serving the needs of those on Earth. Prayers being offered,
healings are happening, music is being imparted straight from Heaven. There are no needs for the
citizens of Heaven, all needs are met abundantly. But those on Earth, and in transition to coming
here, they have needs that the angels and saints see to. That is something I will not go into detail
about at this time. Suffice it to say, all are very alive and focused on the work entailed in
ministering salvation to souls, the salvation I accomplished on the Cross.
"There are times when the windows of Heaven are closed and there is, in a manner of speaking,
retreat time - a time of rest from the awareness of the needs of Earth. This is something the Father
determines. It is usually a time of extreme joy and celebration without awareness of things outside
of Heaven."
Lord, I thought no one ever got tired in Heaven?
"Oh no, that's a misconception. There is always comfort and refreshment in Heaven, but laboring
for souls can take a heavy toll - especially when spiritual warfare is in progress. In your terms everything is very 'electrical' - even as I have shown you how lightning is a sign of warfare in the
first heaven (That's our atmosphere). There are exchanges of energies that are damaging, but in
Heaven, repair is always happening. And yes, there are beds in Heaven, just for reclining and
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refreshment. There are energy dynamics that on Earth most are not familiar with. Why do you
suppose I made us a hammock in the forest?"
I hadn't thought about that, Lord.
"Oh yes, there are times of refreshment and recreation, many such times. Clare, it is not to be
imagined on this Earth, the delights I have prepared especially and exclusively for each soul.
Really, I want to see them overwhelmed with wonder in My Love for them.
"Now My Bride, I have given you a glimpse of the joy that lays ahead...do not grow apprehensive as
clouds appear on the horizon. Rather delight yourself in My Promises to you. The darker it gets,
the sooner My arrival. I impart to you this night the capacity for unending joy, even in trial. For
My Hand has formed you, Dear Ones, and to each I impart and quicken what is needed for their
souls. Eye has not seen...but now that I have told you...lock it securely in your hearts, and ponder it
often."

In Heaven, Love is the VALUED particle
"One of the things I most value in a vessel of Mine is sincerity. There is a vibration that goes with
truth, it is very subtle but powerful, as has been said 'Truth carries its own anointing.' When you
speak the truth, that vibration penetrates deep down into the heart of a soul. It lodges there, never
to leave and becomes a very part of that person.
"I wish for all My vessels to be without pretense and sincere, but it is costly. From childhood on you
are taught to hide your weaknesses, to give the impression of being strong, perfect, without flaw.
This has the effect of building walls of alienation and pretense to protect the inner man who is
vulnerable, tender and soft. It is a social survival mechanism that has absolutely no relevance in My
Kingdom on Earth. You are not Gods, you are human with flaws and when you hide them you
affectively cut off spiritual growth in yourself and in others.
"When flaws are out in the open they have to be worked on. They won't be tolerated by others, in
the sense that they can continue to do damage. I address them openly and ask you to do the same.
Without solidarity between people, you become islands impenetrable, hidden, dark, shameful,
obtuse and closed. This is the state of society now, but not in Heaven. In Heaven, all thoughts are
open and visible to everyone because compassion abounds and charity rushes to comfort those who
are lacking."
But, Lord, I thought that in Heaven we didn't have any faults?
"Oh no. In Heaven you will continue to have areas where you need to grow in depth and
understanding. What you won't have is sin."
Lord, this is difficult to comprehend because I have always heard that in Heaven we are perfect, whole,
entire, lacking nothing. After I said that, I remembered the River of Life for the healing of the nations...so
obviously there will be shortcomings, and healing will have to take place.
"My Love, in Heaven all knowledge will be available to you even as you question it. But, wisdom is
an acquired quality. It takes time and experience to cultivate and wisdom is greatly lacking on this
Earth. Each soul is capable of infinitely more understanding and love, but these areas have to be
opened up in layers, by inquiry. Inquiry happens when the soul develops a hunger for something.
And, in Heaven, it always has to do with love and healing. Everything in Heaven is done from the
motive of LOVE.
What about things like mechanics, architecture, energy, etc.
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"Yes, even those things begin with the motive of improving, assisting and enriching life. These are
gifts stemming from love."
Just when He said that, I was reminded of the Scripture; Prophecy, knowledge all wisdom all shall cease
but Love will never cease.
"Love is the VALUED particle. All the other things are subservient to Love. The motive and
sustenance of Heaven is Love. Nothing at all occurs in Heaven that does not have love as its source.
It is also the particle scientists are trying to isolate and capture. To them I say, 'Love cannot be
captured because Love is of God and God cannot be captured. You're wasting your time.' I have
designed it that way because I understood from the beginning the corruption of free will in men and
knew it would eventually come down to this.
"Back to sincerity and transparency and vulnerability. What I want you to continue to manifest on
this channel is that openness, where it is safe to be real, this is unconditional love in action. When
people can confess their faults openly...confess your faults one to another...there is understanding,
healing and a sense of solidarity instead of isolation.
"You see it is this isolation that drives people to the brink of insanity. Their life loses relevance in
the world at large when their faults cannot be brought out into the open and dealt with. They live a
double life...the one they show to others to be accepted and the one that is really going on inside of
them. When these two are reconciled to one another you become whole and healed. But, as long as
they are separated, there is an element of illness and encumbrance to growth. You cannot grow and
move ahead when you are constantly dragging and covering up your dark side. You have to cope
with what's really going on and appear as though nothing is lacking. This double life is endlessly
tiring. So, it is much easier to be who you are and take the flack for it.
"My aim on this channel is to bring souls to a place where it's ok to be struggling with faults and
working on them without condemnation. This is where real love emerges to nourish and strengthen
one another. How I love to see the kindness of souls who comfort the down trodden and weak. How
I love to see this charity in action, as it is in Heaven, so it is on Earth. Everyone who has ever visited
Heaven knows that thoughts are totally visible to everyone. And, as you experienced, when they are
difficult everyone rushes to comfort.
Yes, I had an experience in Heaven. I was invited to a dinner with a very holy family of people I
recognized from the 1800's, who led holy lives devoted 100% to God. As we were all sitting at the table,
one particular person walked in, who I greatly admired the writings of. She sat at the head of the table
opposite Jesus and I was sitting on His left. I became jealous. Everyone in the room stopped eating. The
one I was jealous of stood to her feet and came running to embrace me, and everyone comforted me
saying that they all had experienced jealousy in their earthly lives, but in Heaven those feelings will not
exist.
The Lord continued, "Yes, exactly, that's precisely what I'm talking about. Jealousy is a terribly ugly
emotion and at the root of many sins. No one wants to be jealous. But, rather than condemn you for
these negative feelings, they all rushed to your side to comfort you and confess their own struggles
with that sin.
"You see, there would be no sickness on this Earth if everyone confessed their faults to one another
and received healing prayer. This is how I designed life on Earth to be. But, because of ego, pride,
and greed, people covered it over and led a secret life of sin.
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Heaven is a Place of Perpetual Joy
"I want you to think more and more about your reward. As times get darker, even now as darkness
is on the increase, it is good to focus your mind on Heavenly things and what I have promised you.
Energy never ending, inspiration without frustration, completing your goals with ease, joyful
countenances around you at all times, living a life full of joy will be as easy as breathing. Never will
there be a moment when glory and praise to Me are not expressed in some way. Continuous round
the clock worship."
Jesus, people say there is no time in Heaven.
He laughed, "Where did they get that notion? Did I not say, I am Alpha and Omega, the beginning
and the end, which is, and which was, and which is to come, the Almighty. In that verse alone, time
is expressed twice. How can there be a beginning and an ending without something in between?
How can there be a past, a present and a future? Time does exist in Heaven, but dimensions
rotate."
I thought to myself, 'Oh boy, this is going to be too hard for me to follow.'
He corrected me and said, "Just listen... and maybe it won't. Give it a chance."
OK
"Just because I haven't disclosed the entire concept in thought form to you, doesn't mean it isn't
real and you can't comprehend it. Here, listen carefully and I will explain in such a way that you
can understand.
At that moment in time, I just had a lot of confidence in Him. Not much in myself, but a lot in Him, so I
listened very carefully.
"When I say that dimensions rotate, I mean different times fade in and fade out of significance.
There are so many different dimensions in Heaven you cannot even begin to count them. Each life
form I ever created has its own dimension, the place that is significant to its existence. And each
dimension interlocks with other dimensions, so that the pattern forms a unified existence. Much
like a patchwork quilt where each patch has its own unique shape and design, but is united to the
whole. Each tells a story about its individual existence and a story about its corporate existence.
Just as you focus a camera, different eons come into focus by My choice, life and activity constantly
exist - but what you see depends on what I focus for you to see."
You mean the future exists now but it is out of my range of focus?
"That's exactly right."
But...that would mean that You know the date of the Rapture!
"Oh, how did I know you were going to say that?"
You guessed...?
"Very funny. But, I have agreed to the limitation My Father has set, so I cannot see it. Do you
understand? "
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Umhum.
"Do you want more?"
Jesus whatever You want to share, I'd love to hear.
"When I say Heaven is perpetual joy, I speak of the mantle of eternity that is interwoven in
Heaven; that is unique to its dimension. Eternity lasts forever. Right?"
Yes, by my definition, yes.
"And that is correct to your perception, because in Heaven, your gaze is focused on the Eternal. On
Earth, your gaze is focused on the passing moment. One reason why you are so joyful and happy in
Heaven is its fullness, its constant expanse, joy as far as the eye can see, the eternally blossoming
flower. Whereas, here on the Earth the flower fades, and a certain cycle of life and death has been
set in motion by sin. When sin is removed, life is eternal."
But the demons live forever and they are eternally reprehensible and sinful? How does that work?
"The being which I have created is without death, the body of the flower on this Earth goes through
that cycle because it is subjected to futility on Earth. But in Heaven? No."
You mean that every flower You've ever created lives in Heaven, an eternal life.
"Exactly!"
Wow! That's a lot of flowers!
“Heaven is tremendous place with interior dimensions untold, all held together by My Love and My
Joy. “

Government in the Millennium
“Many of you look upon the approaching great Tribulation with fear and trembling. And well you
should, it will be a time unparalleled in grief."
Mark 13:19 ...those days will be a time of tribulation such as has not occurred since the beginning of the
creation which God created until now, and never will.
"But it must happen to clear the way for My Kingdom to manifest on this Earth. Evil must be
harnessed and held in abeyance that you may grow into the spotless creature I made you to be. The
Earth must be cleansed from the foulness of greed, the destructive chemicals, the diseases brought
forth by evil men, the desolation of the lands I made beautiful, the trash and off---scouring of
industry that has so defiled the pristine Creation I made for your enjoyment. The way must be
cleared, My children, and it is not going to be pretty.
"The institution of My Government, will cause all to come forth, grow, expand, create, joyfully
bringing forth the fullness of the gifts I have bestowed on man. What a wonder it will be to see
farming, industry, education, proceed without destroying the Earth or the pristine beauty I will
restore to it.
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"All will be given tasks to complete, artisans, politicians, farmers, educators. All that you have now
will come forth without corruption and the greatest focus of all will be on worshipping Me. It won't
be knowledge, wealth, beauty or talent; it will be the love of your brother and Me. Oh, how this will
change every thing. It will turn bitter, bitter, things to sweet and nourishing. You will not be
suppressed or misunderstood, rather all will bend to your needs and wishes, just as you will have
the heart of a servant and bend to them. Great satisfaction will be found in serving and notoriety
will be scorned in favor of equality. Yet each will still shine in their own unique and brilliant way.
Not to attract attention, but to shed light on the glory of MY life inside of them and its fruits.
"Those who take advantage, those who steal, lie and defraud others, will be checked and dealt with
that they will learn to walk in charity and integrity. No person will be allowed to suppress or hurt
another. Justice and Mercy shall prevail like nothing you've ever imagined.
"My angels will help with administration that will be done by those taken in the Rapture."
The Scripture is: Revelation 20:6 Blessed and holy is he that hath part in the first resurrection: over these
the second death hath no power; but they shall be priests of God and of Christ, and shall reign with him a
thousand years.
"Each soul will be given their part in the New Earth, no one will be idle or unwanted. All will be
satisfied with the tasks given. Oh, there is so much to look forward to.
"But before any of this can be instituted, I must first unleash My justice and wrath to annihilate
evil and restore balance to the planet. Men must see the consequences of their greed, they must
learn for all times that sin is death and those who participate in sin are of death.
"For the wages of sin is death, but the free gift of God is eternal life in Christ Jesus our Lord." Romans
6:23
"Whatever evil is spawned will be of free will, for Satan and his minions will be bound and
separated from this glorious society. Yet there will be those who stubbornly pursue their own
benefit to the detriment of others. These will be taken to schools where the deep lessons of life must
be learned before they are fit to participate in this Kingdom. You will see justice in your midst --but always My Mercy, first.
"I am telling you this because the times ahead seem dark and troubled. Yes, indeed they are, but at
the end of the storm is the rainbow and the fulfillment of My goodness to all mankind on the Earth.
How I long for this time and how I grieve for what must precede it.
"Know, My Children, that My Mercy is at work even in the storm. I am tender, loving and merciful
to those who love Me and live by My commandments. I am approachable by the innocent and
childlike amongst you. For those who have chosen to be children: innocent, simple and pure, I am
their father. For those who have chosen to be intelligent adults, I am their intelligent Creator and
God. For those who are dynamic and walk in power, I am their all Powerful God, clothed in glory
unapproachable.
"I have bent My knee to My Creation, that all should know Me even as you are known to Me.
For now we see in a mirror dimly, but then face to face; now I know in part, but then I will know fully
just as I also have been fully known. I Cor. 13:12
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"Therefore in all things imitate Me and extend Mercy without fail to those around you. The soul
who practices Mercy shall receive great Mercy at the Judgment. Therefore, treat others as you wish
to be treated and it will go well with you."
And the Scripture that came to mind during all of this message is: Psalm 85:9-13 Surely his salvation is
near to them that fear him: that glory may dwell in our land. Mercy and truth have met each other: justice
and peace have kissed. Truth is sprung out of the earth: and justice has looked down from Heaven. For the
Lord will give goodness: and our earth shall yield her fruit. Justice shall walk before him: and shall set his
steps in the way.

Life During Jesus’ Rule during the Millennium
“Clare, when I come to rule (after the Tribulation is over and the Millennium period begins) there will
be equality and justice around the world. Never again will I allow governments to repress and
denigrate a human being of any race, color or creed. Although the knowledge of Me will fill the
Earth and it will be her glory, still the selfishness of man will arise to take the liberties of others for
the sake of greed.
“I will not allow this and it will be the turning point ... greed will be the hinge from which the good
will turn to evil. But, until that time, (He’s talking about the end of the Millennium here.) you have
much beauty and peace to look forward to. The generations will flourish in an atmosphere of good
will. The true faith that I intended for mankind will bring all into the light of My Glory and living
for Me will be as easy as breathing. Joy will abound within families, villages and even cities,
because the knowledge of Me and My Love for mankind will be readily available and openly
professed.
“The Western United States will remain for the most part intact. And from this place will the new
government arise. This is one reason why I will spare Yellowstone, that it not completely destroy
the West and Southwest. Both farming and technology will arise based strictly on Godly principles
and enforced by My Angels and those entrusted with governing - those who have proven themselves
worthy and fit to care for all without selfish ambition and underhanded motives.
“This so contrasts what you have today springing from the occult motives instilled in Rome from
the beginning. When I speak of Rome I speak of the government, not the Church.
“The restructuring of My Church will arise very organically from those chosen to lead in every
village and township. They will be kept small except for the exceptional gatherings I, Myself, shall
attend, to impart new understandings, revelations and ways of living in peace and love with one
another. And yet, from the onset there will be those who will shy away and search for alternatives
to what I have established. These will be the seed of discontent that cannot bend the knee. They will
be the forefathers of those who will incite the rebellion. (at the end of the Millennium) Greed and
Pride will always exist, Clare, until I remove the evil from within.
“I want to impart to you the Hope for the Future that I have. It will be a long, dark, bloody road
until My Kingdom comes on this Earth, and I want all to know it will come. It will come.
“There is great hope for the generations yet to come. Peace will be established in mutual brotherly
love and though nations shall retain their own identities, their own cultures, there will be no
quarreling or squabbling for resources or power. It simply will not be allowed. Much in the nature
of man continues to tend in that direction but I will enforce true liberty and justice for all. No one
will be overlooked. Not one, not even the littlest one, for My Spirit will search the Earth and see to
it that wrongs are righted and justice is done to the poor, the little, and the marginalized.
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“You will be part of this, My Spouse. I will have so much joyful work for you to do. Your happiness
will stretch from sea to sea.”
And here I thought, ‘But the country will be divided…?’
“Yes, the country will be divided. Yes, it will be quite a distance from one side to the other, not
something you can take a ferry to cross. There will be distinctly different climates, culture and
industry. There will be trade between the two halves of the country. Never again will men squabble
over petroleum, for the new energy system will be installed almost immediately after the
purification.”
Wow! I’m really looking forward to that one – no more electric bills, guys! No more gasoline bills!
“Communication will be simpler than ever. Pollution will be a thing of the past. No one will be
allowed to carry on operations destructive to My Creation or to humanity. Yet, in their foolishness,
men will toy with over-throwing the beautiful lives they live, and I will allow them to accumulate
and band together that they may be no more on the face of the Earth.”
This again He’s referring to the last Armageddon, the end of the Millennium.
“Lord, I really want to understand the whole Alien agenda and how You are going to deal with it.”
“The technology they possess and have developed is deviant and cruel in the most grotesque ways.
All is motivated by greed, hatred, lust for power and complete disregard for all that is good. I will
totally destroy and wipe out every single one. There will be no more influence from these
treacherous demons and their perverted technologies that vie with Me and declare they are capable
of creating life. They are only capable of destroying life. Period.
“What your government has bought into will cost them irreparably: their lives, their souls, their
offspring. And never again will they rise to power. The whole world will be turned upside down and
emptied of all evil. This I will see to when I come. The three days of darkness will come just before I
do. This is when all men will be on the brink of despair that there is no longer any hope at all. This
is when I shall dispatch My angels to bind and destroy every wicked agent and agenda of terror and
destruction.
“Life will be so new at the end of that period that it will seem that Eden has been restored to the
whole Earth and the brightness of those days will declare My Mercy and Glory. And spontaneous
regeneration will occur in many places on the Earth. It will truly be a new dawn where wickedness
reigns no more. People will look for violence and wickedness, but all will be put to rest – they will
not find it.”
“But what about adulterers, liars, thieves...etc. that cannot enter the holy city?”
“There will be massive attempts to rehabilitate those with twisted lives. My love, My kindness and
My Mercy will cleanse those who are willing and they shall be healed. I will spare no resource to
help them into a new life. But sadly, many will still hold to their old ways of doing things and
eventually be punished. I cannot allow evil men to reproduce evil in My Kingdom. They will be
stopped before they can corrupt those who are following what is right and good.”
That is, with the exception of what He allows at the very end of the Millennium and the final purification
of the souls of the Earth.
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“Transportation will not be only for the rich anymore. All will have an equal right to the things
needful to fulfill their own destinies. Those who have succeeded in the past and hold to My Laws,
they will be put in the position of raising up others who will rise to fulfill the very thing they were
born to do.
“There will be no hindrances, no politics, no favoritism, no bribery - nothing of the sort will be
allowed to exist in My Kingdom. All will have their share and what is needful for a happy life. You
see, communism had these ideas as well, but because of the corrupted nature of man, it was bound
to fail. Nothing of the sort can thrive, grow, and last without My Law and Order. Man will always
tend towards selfishness and those who are succeeding will be trampled down by others who are
stronger and want to steal what they have built up.
“But what is that about a new Heaven and a new Earth?”
"I will make them new and what was once will no longer exist or be remembered.
"It will change instantaneously according to the vision in My Heart. And all men shall see the Glory
of the Lord. What was will be no more, all things will be made new."
“What about the sea creatures?”
"There will be lakes, everywhere. No more need for violence, no more violence in the atmosphere,
because there is no more rebellion of man. Everything will be a pristine Garden of Eden.
"Men will mine the Earth, but not in a destructive way. On the Earth every metal and substance
necessary will be available to man. All hearts and all projects will be directed to glorifying Me.”
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Important prayers
How to be Baptized in the Holy Spirit
Originally published in Charisma Magazine 3/23/2010 J. LEE GRADY

When we meet Christ and put our trust in Him, we are "born again" (John 3:3) and we receive the Holy
Spirit in our hearts. This is the most important decision we will ever make. This happened to the disciples
of Jesus in John 20:22, which says: "[Jesus] breathed on them and said to them, ‘Receive the Holy
Spirit.'"
But before Jesus ascended to heaven He told His disciples to wait in Jerusalem until the "promise of the
Father" had come (Luke 24:49). He told them that if they would wait there they would be "clothed with
power from on high." In Acts 1:8 Jesus told His followers that they would receive "power" to be His
witnesses.
So the disciples waited in Jerusalem for many days, praying near the temple. On the day of Pentecost,
which was 50 days after Jesus had died on the cross, something amazing happened. The Holy Spirit was
poured out on the early church . This is described in Acts 2:1-4. The Bible says that when the Spirit
came, the disciples were filled (another word is "baptized") with the Spirit.
This shows us that there are two separate experiences we can have with God. One is salvation, in which
we receive God's amazing forgiveness a new nature. The Holy Spirit comes to live inside us, and He
becomes our Teacher, our Comforter and our Helper.
The second experience is the baptism of the Holy Spirit, in which the Holy Spirit who is already in us
overflows. "Baptized in the Spirit" means "completely immersed in the Spirit." Jesus never wanted us to
rely on our own ability to do the work of ministry. He wants to do it through us. So He fills us with the
Holy Spirit in order to empower us with His ability.
When we have this experience, the Holy Spirit's power fills us so full that He spills out. Also when we are
baptized in the Spirit, unusual "gifts of the Holy Spirit"-which are listed in I Corinthians 12:8-10)-begin
to be manifested in our lives. We begin to experience His supernatural power. These gifts include
prophecy, discernment, miracles, healing and speaking in unknown tongues.
When people were baptized in the Holy Spirit in the New Testament church, the Bible says they all spoke
in tongues (see Acts 2:1-4, Acts 4:31, Acts 10:44-48 and Acts 19:1-7). A lot of people get hung up on
speaking in tongues because it seems like a weird thing. It's actually not strange at all. It is a very special
form of prayer that any Christian can experience.
When we pray in our heavenly prayer language, we are praising God and also strengthening ourselves
spiritually. Speaking in tongues helps us become mighty in the Spirit. The apostle Paul, truly a giant in
the New Testament church, told the Corinthian believers: "I thank God that I speak in tongues more than
you all."
Being baptized in the Holy Spirit is not something you have to qualify for. Any Christian can ask, and
Jesus is ready to do it. You can pray by yourself or you can ask someone else to pray for you.
Here are the simple steps you can take to be filled with the Holy Spirit:
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1. Prepare your heart. The Holy Spirit is holy. He is compared to a fire (see Matt. 3:11), which means
He purifies sin and burns up that which is not Christlike in our lives. Make sure you have confessed all
known sin and made your heart ready for His infilling.
2. Ask Jesus to baptize you in the Spirit. You do not need to jump through hoops to get God's attention.
He is eager to answer your request. Jesus is the one who baptizes us in the Spirit, so ask Him—and expect
Him to answer.
3. Receive the infilling. Begin to thank Him for this miracle. The Holy Spirit's power is filling your life.
If you feel your mind is clouded with doubts, just praise the Lord. Focus your mind on Him and not on
yourself.
4. Release your prayer language. The moment you are filled with the Spirit, you will receive the ability
to speak in your heavenly prayer language. You may feel the words bubbling up inside of you. You may
begin to hear the words in your mind. Open your mouth and began to speak, trusting the Lord to give you
this new, supernatural language.
Some people ask me, "Do I have to speak in tongues?" Certainly God will not force you to do it, and it
has nothing to do with salvation. But I believe He offers this gift to anyone who wants it. It could be
considered the least of the gifts—but it serves as a doorway to the supernatural realm and helps usher you
into the deeper things of God.
5. Step out in boldness. After you have been baptized in the Holy Spirit, one of the first things you will
notice is a new boldness. The Holy Spirit does not like to hide. He wants you to speak about Jesus to
those around you—and He will give you surprising courage.

Instructions about Communion
The Lord said, “I want to talk to you about Communion."
"If you believe in your heart, and confess with your lips in all sincerity, I will be present to you in a
miraculous way in communion. This IS My provided way, for the times you live in.”
And when He said that, I sensed what He was saying was, “This is not my ideal way, but this is the way
I am providing for you, because the times are so evil.”
"I have already provided the Scriptures to convince any skeptic that I am truly present in the
Bread and Wine. It may look like bread and wine, but nonetheless, I have chosen to be there with
you, that you might be nourished for the journey.”
Whoever eats my flesh and drinks my blood remains in me, and I in them. John 6:56
I’m going to be quoting from John chapter 56 quite a bit, because He did. But, I wanted to give you the
address for the Scriptures so you could look at it yourself.
"There is absolutely no sense in arguing about the way different faiths approach the communion
table. This channel is not for that purpose. But, all Christian faiths are agreed that I have declared,
'This is My Body and My Blood.' Their particular way of approaching the communion table may
be different,
though.
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"But you, My Bride, must be nourished on My Body and My Blood as well. This is our point of
physical union: the bread becomes a part of you physically, and because of that, you and I become
One. You are fruitful and bear spiritual children, as well as being strengthened for the journey.
"If you are from a liturgical church and receive communion from a priest, make sure to reinforce
the words –‘ truly, Jesus - this is Your Body, and truly – this is Your Blood’. In this way, any lack
of intention due to the destruction of the church and the faith from the inside out will be accounted
for and made up for in your confession. Yes, you will repair for any lack of faith by your deep
reverence and the faith proclamation of your heart. I will honor the sincere prayer of faith.”
I think what the Lord is alluding to here is that, in this day and age there’s so many different kinds of
ministers and priests, who then they say, “This is Your Body and Your Blood” – they don’t really mean
it, they don’t really believe it. And what the Lord is saying is that, YOUR confession of faith, that it truly
IS His Body and Blood...that it will make up the difference for their lack of faith.
"May I say, I ALWAYS honor the sincere prayer of faith, although I might not always answer it
the way you wish. But, in matters of communion, I will.
"Not all of you will agree with Me. You have the right to disagree, but I would ask you to consider
that these times in which you live, what seems to be the truth on the outside is sometimes lacking in
internal form and this is to be considered in any church you receive communion.
"It is a Mystery of redemption and salvation, sanctifying you for all eternity.”
And then He quoted: John 6:53 Very truly I tell you, unless you eat the flesh of the Son of Man and drink
his blood, you have no life in you.
“I want each of you to design your own communion service using, the Last Supper as your guide.
To the degree that you believe, to that degree I will be present to you.”
And, may I say also as an aside, I think that if you really believe that it is the Body and Blood of Jesus,
that you ought to dispose of whatever is left over VERY respectfully. Rinse it off and put it in a plant,
dissolve it in water and then pour it into a plant or somewhere where it won’t be tread upon. Certainly,
don’t feed it (leftover bread) to the birds! Dispose of it very, very respectfully, not putting it down the
drain, but, pouring it on a plant or someplace special.
“As things become darker and darker, I want to strengthen you completely in every possible way.
The reception of My Body and Blood is one of many ways, but profoundly important to Me.”
John 6:47 Very truly I tell you, the one who believes has eternal life. 48 I am the bread of life. 49 Your
ancestors ate the manna in the wilderness, yet they died. 50 But here is the bread that comes down from
heaven, which anyone may eat and not die. 51 I am the living bread that came down from heaven.
Whoever eats this bread will live forever. This bread is my flesh, which I will give for the life of the
world.
"For those of you who come from a tradition, continue to receive communion as you do. But, if that
should ever be brought to an end through persecution, have your own private service in reverence
and faith and I will be present to you in a special way.
"I long to be received into the heart of My Bride. I long to share this communion with you. I long
that we should be One in every possible way. Do not deny Me access to your bodies through
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communion. Do not abstain from receiving Me because you have fallen. It is the sick that need
communion the most. First, confess to Me what you have done, sincerely from the heart repenting,
and then you may receive.
"I want you to follow the conviction of your hearts. If you receive from a priest, continue to receive,
remembering to confess in faith My presence. If you receive at a non-liturgical church, continue to
do so as long as your conscience bears witness – but, be sure to confess in faith My presence.
"There is so much the many denominations teach that is error, and because of men's egos, the
Truth - for now - shall only be known in Heaven. Do not let a Religious spirit dominate your
thinking on this. Do not bicker over traditions. May I say, I hate your bickering. It is filthy vomit in
My eyes. Do you know it is better to be silent and maintain the bond of brotherhood and love than
to dissemble and contend with one another? What was ever accomplished by that, but enmity.
"For your information, I will reveal truth to you in your conscience but you are not to force it upon
anyone else and say ‘I am of Paul, his way is better. I am of Peter, no! His way is better!’ Do you see
how foolish you are in the sight of the angels??? Rather pray for one another that the truth will
prevail and the rest I shall do in My Own Timing.
"In the meantime, love one another as I have loved you."

How to prepare for deliverance of demonic spirits
Yes, Jesus can appear to you and deliver you in the spirit. He did that for me.
Do you have the Baptism of the Holy Spirit? Very important to receive the gift of tongues and be praying
or singing in tongues because that is God praying through you. VERY IMPORTANT!!! You should
worship and pray in this way for at least 30 minutes to two or three hours before deliverance.
Make a complete list of the people who have hurt you. If there is anyone you haven't forgiven, you need
to at least make an act of the will to forgive them, and ask Jesus to help you forgive them and love them
and pray for them, through you. Make a list of those you have hurt, ask God to forgive you and to bless
them.
Also, if you are in any kind of sin: living with a man, or any kind of sex outside of marriage, that has to
be stopped or you need to get married. If you are in any way being dishonest, disrespectful to parents,
basically violating the ten commandments, and the beatitudes in Matt 5. Check to see if you are following
all these things, and there is NO SIN in your life, no dirty magazines, violent or sexual movies, or movies
about the supernatural outside of God like Harry Potter.
Make sure there are no cursed objects in your home, especially things made by natives or people who
have cursed images, and no false Gods like Buddha, Tikis. Celtic new age items, no dragons or dragon
games, nothing from the occult. No Tarot cards, astrology books, jewelry or symbols, charts... anything
occult has to be removed from your house. No occultic jewelry. If you are clean, then you can be
delivered. But if you are still attached to any form of witchcraft, Santa Ria, etc. you cannot be delivered.
The demons may leave but then will return with more.
So, you have to be prepared for deliverance first. When you decide to get rid of all these things (that is, if
you have them) you need to renounce all your involvements with them.
If you have a long list of
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occultic practices you should put them on paper and repent and renounce each one as I have given you
example below:
"In the Name of Jesus, I repent of using the Tarot Cards and renounce the Tarot. Leave and never return,
in Jesus Name. Jesus, have mercy on me and deliver me from evil."
"In the Name of Jesus, I repent of using the Ouija board and renounce the Ouija Board. Leave and never
return, in Jesus Name. Jesus, have mercy on me and deliver me from evil."
"In the Name of Jesus, I repent of praying to Buddha and renounce Buddha and meditation. Leave and
never return, in Jesus Name. Jesus, have mercy on me and deliver me from evil."
"In the Name of Jesus, and by the power of His Blood, I repent and renounce my involvement in
witchcraft ceremonies, going to mediums and Tarot card readers, and all practitioners of all forms of
witchcraft. Lord deliver me from evil."
Also with sexual relationships, make a list of who you have had relations with on paper and repent before
the Lord of every single one.
Then "In the Name of Jesus, I renounce ______ ______. And I repent for ever having committed this
sin, in Jesus Name. I break the soul tie to _____ ________ in Jesus Name. Lord deliver me from evil.”
"In Jesus name, I break every generational curse put on me from my ancestors. I am covered by the blood
of Jesus that wipes away all curses. Lord, deliver me from evil."
When you are done renouncing, burn that list and ask God to remove all the evil from your life, even if
you forgot something. Ask Him to make you strong in discernment and self-control so you will never
touch anything like that again.
Here are some objects that may be inviting the demons in: Newspapers, or magazines in the house
because witches curse their ads in these things to draw people in, and open the door for demons to enter
the house.
No demonic, occultic, witchcraft, scary or brutal movies, videos or video games OR BOOKS in the
house. No Egyptian artifacts or symbols - they are extremely evil. Buddhas, Native American Medicine
Men, Swammis, Spiritual leaders from other religions, Tiki images, ANYTHING SPIRITUAL IN
NATURE that is not Christian.
You may have Christian crosses or other objects used for devotions. A picture of Jesus is fine, you aren't
worshiping the image, you are worshiping the person in the image. That's very helpful to get your focus
back on Jesus.
The standard the Lord gave me about movies was not to watch any movies that depict sin, like mafia,
black market dealings, war movies, movies with adultery or sex.

BINDING DEMONS PRAYER
Repentance
Lord, please forgive me for what I have done that was not pleasing to You and
what I have failed to do that was pleasing to You.
In Jesus’ Name, I cancel all permissions for oppression against us.
I call upon the Holy angels to pray this prayer with me.
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Curses, Hexes, Spells & Strongholds
x3"I break and forever disable every curse, hex, evil wish, spell, seal, link, restraint, assignment, devilish
wile and stronghold against us and our angels, in Jesus’ Name, for it is written that no weapon formed
against us will prosper."x3 Jesus, I pray that what You do allow, we will conquer with Your grace.
Some trust in chariots and some trust in horses, but we will trust in the Name of the Lord our God,
our strong tower and mighty fortress.
Forgive & Bless Our Enemies From The Heart
Father, I forgive and bless from my heart, those people who have chosen to be our enemies and pray that
Your love would heal and convert them. "Father, forgive them for they know not what they do."
The Lord's Protection
Lord, You promised that no weapon formed against us would prosper. I humbly entreat You to fortify this
globe of angelic protection surrounding us and to send your Holy angels to make a complete sweep,
removing every demon and evil practitioner and blocking every projection, disabling every cursed object
and device of evil. And fortifying this globe beyond the ability of the enemy to penetrate, sealing off
every portal: air, earth, fire, water and inter-dimensional with the Blood of Jesus, as well as providing this
protection wherever we or our animals go. Please Lord, send Your Holy Angels to stand guard and
stop our enemies or cursed objects and forces of evil from entering.
I plead the Blood of Jesus over us and our angels and our spirits, minds, hearts and bodies. And ask that
every dark-matter weapon aimed at us or anyone pertaining to us, or our ministry, families and animals
would immediately be intercepted or destroyed by your Holy angels. Lord, deliver us from evil, silence
all tormenting voices, the tyranny of memories and sever the cords and projections of the wicked.
Spirits of Deception
In the Name of Jesus, I loose us and our angels from every demon and evil device. I disable and bind
their leaders, backup and forces of retaliation, every spirit force causing Miscommunication,
Condemnation, Scrupulosity, Fear, Panic, Anxiety, Depression, Unbelief, Apathy, Gossip, Slander, Lies
against God’s character. Including all spirits of Jezebel, Lying, Religious, Pharisee, Bigotry, Beguiling,
Hindering, Deceiving and Seducing Spirits sent against us or our ministry to provoke us to sin.
In Jesus’ Mighty Name, and according to His will, I loose us and our angels from every demon and evil
device. I disable and bind their leaders, backup and forces of retaliation, especially those associated with:
Forgetfulness, Distractions, Sabotage, Rebellion, Disobedience, Self-will, Lying, Torment, Fear, Pride,
Jealousy, Judgment, Anger, Laziness, Discouragement, Avarice-Greed, Gluttony, Lust, Disease, Pain and
Lying symptoms; from provoking or acting against us, our volunteers, friends, pets and families.
In Jesus’ Name, we bind every demon and associated demons causing twisted communications,
confusion of speaking, hearing, writing and reading on all sides of a communication with every person
involved. We pray, Holy Spirit, that You would impart proper understanding on all sides of
communications, with everyone involved. (Here you can add your personal preference from the list at
the end.)
In Jesus’ Name, I bind all forces of opposition: Inter-dimensional, Mental, Emotional, Spiritual, Physical
and Dark Matter from affecting us or our angels. And bind them from obtaining reinforcements or
retaliation against us, our angels, our friends volunteers, families, pets and resources. And that every
demon force, with all their associations, their leaders, backup, forces of retaliation and devices of
evil acting against us or named in this entire binding prayer, be dispatched by the Holy angels to
the Pit never to be released.
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Healing From Our Sins and Attacks
I pray, Holy Spirit, that you would pass over our whole beings: body, soul, and spirit with Your Glory
and increase and restore our passion for God, our love for others, our minds and memories, health, vigor,
endurance, focus, faith, peace and joy to the places the enemy, the world and our own flesh have defiled.
Lord, what You have not restored, we offer to You for the work of converting the lost.
The Name & The Blood
Thank You, Jesus, for the power of your Name. Please cover and sanctify us with Your Blood, to be
conformed to You in humility, obedience, charity, purity and courage. I pray You would fortify, sustain
and bless mightily our angels in their battles against evil.
The Glory
Lord, I humbly ask You to release the Glory and protection that You sent with Your People Israel, fire in
the midst of them wherever they went. And to restore seven-fold, all the enemy has stolen from us.
Favor
I speak Divine and Supernatural favor, Double favor, Additional favor, Abundant favor, Extended favor,
over us and our works for the Lord.
Jesus, I trust in You. Jesus, I trust in You. Jesus, I trust in You.
(Say this once in your life, to make sure anything done in secret against your will is broken.) In the Name of
Jesus, I renounce and break all dedications to Satan, within the womb or after birth. x3

Forces of Opposition
Choose your own personal ones and insert them in the paragraph beginning with “In Jesus Name, I bind all
forces of opposition,”
The List: Fear of Man, PTSD, co-dependent behavior, overwhelm, bullying, panic, confusion, fight or flight
chemical and emotional response, and all dynamics of Oppression & Apathy; brain imbalance, pain response;
anxiety, fear, anger, depression, despair, and suicide; unhealthy cravings, gluttony, weight gain, doubt and unbelief,
false guilt, self hatred, bitterness;
Lying symptoms, spiritual & physical parasites, inflammation, infirmity, death, spirits of heaviness, fatigue,
lukewarmness, weakness and sleep; avarice, pride, rebellion, opposition, self pity; distraction, restlessness, curiosity,
compulsive addictive behavior; sexual arousal, spousal & child abuse, incest, pornography and all sexual addictions;
rejection & abandonment.
Spiritual deafness-dumbness-blindness and fog; Apathy, laziness, jealousy, judgment, condemnation and gossip of
self & others; lying and deceiving voices, divination, seduction, twisted communication; contentiousness, division,
alienation: I declare all of you, coming against us, your leaders and replacements and those attached to or used by
you, bound and permanently disabled in Jesus Holy Name, never to return.

Psalm 91
1 Living in the Most High’s shelter,
camping in the Almighty’s shade,
2

I say to the LORD, “You are my refuge, my stronghold!
You are my God—the one I trust!”
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3

God will save you from the hunter’s trap
and from deadly sickness.

4

God will protect you with his pinions;
you’ll find refuge under his wings.
His faithfulness is a protective shield.

5

Don’t be afraid of terrors at night,
arrows that fly in daylight,

6

or sickness that prowls in the dark,
destruction that ravages at noontime.

7

Even if one thousand people fall dead next to you,
ten thousand right beside you—
it won’t happen to you.

8

Just look with your eyes,
and you will see the wicked punished.

9

Because you’ve made the LORD my refuge,
the Most High, your place of residence—

10

no evil will happen to you;
no disease will come close to your tent.

11

Because he will order his messengers to help you,
to protect you wherever you go.

12

They will carry you with their own hands
so you don’t bruise your foot on a stone.

13

You’ll march on top of lions and vipers;
you’ll trample young lions and serpents underfoot.

14

God says, “Because you are devoted to me,
I’ll rescue you.
I’ll protect you because you know my name.

15

Whenever you cry out to me, I’ll answer.
I’ll be with you in troubling times.
I’ll save you and glorify you.

16

I’ll fill you full with old age.
I’ll show you my salvation.”
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The 33rd Crusade Prayer

Oh, my God, Loving Father, I accept with love and gratitude, Your Divine Seal of Protection. Your
Divinity encompasses my body and soul for eternity. I bow in humble thanksgiving and offer my deep
love and loyalty to You, my beloved Father. I beg You to protect me and my loved ones with this
special Seal and I pledge my life to Your service forever and ever. I love You, Dear Father. I console
You in these times, Dear Father. I offer You the Body and Blood, Soul and Divinity of Your Dearly
Beloved Son, in atonement for the sins of the world and for the salvation of all Your Children. Amen
I want to share with you a little piece of history here, for these two prayers. This came from Jim
O’Connor – we’re blessed to have on our channel. During World War I, LTC Whittensley was a
Regimental Commander in the British Army. His regiment recited the 91st Psalm every morning. His
regiment went over the wall several times, thousands were killed on this left and right sides, but not
one of his soldiers was wounded. It was reported that the German Bullets seemed to bounce off LTC
Whittensley’s men.
So, when you find yourselves in a really tight place, and the odds are against you – remember: these
prayers are very powerful to deliver us. The Lord bless you.
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